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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
GUEST LECTURE IS  ESSENTIAL AND INTEGRAL 

PART FOR THE TRANSACTION OF THE COURSE 

CURRICULUM AND ARE PRE-REQUIS ITES FOR THE 

SUCCESS OF THE VOCAT IONAL SCHEME.  GUEST 

LECTURE IS  TO FILL  THE GAP BETWEEN THE 

KNOWLEDGE WHICH THE STUDENT HAVE AND 

WHAT IS  REQUIRED IN THE CURRICULUM OF THE 

SPECIF IC  TRADE TO BR IDGE THE INDUSTRY GAP.  
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DETAILS 
 

    MUKESH KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a skillful person. 

He is worked in Jag Mohan motorsPvt. Ltd. Maruti 

Suzuki Gohana.  

He is also very  intrested to teach the students 

He is praise to vocational subjects that predents in 

schools 

He motivated the students about Automotive 

industry and Automotive carrier &how to help this 

subject in ther job criteria. 

He also teach the students about field work . 

He is very punctual  

His communication skill is very attractive 

Every topics he would be teach with full of 

passionable. 

He also given parctical knowledge to the students 

He is very hard working &helpful person 

He teach all the topics satisfactory  

&also understand by the student. 

He also given relevant knowledge to that field 

He is a fully skilled knowledgeable person 

He is also skilled in their field also 

 He also motivated the students how this field 

helpful in their future &how to use this field &share 

their experience during workshop.  

He participated to all the workshops activity. 

He worked in a team 

He is very inspiring paerson 6 

 

     90505R6906 

 

     SANJEEVRATHI2@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         AUTOMOBILE 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   JAG MOHAN MOTORS PVT. LTD. 

GOHANA 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             I. T. I. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SANJEEV                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    SONU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a skillful person. 

He is worked  Assitant professor in DITM 

Engineering College .  

He is also very  intrested to teach the students 

He is praise to vocational subjects that predents in 

schools 

He motivated the students about Automotive 

industry and Automotive carrier &how to help this 

subject in ther job criteria. 

He also teach the students about field work . 

He is very punctual  

His communication skill is very attractive 

Every topics he would be teach with full of 

passionable. 

He also given parctical knowledge to the students 

He is very hard working &helpful person 

He teach all the topics satisfactory  

&also understand by the student. 

He also given relevant knowledge to that field 

He is a fully skilled knowledgeable person 

He is also skilled in their field also 

 He also motivated the students how this field 

helpful in their future &how to use this field &share 

their experience during workshop.  

He participated to all the workshops activity. 

He worked in a team 

He is very inspiring paerson 6 

 

     8529012344 

 

     SANJEEVRATHI2@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         AUTOMOBILE 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M. TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SANJEEV                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    AJAY KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Automotive technicians perform a wide range of 

duties, from simple maintenance like oil changes to 

major overhauls like bodywork and engine swaps. 

Working on cars is a passion for a lot of people, and 

many can translate that passion into a lucrative, 

fulfilling career. If you want to go into automotive 

work, you should decide if you want to specialize 

in a particular make of cars, a particular vintage, 

certain high-performance sports or performance 

cars, or if you just want to help people repair their 

everyday, regular commuting cars. If you’re good 

with your hands and have an aptitude for 

automotive work, you may be able to skip any 

formal education, provided you have the 

knowledge and experience required for the job. 

Education & Experience 

There are some excellent vocational and trade 

schools that allow you to get your hands dirty 

working on real or simulated vehicles, and 

eventually you’ll get a chance to work on actual 

customers’ cars. Before you choose an automotive 

school, be sure to do enough research on tuition 

cost, reliability and reputation, quality of 

education, and whether they offer certifications 

recognized by most garages. Fortunately, there are 

many automotive schools in many towns and cities, 

and if you have a backyard garage education on 

automotive repair, you may be able to get jobs 

based on referrals and word of mouth. Typically, 

mechanics who work on high-performance or high-

end cars will require some sort of formal training. 
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     8586928613 

 

     AJAY.AJAY210@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         AUTOMOBILE 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ONWER OF L.K ENTERPRISES 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             DIPLOMA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Shubham                                                                                                                              

School: 6080301002 GSSS BEGA  
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DETAILS 
 

    PARVESH KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a skillful person. 

He is worked in Malik Honda Authorises service 

center Panipat .  

He is also very  intrested to teach the students 

He is praise to vocational subjects that predents in 

schools 

He motivated the students about Automotive 

industry and Automotive carrier &how to help this 

subject in ther job criteria. 

He also teach the students about field work . 

He is very punctual  

His communication skill is very attractive 

Every topics he would be teach with full of 

passionable. 

He also given parctical knowledge to the students 

He is very hard working &helpful person 

He teach all the topics satisfactory  

&also understand by the student. 

He also given relevant knowledge to that field 

He is a fully skilled knowledgeable person 

He is also skilled in their field also 

 He also motivated the students how this field 

helpful in their future &how to use this field &share 

their experience during workshop.  

He participated to all the workshops activity. 

He worked in a team 

He is very inspiring paerson 6 

 

     8607510060 

 

     SANJEEVRATHI2@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         AUTOMOBILE 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SENIOR SUPRIVISOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B. TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SANJEEV                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    REENU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a skillful person. 

She is worked in Aisin Automotive Pvt.Ltd Rohtak .  

She is also very  intrested to teach the students 

She is praise to vocational subjects that predents 

in schools 

She motivated the students about Automotive 

industry and Automotive carrier &how to help this 

subject in ther job criteria. 

She also teach the students about field work . 

She is very punctual  

Her communication skill is very attractive 

Every topics he would be teach with full of 

passionable. 

She also given parctical knowledge to the students 

She  is very hard working &helpful person 

She teach all the topics satisfactory  

&also understand by the student. 

She  also given relevant knowledge to that field 

She is a fully skilled knowledgeable person 

She is also skilled in their field also 

 She also motivated the students how this field 

helpful in their future &how to use this field &share 

their experience during workshop.  

She participated to all the workshops activity. 

She  worked in a team 

She is very inspiring women 

6 

 

     8901269562 

 

     SANJEEVRATHI2@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         AUTOMOBILE 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SENIOR ENGINEER AT AISIN 

AUTOMOTIVE PVT. LTD ROHTAK 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 8 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             DIPLOMA IN AUTOMOBILE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SANJEEV                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    KULBIR MALIK 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a skillful person. 

He is worked in Panchratna Pvt. Ltd. Rohtak as a 

Senior Production Engineer .  

He is also very  intrested to teach the students 

He is praise to vocational subjects that predents in 

schools 

He motivated the students about Automotive 

industry and Automotive carrier &how to help this 

subject in ther job criteria. 

He also teach the students about field work . 

He is very punctual  

His communication skill is very attractive 

Every topics he would be teach with full of 

passionable. 

He also given parctical knowledge to the students 

He is very hard working &helpful person 

He teach all the topics satisfactory  

&also understand by the student. 

He also given relevant knowledge to that field 

He is a fully skilled knowledgeable person 

He is also skilled in their field also 

 He also motivated the students how this field 

helpful in their future &how to use this field &share 

their experience during workshop.  

He participated to all the workshops activity. 

He worked in a team 

He is very inspiring paerson 6 

 

     9812282458 

 

     SANJEEVRATHI2@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         AUTOMOBILE 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SENIOR PRODUCTION ENGINEER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 7 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B. TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SANJEEV                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    MS. ANNU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is belongs a middle class family.she is a social 

worker and event organizer. she also organised 

beauty seminar. she runs payal beauty academy. 

she is dedicated toward her occupation. she is self 

depended and confident lady which is an 

inspiration to all the girls. she also participated in 

job fair. all the students give attention to her when 

she teaches. She is belongs a middle class 

family.she is a social worker and event organizer. 

she also organised beauty seminar. she runs payal 

beauty academy. she is dedicated toward her 

occupation. she is self depended and confident lady 

which is an inspiration to all the girls. she also 

participated in job fair. all the students give 

attention to her when she teaches. She is belongs 

a middle class family.she is a social worker and 

event organizer. she also organised beauty 

seminar. she runs payal beauty academy. she is 

dedicated toward her occupation. she is self 

depended and confident lady which is an 

inspiration to all the girls. she also participated in 

job fair. all the students give attention to her when 

she teaches. 

6 

 

     7027105656 

 

     ANNUPMKK@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTICIAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 12 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             POST GRADUATE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Rajesh rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107334 GGSSS SONEPAT  
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DETAILS 
 

    SNEHA ROY 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

sneha is a proffesional make up artist  she has also 

speacalist in skin and body massage she has 

excllent interpersonal skills she is a lister with 

caring attitude the abillty to make student feel 

relaxed n comfortable she is learned fromvlcc she 

has 10 yers experience she is capable beauty 

therapist they taught the student very well.... she 

has own saloon she has also worked in places vivol 

andl n body line she has also done a makeuo artist 

course and she also teaches children in nown saloon 

she has worked in places vivol n body line n others 

saloon .. her experience was very good in her 

beauty career she is also an expert in hair beauty 

and she also treats all types of skin she is very 

experienced about her work she is friendly with 

student they also have knowlege of all kinds of 

makeup she told student how u can make a good 

career in this field  herexperience has very much 

due to which she taught the student very well 

iilstudent  student got to learn a lot she also told 

about the beginning of her career 

6 

 

     7988821454 

 

     AMIT88.ROY@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   OWN SALOON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 10 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: udita roy                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107402 GSSS TAJPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    POONAM 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She  therapists with rich treatment for the face, 

hair, skin, and the body. Threading, facials,      

massages, skin treatments, manicure and pedicure 

are all included in Beauty therapy. She also advice 

on skin care, make up, hair style. 

• She specialize in doing make up for marriages, 

for TV and film performances and special 

occasions. 

• Specialized areas of work are electrolysis, 

permanent make-up used to give a permanent lip-

line or eye-line, aroma therapy which uses 

fragrances and essences for beauty treatment, etc. 

• She advisor  market cosmetics, help customers 

identify the skin/ hair type and give advice on how 

to treat minor ailments. She give advice on the use 

of cosmetics, general health/fitness advice, 

treatment and training is given in 

yoga/aerobics/health clubs by specialists in fitness 

and exercise. 

• Hair stylers/hair dressers specialize in hair 

care, cutting, styling and setting. 

• Cosmetologists study everything related to 

beauty from daily care to specialized techniques 

that enhance the appearance 

 

6 

 

     8053141820 

 

     POONAM123596@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   OWN SALOON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 10 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MA, ITI, CTI 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SARITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080700802 GSSS CHHICHHRANA  
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DETAILS 
 

    NEHA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very knowledgeable person. 

She is very hard worker.she is expert in hair and 

skin. 

She faced to achieve that in Life many challenges . 

She interduced all students many skin and hair 

knowledge. 

For example----Cuticle is the external part of the 

hair fibre. It is the cuticle which need basic hair 

care and subjected to attacks which the hair suffers 

and your hair conditions depending on it. Wind, 

rain, sunlight, pool and saltwater, harsh chemicals, 

excessive perms, bleaching or coloring your hair, 

and mechanical injury caused by harsh brushing can 

result in damaged hair. Depending on type of 

damage, there are special tretments that can help 

prevent and even repair damaged hair. 

Hair type and hair color 

The structure of your hair follicle will determine 

the type of your hair. If that tube is small, then you 

will have a fine hair and if its large then you will 

have thick hair. A person's hair will be straight if 

this tube is round and will be curly if the tube is 

flattened. 

Hair color comes from melanin, the substance that 

gives hair and skin its pigment. There are two types 

of melanin one type is responsible for darke shades 

(eumelanin) and the other is responsible for light 

shades like blonde and red (phaeomelanin). The 

mixture and amount of these pigments determine 

the natural color of hair. So in a way its also true 

to say that the lighter someone's hair, the less 

melanin there is. A person with black hair has much 

more melanin than someone with blond or red hair. 

 

6 

 

     9729789049 

 

     

NEHAARRORA.ARORA189@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTICIAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.COM,DIPLOMA HAIR AND 

SKIN CARE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Poonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080200802 GSSS BEESWAMEEL  
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DETAILS 
 

    ANNU RANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a very talented person. 

she has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies . 

Now she is a very professional lady. 

she has been expert in KAYA  SKIN CARE,which is a 

well known cosmetologist center. 

Now she is giving their services to pmkk as a 

development officer. 

she is also very active in social work. 

she has  gcod communication skills,she knows how 

to attract customers. 

All of the customers are very satisfied with their 

services. 

she is also very active on social media. 

she also has a youtube channel. 

she  also provides their services online. 

she also organise seminars in schools............... 

she is a role model of many cosmetologist......... 

she aquires a lot of qualities like''......... 

very hard working.......... 

straight forward... 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations.......... 

provides quality services to their 

customers............. 

she is very creative ...... 

she knows the current trend of facial,makeup 

latest hair technologies and color development 
6 

 

     7027105656 

 

     ANNUPMKK@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PMKK BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

OFFICER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 12 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: VIDYA MALIK                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SWATI CHAUHAN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

मैं स्वाति चौहान मैंने सन 1998 में अपनी ब्यूटी कोसस की 
शुरुआि की और शादी के बाद अपना सैलून खोला एक पेपर 
से अपने काम की शुरुआि की 20 साल हो गए मैंने सलून में 
30606 स्टाफ मेंबर रखे हुए हैं मुझे भी 20 साल के दौरान बोसी 
कठिनाइयों का सामना करना पडा मैंने अपने कोसस में 
आईटीआई और सीटीआई को पे्रफरेंस दी है और मेरे कोसस 
आईटीआई आईटीआई दोनों के हैं प्रोफेशनल हेयर स्स्कन केयर 
क्रीम मेरे पास है मैं स्कूल व कॉलेजों में गैस के ललए चाहिी हूूं 
एग्जाम चेक करने के ललए जािी हूूं मेरे पास 85 बोर्स है मैंने 

ऑल इूंडर्या नेशनल अवार्स जीिा हुआ है इसमें मेरा सेकूं र् 

प्राप्ि हुआ मैं हमेशा हर काम में एस्टटव अपलोर् करिी रहिी 
हूूं अपनी वीडर्योस एर्वाूंस एर्वाूंस एर्वाूंस एर्वाूंस एर्वाूंस 

एर्वाूंस में courses यह है एर्वाूंस कोसस ओूं में है एर्वाूंस में 
एक मेकअप स्टाइल एर्वाूंस हेयर स्टाइल एटट एर्वाूंस 

मेकओवर नेल एटसटेंशन परमानेंट मेकअप सारी जगह पर 
मुझे वकस शॉप लगाने का मौका लमला मैं सेलमनार के लगािी हूूं 
वकस शॉप बबल करिी हूूं और हर जगह से अब वोट लमलिे हैं 
मुझे चाहे कोई भी पोजीशन के वोट लमले मैं अपने काम में 
बहुि एस्टटव रहिी हूूं इस काम में मुझे चाहे कोई भी कठिनाई 

आई वरना अपने लक्ष्य को पूरा करके रखिी हूूं अपने स्टाफ 

को भी समय-समय पर मोठटवेट करिी हूूं और बहुि सारे मैंने 

फ्री कोसेज भी आरूंभ कर रखे हैं मैं सोशल मीडर्या पर भी 
एस्टटव रहिी हूूं इूंस्टाग्राम इूंस्टाग्राम पर मेरी आईर्ी है स्वाति 

चौहान चौहान चौहान ठटप टॉप पर ही मेरी आईर्ी है स्वाति 

चौहान के नाम से मैं 20 साल से इस कायस में लगी हुई हूूं 

6 

 

     8053052747 

 

     

SWATICHAUHAN123596@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTY  TRAINER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 20 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sheela                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MANJEET KAUR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is telented person.................. 

She has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies................ 

Now she is a very professional lady.................... 

She aquires a lot of qualities like*............. 

very hard working...................... 

straight forward.......... 

Hair spa for conditioning the hair helps in making 

the hair follicles stronger. It deeply nourishes the 

roots of the hair and promotes hair re growth.  

The oil secretion of the scalp can be controlled. It 

re hydrates the scalp without causing dryness of the 

scalp.  

Due to pollution, many impurities get secreted on 

the scalp and these impurities can be cleaned by 

hair spa treatment. Dull and damaged hair can be 

treated with spa treatment which gives amazing 

results. 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations............... 

provides quality services to their 

customers.............. 

she is very creative................. 

she knows the current trend of facial makeup latest 

hair technologies and color 

development................... 

she also organise seminars in 

schools......................... 

she also provides their services 

online..................... 

she also has a you tube channel................... 

she is also very active on social media................ 

 

6 

 

     4518166456 

 

     MANJEETCORE@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPOYED 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SUJTA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602103 GSSS MAHMOODPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    POONAM 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She belongs to middle class family and she lives in 

Delhi she is married like every person she has lots 

of dream but her main dream was to achieve the 

best in the field of beautician as well as wants to 

make career in Beauty and she work hard to 

achieve her target she faces many difficulties to 

achieve her target Now after all she is a best 

beautician. She faces many difficulties related to 

financial and leg pulling activities done but she 

faces all the problem and darely she overcome all 

this sort of problems now the result is that she done 

best in her field and a very well known personality 

in her field. She belongs to middle class family and 

she lives in Delhi she is married like every person 

she has lots of dream but her main dream was to 

achieve the best in the field of beautician as well 

as wants to make career in Beauty and she work 

hard to achieve her target she faces many 

difficulties to achieve her target Now after all she 

is a best beautician. She faces many difficulties 

related to financial and leg pulling activities done 

but she faces all the problem and darely she 

overcome all this sort of problems now the result is 

that she done best in her field and a very well 

known personality in her field. 

6 

 

     9654554556 

 

     POONAM242012@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTICIAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Pooja Rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500602 GGSSS BIDHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    BHAWANA MEHATA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a very talented person....................... 

She has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies................. 

Now she is a very professional lady.................. 

She has been expert in SKIN tretment which is a 

well known cosmetologist center.................... 

She is also very active in social work............... 

She has good communications skills, she knows how 

to attract customers............ 

All of the customers are very satisfied with their 

services............ 

She is also very active on social media............ 

She also has a youtube channel.................... 

She also provides their services online............... 

She also organise seminars in schools............... 

she is a role model of many 

cosmetologist................... 

she aquires a lot of qualities like............ 

very hard working................ 

straight forward.................. 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations....................... 

provides quality services to their 

customers.................. 

she is very creative.................... 

she knows the current trend of facial makeup latest 

hair technologies and color 

development...................... 
6 

 

     9728465466 

 

     BHAWNAMEHTA008@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLYOOD 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 10 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: MEENA KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    PARMILA DEVI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good knowledge about beauty.she is so 

intelligent and very aggressive towards the result 

of student she has all the information about 

beauty.she has clear the MA B.ed JBT.She had the 

diploma in hair & Skin Care.She had the experience 

of 3 years.She can give suggestions to anyone that 

how to cure or damage skin.and how to care it.we 

can also consult her about our hair fall problem.She 

can give good suggestion about that she can give 

good suggestion about.she is so familiar person.She 

always stands all people to helps them.she had also 

do makeup of teenagers lite bridal party.she taught 

the students very basic records things like padicure 

and like waxing etc.She gave me the good 

suggestion about RCCI hair co for bridal 

contact.like before the wedding.lets talk. 

               We recommend that you book in for a 

consultant or trial with your stylist 1-2weeks prior 

to the wedding allowing you book to communicate 

and plan your desired look before the big day. 

     At that time please bring any hair accessories or 

extension you plan on using for the wedding. 

6 

 

     8708071519 

 

     PARMILAMAHROIA.80@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTY SALON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.ED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Anju Chhillar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080101304 GGSSS BHATGAON  
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DETAILS 
 

    GEETU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs geetu is a nice and hard working 

&knowledgeable teacher. She is did his college 

maharishi dayanand university Rohtak haryana. She 

have very good knowledge about his subject. Some 

other key points about Mrs geetu following. The 

girls that each and every student can get the proper 

essence of the skill. She is punctual in her 

occupation. Her saloon has well equipped with 

modern technology like manicure, pedicure, nail 

art, facial, hair lightening hair spa, hair styles 

mehendi etc. Our students visited her saloon last 

time and got good experience. She teaches her 

topic very enthusiastic ally in her subject. She used 

to visit school to ferfrom guest lecture. She is 

active and smart lady according to her profession. 

She says every child have innate capacity to acquire 

any skill. She says in this profession we can make 

herself. Really she deserves in this profession. She 

tells to the girls in a very simple way sothat they 

can learn easily. She is active and smart lady 

according to profession. She belongs to a farmer 

family. She has limitations in her all work but she 

simaltenoysly. 

6 

 

     9813514438 

 

     MOHIT261011@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TUTOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M. A, B.ED,DIPLOMA IN HAIR 

AND SKIN 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Seema Devi                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    MS. MONIKA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is belongs a middle class family.she is the only 

child of her parents, when she was two months old 

her father died.Her mother was a teacher who is 

now retired. she was a beauty trainer in pmkk 

institute. she is a certified assessor skill India 

project. she is working as a makeup artist in a 

reputed school. she is hardworking and confident 

lady, she is an inspiration to girls as to how they 

can start their employment in the future. when she 

teaches the girls, the girls listen to her carefully. 

she has deep knowledge about beauty and 

wellness. she is very cooperative by nature.She is 

belongs a middle class family.she is the only child 

of her parents, when she was two months old her 

father died.Her mother was a teacher who is now 

retired. she was a beauty trainer in pmkk institute. 

she is a certified assessor skill India project. she is 

working as a makeup artist in a reputed school. she 

is hardworking and confident lady, she is an 

inspiration to girls as to how they can start their 

employment in the future. when she teaches the 

girls, the girls listen to her carefully. she has deep 

knowledge about beauty and wellness. she is very 

cooperative by nature. 

6 

 

     7082628845 

 

     MONIKA9896080407@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTICIAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 11 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             POST GRADUATE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Rajesh rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107334 GGSSS SONEPAT  
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DETAILS 
 

    MANISHA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

manisha is a very good makeup artist aparts from  

this skin and hair also have a good knowledge  she 

ios very good makeup artist she has worked in ashu 

beauty  saloon pari beauty saloon and many other 

parlors  he has learned from both goverment 

orgnization and private  she has also done makup 

artist course from a private institute her 6 

experience was very good  therir behavior and 

attitude is very good towards the clients  she is very 

experience and heaving is also  very good behaviour  

they have very good way  speaking which is very 

importent for student learning  some student come 

to them to learn makeup and hair cou rse  she is 

also a very good teacher  she  has earned a good 

name in beauty [saloon the things they teach will 

be very beneficial for the chidren which will go 

ahead in their career student will benefit greatly 

from the lectures given by them so that they will 

have good knowledge of haie make up and other 

things too studenmt will benefit greatly from 

lectures given by her 

6 

 

     9416446091 

 

     MANISHA55K@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   JOB 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: udita roy                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107402 GSSS TAJPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    PREETI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She  therapists with rich treatment for the face, 

hair, skin, and the body. Threading, facials,      

massages, skin treatments, manicure and pedicure 

are all included in Beauty therapy. She also advice 

on skin care, make up, hair style. 

• She specialize in doing make up for marriages, 

for TV and film performances and special 

occasions. 

• Specialized areas of work are electrolysis, 

permanent make-up used to give a permanent lip-

line or eye-line, aroma therapy which uses 

fragrances and essences for beauty treatment, etc. 

• She advisor  market cosmetics, help customers 

identify the skin/ hair type and give advice on how 

to treat minor ailments. She give advice on the use 

of cosmetics, general health/fitness advice, 

treatment and training is given in 

yoga/aerobics/health clubs by specialists in fitness 

and exercise. 

• Hair stylers/hair dressers specialize in hair 

care, cutting, styling and setting. 

• Cosmetologists study everything related to 

beauty from daily care to specialized techniques 

that enhance the appearance 

 

6 

 

     8816013849 

 

     YADAVPREETI0005@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   WORKR AT A PRESTIGIOUS 

SALOON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 7 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MA, DIPLOMA IN BEAUTY 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SARITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080700802 GSSS CHHICHHRANA  
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DETAILS 
 

    ANNU RANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very knowledgeable person and she is very 

hard worker. 

She belong to a noble family, she is very expert of 

skin.  

She is very polite with all students and she faces 

many problems to achieved the skill in our life. 

She is giving to your best knowledge to all students.  

These are many quality's.  

Estheticians, also known as skin care specialists, 

cleanse and exfoliate, wax and laser, moisturize 

and apply makeup to enhance a person's overall 

appearance.  

A skin care specialist will first assess the condition 

of his or her clients' skin and make 

recommendations on what can be done to improve 

their skin quality.  

The job may involve a lot of standing.  

Because skincare specialists must evaluate the 

condition of the skin, good lighting and clean 

surroundings are important.  

Protective clothing and good ventilation also may 

be necessary, because skincare specialists often 

use chemicals on the face and body. 

She is good social worker and show always 

positiveness for your work. 

[23/08, 6:53 PM] poonam solanki: Empathy. 

Empathy is the ability to identify with or vicariously 

experience another person's situation. ... 

Boundary Setting. ... 

Active Listening. ... 

Social Perceptiveness. ... 

Self-Awareness. ... 

Organization. ... 

Coordination. ... 

Persuasion 

6 

 

     7202710565 

 

     ANNUPMKK@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTICIAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 12 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.B.A, PURSING, M.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Poonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080200802 GSSS BEESWAMEEL  
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DETAILS 
 

    SAHIL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a very talented person. 

He has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies . 

Now she is a very professional ARTIST 

HE is a best makeup artist. 

He is also a best hair stylist........ 

he has  gcod communication skills, 

he knows how to attract customers. 

All of the customers are very satisfied with his 

services. 

he is also very active on social media. 

he also has a youtube channel. 

he  also provides their services online. 

he also organise seminars in schools............... 

he is a role model of many hais experts and makup 

artist......... 

he aquires a lot of qualities like''......... 

very hard working.......... 

straight forward... 

he knows how to tackle in different 

situations.......... 

provides quality services to their 

customers............. 

he is very creative ...... 

he knows the current trend of facial,makeup latest 

hair technologies and color development 

e knows the current trend of facial,makeup latest 

hair technologies and color 

development................. 

he is a good listener,  

all the services like hair spa ,hair styles are 

best..... 

he makes the best use of his styling tools..... 

hair straigtner.... 

hair rollers 

 

6 

 

     9992929050 

 

     GIRATORASAHIL12@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   MAKUP ARTIST 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GRADUATION 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: VIDYA MALIK                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SHWETA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Personal hygiene can be define as an act of 

maintaining cleanliness and growing growing of the 

external body in maintaining good personality 

hygiene in consists of bathing washing your hand 

brushing teeth and spotting clean cloth additional 

it is also about making save Kanha jining diseases 

when you are a rounding there one person benefit 

of good hygienic is having better health keeping 

your body clean help bacteria or virus like in your 

external in the path simple act of wash your hand 

or regularly if effective way of keeping growing 

from spreading good personality has in habit 

include washing the body of them is possible 

everybody should have a solder and body everyday 

how you are they may be time when this is not 

possible for example when people are not coming 

or there is a shortage of water washing the hair 

once a week the soap of shampoo aur shampoo or 

at least was your going to the toilet was your hand 

going to the toilet washing hands with soap before 

preparing and eat food during normal diet activities 

such as working and playing this is case Jurm make 

at in on the hand and under the nails in germs on 

or not wash before preparing food or eating they 

may get on the food changing the clean cloth that 

clothes should be washed with laundry shop before 

working then again hanging cloth wearing the 

wearing again hanging cloth in the sun to dry the 

Sunday will kill some diseases case them and forest 

turning away from the people and covering their 

nose and mouth with a tissue or hand when casing 

for sneezing in the in not done Ropar of liquid 

containing germ from the nose and mouth will be 

supplied in air and people can breathe the them 

dropping can get on the food 
6 

 

     9992561354 

 

     SHWETAC487@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SALON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sheela                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    BABITA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

a cosmetic treatment of the hands involving 

shaping and often painting of the nails, removal of 

the cuticles, and softening of the skin............... 

 a treatment for the care of the hands and 

fingernails............................ 

Manicure definition, a cosmetic treatment of the 

hands and fingernails, including trimming and 

polishing of the nails and removing 

cuticles............ 

Nail is - a horny sheath protecting the upper end of 

each finger and toe of humans and most other 

primates. How to use nail in a sentence.............. 

A manicure is a cosmetic beauty treatment for the 

fingernails and hands performed at home or in a 

nail salon................... 

the plastic manicure bowl. This makes the 

manicure feel extra special. Section One (Steps 1-

11) 10 minutes. 1. Sanitize your hands and your 

clients hands with  ... 

cleanse and sanitize hands Begin your at-home 

manicure by first ... whether you put a beautiful 

manicure in the hands of your favorite salon 

professional or ... these easy manicure steps will 

get you an essie-approved color manicure. 

6 

 

     7082169201 

 

     AKB79079@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLOYED 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SUJTA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602103 GSSS MAHMOODPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MAMTA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a very talented person....................... 

She has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies................. 

Now she is a very professional lady.................. 

A facial is essentially a multi-step skin treatment 

that is one of the best ways to take care of your 

skin...................... 

A facial cleanses, exfoliates, and nourishes the 

skin, promoting a clear, well-hydrated complexion 

and can help your skin look younger.................. 

You also receive advice on the best way to take 

care of your skin.................. 

A facial works best when it is part of an on-going 

program of skin care. 

It is best to find an experienced, knowledgeable 

licensed esthetician who has special training in skin 

care and is knowledgeable, fastidious, and 

passionate about their work. Legally, a 

cosmetologist is allowed to give facials, but their 

primary training is in hair, so they might not be the 

best choice. There is also a trend toward dual-

licensed therapists, where the person is licensed to 

give both massage and facials. Be on the lookout 

for this in a resort setting, especially if you'd rather 

go to someone who only specializes in facials. 

6 

 

     8930994069 

 

     MAMTERCHALAN78@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLOYED 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.COM. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: MEENA KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    POONAM 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good knowledge about beauty.she is 

intelligent and very aggressive towards the result 

of student she has all the information about beauty 

and wellness.she clear the B A . she had the 

diploma in hair & skin care.she had the experience 

of 3 she can give suggestions to anyone that how to 

cure or damage skin.and how to care it.we can also 

consult her about our hair fall problem She can give 

good suggestion about that she is so familiar 

person.she always stands all people to helps them 

She had also do makeup artist of teenagers lite 

bridal party.she taught the students very basic 

records things like padicure and like waxing etc.she 

gave the good suggestion about RCCI hair co for 

bridal contact.like be fore the wedding. 

Any hair cutting or colouring should be done 1-

2weeks prior to the wedding before the day take 

deep breaths be excited 

   Shampoo and conditioner dry your hair with 

minimal product.No flat ironing as this can affect I 

how your hair will hold or curl the following day 

 

6 

 

     8307833353 

 

     MUDGALP153@GAMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   INSTRUCTOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Anju Chhillar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080101304 GGSSS BHATGAON  
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DETAILS 
 

    MONIKA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs Monika is a nice, hard working &knowledgeable 

teacher. She is did his graduate and post graduate 

study from college maharishi dayanand university 

Rohtak haryana. She have very good knowledge 

about his subject. Some other key points about Mrs 

Monika following. S,he was a good player of kho kho 

she player of the match in 2006 state level games 

under 19.short team gool is to placedin the 

requested company like yours. Long term goals is 

to at a higher position in a ncr. She straight is that 

he is self-motivated and hard working person &like 

to help others. She weakness is that he did not say 

no when other ask him to help. Hobbies are to do 

competitive coding, playing in door games like 

chess, watching TV. In short we say about him is 

that she is so much gentle person. She is active and 

smart lady according to profession. She says every 

child have innate capacity to acquire any skill. She 

says in this profession we can make herself. Really 

she deserves in this profession. She tells to the girls 

in a very simple way sothat they can learn easily. 

6 

 

     9034488273 

 

     MONIKAVIJAYMALIK@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NRG TOUTER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             POST BASIC 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Seema Devi                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    BHAVANA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

BHAVANA IS a specialist in skin and body massage n 

makeup have excellent interpersonal skills she is 

listener with caring attitude the ability to make 

student feel relaxed in comfortable she is learned 

from government organization  bhavana worked in 

many places and a lot of experience everything 

they tell is very beneficial for student she shared 

her many years of experience with student she is 

struggled a lot in his life to  reach this point and 

she is now doing much better job in the career of 

beauty her 10 years experience was very  good in 

her beauty career  she is also expert in hair n skin 

she told the student how you can make a good 

career in this field how the game the student the 

experience to do your work.she is capable beauty 

therapist. she is friendly and he treated student 

very well also. student got learn a lot. he also gave 

very good knowledge for make-up here and other 

things to the student so that a will not face any 

problem in there career. she also an expect in hair. 

6 

 

     8950372725 

 

     BHAVNA.33@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   JOB 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: udita roy                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107402 GSSS TAJPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAHUL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is  the honest, creative, and listening skills in 

the world can’t make up for a bad haircut. He is  a 

good stylist means committedly learning the ins 

and outs of several techniques — and staying hungry 

for more education and training once you leave 

school. We’ve all heard “practice makes perfect” 

throughout our lives, but it bears repeating 

because it’s true. He has  to make sure you’re 

familiar with a number of techniques and tools, 

that you work on building stamina in your hands, 

and hone your ability to keep your energy up while 

working on your feet all day. Adaptability is the 

crucible in which the first four requisites come into 

play. An excellent stylist is unfazed by changing 

trends, new tools, client visions that come way out 

of left field, and the millions of tiny inconveniences 

that somehow fill everyone’s lives. You never know 

what your day will bring you, so it’s imperative that 

you’re confident that your creativity, vision, and 

skill can all come into play to help you achieve a 

stellar result and a happy guest — no matter what 

pops up. 

6 

 

     9253286896 

 

     RAHULBABA072@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   OWNER OF A SALOON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BA, DIPLOMA IN HAIR 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SARITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080700802 GSSS CHHICHHRANA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SAHIL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very knowledgeable . 

He introduced all students are many new hair style 

& hair knowledge. 

Hairstylists must keep up with the latest trends and 

be ready to try new hairstyles for their clients. A 

hairstylist will also may need to use a picture as a 

reference supplied by the client and recreate that 

look for their them. Many clients will ask for advice 

and ideas on how to cut or style their hair. Being 

creative is fun and so is a career in hairstyling. 

: Customer-Service Skills 

Since hairstylists work with clients on a daily basis, 

they must be pleasant, friendly, and able to 

interact with customers in order to retain them. 

The customer is always first and offering good 

customer service will allow them to spread the 

word. This buzz will keep the appointment book 

full and lead to happy customers coming back for 

more. Ultimately, the hairstylist will want to 

create a true connection with clients. 

creativity and imagination. 

    good communication and people skills. 

    a tactful manner. 

    stamina, patience and concentration. 

    the ability to work well under pressure. 

    excellent attention to detail. 

6 

 

     9992929050 

 

     GIROTRASAHIL12@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   HAIR STYLIST 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GRADUATE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Poonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080200802 GSSS BEESWAMEEL  
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DETAILS 
 

    MADHU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

...... She is a very talented person. 

she has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies . 

Now she is a very professional lady. 

she is a youtube blogger and also have a chanell on 

youtube madhuinstyles@youtube..... 

she has a online beauty vlog....... 

now she is giving their services via online 

channel.......... 

she is also very active in social work. 

she has  gcod communication skills,she knows how 

to attract customers. 

All of the customers are very satisfied with their 

services. 

she is also very active on social media. 

she also has a youtube channel. 

she  also provides their services online. 

she also organise seminars in schools............... 

she is a role model of many cosmetologist......... 

she aquires a lot of qualities like''......... 

very hard working.......... 

straight forward... 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations.......... 

provides quality services to their 

customers............. 

she is very creative ...... 

she knows the current trend of facial,makeup 

latest hair technologies and color development 

 

6 

 

     9812169157 

 

     MADHUINSTYLE@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SALOON OWNER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: VIDYA MALIK                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    BHAVANA SHARMA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

मैं भावना मेहिा मैंने अपनी ड्यूटी के ब्यूटी के कायस को 20 वर्स 
पहले आरूंभ ककया था और अब िक कूं ठटन्यू कर रही हूूं मेरा 
पहले एक छोटा सा सैलून था उसके बाद मैंने गोहाना में ब्यूटी 
अकैर्मी की शुरुआि की इसमें बहुि सी लडककयाूं ब्यूटी कोसस 
करिी हैं मैं एर्वाूंस कोसों की शुरुआि हर समय करिी रहिी 
हूूं जैसे एर्वाूंस हेयर स्टाइल एर्वाूंस में कब परमानेंट मेकअप 

मैं बहुि से मैं समय-समय पर ब्यूटी कूं पटीशन रखिी हूूं स्जनमें 
सलूटीश को इनवाइट करिी हूूं और सेललबिटी ककसके हाथों से 

पाठटसलसपेट करने वाले सदस्यों को इनाम ठदए जाि ेहैं ट्रॉफी दी 
जािी है मेरा सैलून गोहाना में है मैंने बहुि सारे अवार्स भी जीिे 
हैं मैं समय-समय पर कूं पटीशन में पाठटसलसपेट करिी हूूं और 
वहाूं से रैंक लेकर ही आिी हूूं मैं ब्यूटी के लेटचर भी देिी हूूं और 
पेपर भी चेक करिी हूूं मैंने नेशनल लेवल के भी अवार्स प्राप्ि 

ककए हैं मैं सोशल मीडर्या पर भी एस्टटव रहिी हूूं और अपर्टे 

करिी रहिी हूूं मैं यूट्यूब पर भी एस्टटव रहिी हूूं स्वाति शमास 
के नाम से मेरा यूट्यूब पाटी है मैं सोशल मीडर्या पर भी एस्टटव 

रहिी हूूं मैंने बोल से यूट्यूब चैनल आरूंभ कर रखे हैं मैं 
कूं पटीशन में बच्चों को भाग लेने पर सेलेबिटीज के हाथों से 

नाम ठदलवा टी हूूं चौकी उनका को प्रोत्साहन लमल सके वह गवस 
महसूस करिे हैं 

6 

 

     9728465466 

 

     BHAVANAMEHTA008@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SALON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sheela                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SWATTI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is telented person. 

She has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies. 

Now she is a very professional lady. 

If you are looking to start a career in makeup 

artistry India is the place to be, and what better 

way to learn the art of makeup than to be taught 

by a celebrity makeup artist?  

At The Delhi School of Make-Up, our makeup artists 

are industry professionals and have worked with 

celebrities such as................. 

She aquires a lot of qualities like*............. 

very hard working...................... 

straight forward.......... 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations............... 

provides quality services to their 

customers.............. 

she is very creative................. 

she knows the current trend of facial makeup latest 

hair technologies and color 

development................... 

she also organise seminars in 

schools......................... 

she also provides their services 

online..................... 

she also has a you tube channel................... 

she is also very active on social media................ 

 
6 

 

     7015051939 

 

     SWATICHAUCHAN89@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLYOD 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 10 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             CTI. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SUJTA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602103 GSSS MAHMOODPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SANDHYA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She belongs to middle class family and she lives in 

Delhi she is married like every person she has lots 

of dream but her main dream was to achieve the 

best in the field of beautician as well as wants to 

make career in Beauty and she work hard to 

achieve her target she faces many difficulties to 

achieve her target Now after all she is a best 

beautician. She faces many difficulties related to 

financial and leg pulling activities done but she 

faces all the problem and darely she overcome all 

this sort of problems now the result is that she done 

best in her field and a very well known personality 

in her field. She belongs to middle class family and 

she lives in Delhi she is married like every person 

she has lots of dream but her main dream was to 

achieve the best in the field of beautician as well 

as wants to make career in Beauty and she work 

hard to achieve her target she faces many 

difficulties to achieve her target Now after all she 

is a best beautician. She faces many difficulties 

related to financial and leg pulling activities done 

but she faces all the problem and darely she 

overcome all this sort of problems now the result is 

that she done best in her field and a very well 

known personality in her field. 

6 

 

     8708197035 

 

     SANDHYA1963@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PARLOUR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 14 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Pooja Rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500602 GGSSS BIDHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    SWATI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

मैं स्वाति चौहान मैंने सन 1 1998 मैंने अपने कररयर की 
शुरुआि की इसके बाद मैंने अपना एक सैलून खोला एक पेपर 
से कायसक्रम करने के बाद मुझे आज 20 साल हो चुके हैं मेरे 
सलून में 30 शेयर और 6 स्टाफ मेंबर हैं मुझ ेइन 20 सालों के 

दौरान बोसी कठिनाइयों का सामना करना पडा परूंिु मैंने हार 
नहीूं मानी मेरे पास आईटीआई की डर्ग्री और सीटेट का 
डर्प्लोमा भी है मैं स्कूलों में गैस लेटचर के ललए जािी हूूं और 
पेपर चेक करने के ललए भी मुझे बुलाया जािा है मैं सोशल 

मीडर्या पर भी एस्टटव रहिी हूूं मैंने 85 से भी अधिक आगोश 

प्राप्ि ककए हैं जहाूं भी मैं कूं पटीशन के ललए जािी हूूं मुझे वहाूं 
कुछ ना कुछ जरूर लमलिा है अपने कायस में बहुि अच्छी करिी 
हूूं मैं समाज सेवा के कायस करिी है मैं लडककयों को फ्री में भी 
कोधचूंग देिी हूूं मेरी अपनी पकड में भी है Instagram per 

sweet Swati Chauhan 123 596 meri id hai FB Swati 

Chauhan makeover Tiktok Swati Chauhan ladkiyon 

per Samay Mein Ladkiyon ko Samay Samay per body 

weight Karti hun मेरे बहुि से एर्वाूंस कोलशश भी हैं 
advance hairstyle advanced makeup nail extension 

main bahut Sare beauty beauty advanced forces bhi 

Kiye Hain aur apne Salon mein bhi galat Kyon Ke 

Liye Nahin Tak Nikle Karate Hain naye naye style 

Lekar Aati hun unhen update Karti rahti hun Samay 

Samay 

6 

 

     8053052747 

 

     

SWATICHAUHAN123596@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SALOON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sheela                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RITU SHARMA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a very talented person....................... 

She has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies................. 

Now she is a very professional lady.................. 

Define List of skin diseases. List of skin diseases 

synonyms, List of skin diseases pronunciation, List 

of skin diseases translation, English dictionary 

definition of List of skin diseases.................... 

Good skin care and healthy lifestyle choices can 

help delay natural aging and prevent various skin 

problems. Get started with these five no-nonsense 

tips................ 

Protect yourself from the sun ..................... 

Noun 1. skin disease - a disease affecting the skin 

disease of the skin, skin disorder disease - an 

impairment of health or a condition of abnormal... 

very hard working................ 

straight forward.................. 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations....................... 

provides quality services to their 

customers.................. 

she is very creative.................... 

she knows the current trend of facial makeup latest 

hair technologies and color 

development...................... 

 

6 

 

     992555073 

 

     RITUSHARMA773@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLOYED 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 35 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.SC. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: MEENA KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    MEENU DEVI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good knowledge about beauty.she is so 

intelligent and very aggressive towards the result 

of student she has good knowledge about the she 

had all the information about beauty . she clear the 

10th class.dhe had the diploma in hair & skin care 

2years diploma. 

She had the experience of 3 years.she can give 

suggestions to anyone that how to cure or damage 

that how to care it.we can also consult her about 

our hair fall problem She had also consult with 

minimal product.she can give good suggestion 

about that she had so familiar person about 

that.she always stands all people to helps them She 

had also do makeup artist of teenagers lite bridal 

party and very basic records about beauty.shegive 

give the good suggestion about RCCI hair co for 

bridal contact.like before the wedding.it'stalk. 

We recommend that you book in for a consultant or 

trial with your stylist 1-2weeks prior to the wedding 

allowing you to communicate and plan your desired 

look before the big day. 

At that time please bring any hair accessories or 

extension you plan on using for the wedding 

6 

 

     9050649900 

 

     MEENUBEVI123@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTY SALON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             10TH CLASS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Anju Chhillar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080101304 GGSSS BHATGAON  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAKHI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs Rakhi is a nice hard working &knowledgeable 

teacher. She did graduation and post graduate 

college from maharishi dayanand university Rohtak 

haryana. She have very good knowledge about his 

subject. Some other key points about Mrs Rakhi  

following. She was a good player of foot ball .she 

player of the match in 2008 state level games under 

17. Short team gool is to placedin the reputed 

company like yours. Long term goals is to at a 

higher position in a ncr. She straight is that he is 

self-motivated and hard working person &like to 

help others. She weakness is that he did not say no 

when other ask him to help. Hobbies are to do 

competitive coding playing in door games like chess 

watching TV. In short we say about him is that she 

is so much gentle person. She is punctual in her 

work. Our students got good experience when they 

visited her saloon because it is well equipped with 

modern machinisom. She tells to the girls in a very 

simple way sothat they can learn easily. She has 

good confidence. She is active and smart lady 

according to her profession. She helps the needy 

girls. 

6 

 

     7056527003 

 

     RAKHIMALIK15@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF PARLOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M. A, DIPLOMA HAIR AND 

COSMOLOGY 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Seema Devi                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    MR. SATISH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is belongs a middle class family.he is a  

professional hair master.he has a lot of experience 

in this field.when he worked in style valley salon 

sonepat, during the field visit he explained to the 

students very well which was very inspiring.he is 

able to teach salon management.he is a good hair 

dresser and styler.he has also worked as a hair 

dresser in Hyderabad.presently he works in new 

hair master salon in panipat.he also teaches the 

topic of hair structure and composition very 

well.he has deep knowledge about his 

profession.He is belongs a middle class family.he is 

a  professional hair master.he has a lot of 

experience in this field.when he worked in style 

valley salon sonepat, during the field visit he 

explained to the students very well which was very 

inspiring.he is able to teach salon management.he 

is a good hair dresser and styler.he has also worked 

as a hair dresser in Hyderabad.presently he works 

in new hair master salon in panipat.he also teaches 

the topic of hair structure and composition very 

well.he has deep knowledge about his profession. 

6 

 

     9992000889 

 

     SATISHLAKRAKNL@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PROFESSIONAL HAIR MASTER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Rajesh rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107334 GGSSS SONEPAT  
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DETAILS 
 

    SEEMA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

SEEMA IS a specialist in skin and body massage n 

makeup have excellent interpersonal skills she is 

listener with caring attitude the ability to make 

student feel relaxed in comfortable she is learned 

from government organization  SEEMA worked in 

many places and a lot of experience everything 

they tell is very beneficial for student she shared 

her many years of experience with student she is 

struggled a lot in his life to  reach this point and 

she is now doing much better job in the career of 

beauty her 10 years experience was very  good in 

her beauty career  she is also expert in hair n skin 

she told the student how you can make a good 

career in this field how the game the student the 

experience to do your work.she is capable beauty 

therapist. she is friendly and he treated student 

very well also. student got learn a lot. he also gave 

very good knowledge for make-up here and other 

things to the student so that a will not face any 

problem in there career. she also an expect in 

hair.she is very polite person 

6 

 

     7206104553 

 

     SEEMA54@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   OWN SALLON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: udita roy                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107402 GSSS TAJPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SHEETAL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She  therapists with rich treatment for the face, 

hair, skin, and the body. Threading, facials,      

massages, skin treatments, manicure and pedicure 

are all included in Beauty therapy. She also advice 

on skin care, make up, hair style. 

• She specialize in doing make up for marriages, 

for TV and film performances and special 

occasions. 

• Specialized areas of work are electrolysis, 

permanent make-up used to give a permanent lip-

line or eye-line, aroma therapy which uses 

fragrances and essences for beauty treatment, etc. 

• She advisor  market cosmetics, help customers 

identify the skin/ hair type and give advice on how 

to treat minor ailments. She give advice on the use 

of cosmetics, general health/fitness advice, 

treatment and training is given in 

yoga/aerobics/health clubs by specialists in fitness 

and exercise. 

• Hair stylers/hair dressers specialize in hair 

care, cutting, styling and setting. 

• Cosmetologists study everything related to 

beauty from daily care to specialized techniques 

that enhance the appearance. 

 

6 

 

     9996673535 

 

     SHEETAL.ANIL34@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   OWNER OF SALOON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BA, DIPLOMA IN BEAUTY 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SARITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080700802 GSSS CHHICHHRANA  
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DETAILS 
 

    MUNESH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very good person. 

She is very knowledgeable .she is good beautician 

in our market.  

She is very knowledgeable person and she is very 

hard worker. 

She belong to a noble family, she is very expert of 

skin.  

She is very polite with all students and she faces 

many problems to achieved the skill in our life. 

She is giving to your best knowledge to all students.  

These are many quality's. 

Begin a career in the growing field of skin care 

where the possibilities are endless. The program 

focuses on broad, transferable skills, and stresses 

the understanding and the ability to demonstrate 

the elements of a full program of skin care. Shear 

Excellence Hair Academy facial program will help a 

student to gain information and knowledge in given 

a facial massage treatment, using oils, creams, 

lotions, or other preparations to properly protect 

the client from significant damage. It will also 

prepare the student who desires to be a 

professional in the field of esthetics, with the 

knowledge, experience, skills and necessary skin 

care fundamentals to enter any phase of the spa 

and esthetics industry. Our goal is to broaden the 

scope and horizons of a Skin Care Specialist. 

Students will have breakthrough knowledge of the 

skin and all its elements including but not limited 

to structure and its functions, as well as the proper 

procedures behind the use of certain skin care 

treatments. This curriculum will also train students 

in the latest treatments of spa therapies, 

hydrotherapy, make-up application, in addition to 

hair removal (waxing and tweezing). Students will 

explore subjects such as understanding the skin, 

sterilization, mask and spa therapy.  Services that 

students will perform include facials, relaxation 

treatments, stress recovery, waxing and massage of 

the neck and face. 

6 

 

     7838507769 

 

     COCOLARRE.@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTICIAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.PHIL,M.A.B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Poonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080200802 GSSS BEESWAMEEL  
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DETAILS 
 

    HEENA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

...... She is a very talented person. 

she has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies . 

Now she is a very professional lady...... 

she is makup atrist in VLCC which is a well known 

name ofall cosmetologists.. 

. 

she is also very active in social work. 

she has  gcod communication skills,she knows how 

to attract customers. 

All of the customers are very satisfied with their 

services. 

she is also very active on social media. 

she also has a youtube channel. 

she  also provides their services online. 

she also organise seminars in schools............... 

she is a role model of many cosmetologist......... 

she aquires a lot of qualities like''......... 

very hard working.......... 

straight forward... 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations.......... 

provides quality services to their 

customers............. 

she is very creative ...... 

she knows the current trend of facial,makeup 

latest hair technologies and color development 

she is a good listener,  

all the services like hair spa ,hair styles are 

best..... 

she makes the best use of his styling tools..... 

hair straigtner.... 

6 

 

     999196996 

 

     HEENASURI26@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SALOON OWNER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: VIDYA MALIK                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RITU SHARMA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Skin care is the range of practices that support skin 

integrity, enhance its appearance and .............. 

Skin care is a part of the treatment of wound 

healing, radiation therapy and some 

medications................. 

 A product can be a drug, a cosmetic, or a 

combination of both, but the term "cosmeceutical" 

has no meaning under................... 

Skin care is the range of practices that support skin 

integrity, enhance its appearance and relieve skin 

conditions................... 

 They can include nutrition, avoidance of excessive 

sun exposure and appropriate use of emollients. 

Practices that enhance appearance include the use 

of cosmetics, botulinum, exfoliation, fillers, laser 

resurfacing, microdermabrasion, peels, retinol 

therapy.............. 

 Skin care is a routine daily procedure in many 

settings, such as skin that is either too dry or too 

moist, and prevention of dermatitis and prevention 

of skin injuries................... 

Skin care is a part of the treatment of wound 

healing, radiation therapy and some medications. 

 

6 

 

     9992555073 

 

     RITUSHARMA773@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLYOD 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 35 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.SC. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SUJTA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602103 GSSS MAHMOODPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    BHAVANA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

मैं भावना शमास  मेरा गोहाना में अपना एक सैलून है इसमें 
बहुि सी लडककयाूं पोस्ट करने के ललए आिी हैं आईटीआई 

एनसीवीटी एससीवीटी से दोनों से की है मेरा पीररयस 20 साल 

का हो चुका है मैंने 20 सालों में बहुि ही समस्या का सामना 
करना पडा मैं बहुि सी लडककयों को हर साल से करिी हूूं और 
उनसे वाईके मैं अपने यहाूं पर एक  मैं अपने यहाूं पर एक 

सेलमनार भी लगािी हूूं  सेलमनार में सेललबिटीज को इनवाइट 

करिी हूूं सी कर रखना चाहिी हूूं मैं अपने यहाूं पर अपने यहाूं 
पर सूंदेश को इनवाइट करिी हूूं सैलरी के हाथों से पोजीशन 

लेने वाले व्यस्टि को इनाम ठदया जािा है से वह बहुि ही गवस 
महसूस करिे हैं इसमें भी लेटचर के ललए जािे हैं मैंने अपने 

सलून में बहुि से एर्वाूंस हेयर इन कोसों को मैं समय-समय 

पर बच्चों को करने के ललए मोठटवेट करिे हैं गरीब बच्चों के 

ललए सहायिा करिी हूूं बड-ेबड ेसमीना पर समय-समय पर 
बच्चों को अच्छी जानकारी दी लडकी हूूं ओ से बाि ककए हैं मैं 
हर जगह कूं पटीशन में भाग लेिी हूूं और वहाूं से कुछ ना कुछ 

पोजीशन लेकर ही आिी हूूं मैं सभी बच्चों को हार्सवकस  करने के 

ललए पे्रररि करिी हूूं और इसमें उनकी मदद भी करिी हो मेरे 
सलून convert.mat बहुि अच्छा है ककसी लडकी को यहाूं पर 
कोई भी ठदटकि नहीूं है मेरे सालों में बच्चे दरू-दरू से और खाने 

के ललए आिे हैं मैं उनको सुवविाएूं प्रोवाइर् करवािी हूूं 

6 

 

     9728465466 

 

     BHAVANAMEHTA008@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SALOON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sheela                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SWATTI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a very talented person....................... 

She has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies................. 

Now she is a very professional lady.................. 

She has been expert in SKIN tretment which is a 

well known cosmetologist center.................... 

She is also very active in social work............... 

She has good communications skills, she knows how 

to attract customers............ 

All of the customers are very satisfied with their 

services............ 

She is also very active on social media............ 

She also has a youtube channel.................... 

She also provides their services online............... 

She also organise seminars in schools............... 

she is a role model of many 

cosmetologist................... 

she aquires a lot of qualities like............ 

very hard working................ 

straight forward.................. 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations....................... 

provides quality services to their 

customers.................. 

she is very creative.................... 

she knows the current trend of facial makeup latest 

hair technologies and color 

development...................... 

 

6 

 

     7015051939 

 

     SWATTICHAUNA39@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLOYED 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 10 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             CTI 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: MEENA KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    ANNU RANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good knowledge about beauty.she is so 

intelligent and very aggressive towards the result 

of student she had all the information about 

beauty.she clear the MBA.she had the diploma in 

cometologist Skin Care.She had the experience 12 

Years.She can give the suggestion to anyone that 

how to cure it We can also consult her about our 

hair fall problem.She can give good suggestion 

about that.she can give good suggestion about that 

she is so familiar person about that time please find 

the wedding allowing you book in for bridal party 

and very basic records things like padicure and 

waxing etc 

Any hair cutting or colouring should be done 1-

2weeks prior to the wedding before the day take 

deep breaths be excited 

   Shampoo and blow dry your hair with minimal 

product.No flat ironing as this can affect I how your 

hair will hold or curl the following day 

It you haven't met your stylist yet be sure to bring 

pictures to did in communicating the look you want 

rember time will be of the essence. 

At that time pleasure meeting with minimal 

product 

6 

 

     7027105656 

 

     ANNUPMKK@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PMKK BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

OFFICER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Anju Chhillar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080101304 GGSSS BHATGAON  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAKHI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs Rakhi is a nice hard working &knowledgeable 

teacher. She reads in college maharishi dayanand 

university Rohtak haryana. She have very good 

knowledge about his subject. Some other key 

points about Mrs Rakhi following. She was a good 

player of kho kho.. She player of the match in 2005 

state level term goal is to placedin the reputed 

company like yours.  Long term goals is to at a 

higher position in a a HR. Her strength is that he is 

self-motivated and hard working person &like to 

help others .his weakness is that he did not say no 

when other ask him to help. Hobbies are to do 

competitive coding playing in door games like 

chess, watching TV. In short we say about him is 

that she is so much gentle person. She teaches 

about her skill very effectively. She has a good 

personality. She tells the students step by step. She 

is punctual in  Work .our students got good 

experience when they visited her saloon because it 

is well equipped with modern machnisom. She tells 

to the girls in a very simple way sothat they can 

learn easily. She is active and smart lady 

6 

 

     7056527003 

 

     RAKHIMALIK15@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF PARLOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M. A DIPLOMA IN HAIR AND 

COSMOLOGY 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Seema Devi                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    MS. KRISHNA KUMARI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

she is belongs to a middle class family.she was fond 

of beauty and she made her hobby her 

profession.she is very passionate about this 

work.she wanted to do something in life so she 

started her beauty parlour with two plastic 

chair.today she has a big saloon in which she has 

three to four employees.she is master in advance 

hair stylling and advance makeup like air brush 

makeup. she also trains girls in her saloon.her life 

is inspiring for girls how they can make their hobby 

as a career in their life.she is belongs to a middle 

class family.she was fond of beauty and she made 

her hobby her profession.she is very passionate 

about this work.she wanted to do something in life 

so she started her beauty parlour with two plastic 

chair.today she has a big saloon in which she has 

three to four employees.she is master in advance 

hair stylling and advance makeup like air brush 

makeup. she also trains girls in her saloon.her life 

is inspiring for girls how they can make their hobby 

as a career in their life. 

6 

 

     8950019898 

 

     MEENAPARLOUR11@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BEAUTICIAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Rajesh rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107334 GGSSS SONEPAT  
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DETAILS 
 

    JYOTI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

BHAVANA IS a specialist in skin and body massage n 

makeup have excellent interpersonal skills she is 

listener with caring attitude the ability to make 

student feel relaxed in comfortable she is learned 

from government organization  bhavana worked in 

many places and a lot of experience everything 

they tell is very beneficial for student she shared 

her many years of experience with student she is 

struggled a lot in his life to  reach this point and 

she is now doing much better job in the career of 

beauty her 10 years experience was very  good in 

her beauty career  she is also expert in hair n skin 

she told the student how you can make a good 

career in this field how the game the student the 

experience to do your work.she is capable beauty 

therapist. she is friendly and he treated student 

very well also. student got learn a lot. he also gave 

very good knowledge for make-up here and other 

things to the student so that a will not face any 

problem in there career. she also an expect in hair. 

6 

 

     8903462178 

 

     JYOTI84@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLOYE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: udita roy                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107402 GSSS TAJPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    JYOTI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She  therapists with rich treatment for the face, 

hair, skin, and the body. Threading, facials,      

massages, skin treatments, manicure and pedicure 

are all included in Beauty therapy. She also advice 

on skin care, make up, hair style. 

• She specialize in doing make up for marriages, 

for TV and film performances and special 

occasions. 

• Specialized areas of work are electrolysis, 

permanent make-up used to give a permanent lip-

line or eye-line, aroma therapy which uses 

fragrances and essences for beauty treatment, etc. 

• She advisor  market cosmetics, help customers 

identify the skin/ hair type and give advice on how 

to treat minor ailments. She give advice on the use 

of cosmetics, general health/fitness advice, 

treatment and training is given in 

yoga/aerobics/health clubs by specialists in fitness 

and exercise. 

• Hair stylers/hair dressers specialize in hair 

care, cutting, styling and setting. 

• Cosmetologists study everything related to 

beauty from daily care to specialized techniques 

that enhance the appearance. 

 

6 

 

     7988244967 

 

     VISHUSAIN25@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   WORKR AT A PRESTIGIOUS 

SALOON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             10+2,  DIPLOMA IN BEAUTY 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SARITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080700802 GSSS CHHICHHRANA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SANGEETA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a make up artist.she has many knowledge of 

specific make up. 

She giving all knowledge of all students. 

Students are very excited. 

These are. Introduced all make up for example--- 

Makeup can make you feel more powerful and 

ready to face any situation.” But just as there are 

women and girls who wear makeup completely for 

themselves, there are those who wear makeup for 

the perceived benefit of others, or who feel as 

though they are unacceptable without it.Best 

Reasons and Benefits of Wearing Makeup 

    Makeup makes you more Confident. ... 

    Will keep your Skin Protected. ... 

    Makeup helps in enhancing your appearance. ... 

    You will have more fun with your day when you 

wear makeup. ... 

    Makeup makes you look perfect in photos. ... 

    You can get a better complexion when you use 

makeup. 

Pure mineral makeup binds to oils not water. This 

gives the makeup a natural water resistance and is 

much better for your skin then conventional 

cosmetics. ... Because of the use of titanium 

dioxide in most mineral products, it's also an 

excellent SPF. You can't beat a makeup that works 

with your natural body chemistry. 

6 

 

     7982218943 

 

     SONI123@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   MAKE UP ARTISTS 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH,DIPLOMA BEAUTY & 

MAKE -UP 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Poonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080200802 GSSS BEESWAMEEL  
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DETAILS 
 

    NEHA ARORA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

she has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies . 

Now she i...... She is a very talented person. 

s a very professional lady. 

she got their training from jawed habib which is a 

well known hair stylist of india 

now she is giving their services as a saloon 

owner....... 

she is also very active in social work. 

she has  gcod communication skills,she knows how 

to attract customers. 

All of the customers are very satisfied with their 

services. 

she is also very active on social media. 

she also has a youtube channel. 

she  also provides their services online. 

she also organise seminars in schools............... 

she is a role model of many cosmetologist......... 

she aquires a lot of qualities like''......... 

very hard working.......... 

straight forward... 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations.......... 

provides quality services to their 

customers............. 

she is very creative ...... 

she knows the current trend of facial,makeup 

latest hair technologies and color development 

 

6 

 

     9729789049 

 

     

NEHAARORA.ARORA189@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SALOON OWNER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.COM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: VIDYA MALIK                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    KAMLESH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

मैं कमलेश एक ब्यूटी टे्रनर को मैं गन्नौर  से हूूं मैं योगा की भी 
टे्रतन ूंग देिी हूूं मैंने ब्यूटी अकैर्मी भी खोल रखी है मैं बहुि सी 
लडककयों को प्रलशक्षिि कर चुकी हूूं मैं समय-समय पर बहुि 

से एस्टटववटीज करवािी हूूं और सोशल मीडर्या पर भी एस्टटव 

रहिी हूूं मैं टे्रतन ूंग का कायस भी करिी हूूं मैं ड्यूटी से जुडी हुई 

हर प्रोर्टट के बारे में जानकारी रखिी हूूं और समय-समय पर 
अपर्टे सपने सैलून में आने वाली लडककयों को भी देिी हूूं मैं 
बहुि से सेलमनार रखिी हूूं और सेलमनार में लडककयों को है वह 

भी देिी हूूं िाकक उनको प्रोत्साहन लमल सके वह इस कायस को 
आगे से आगे बढा सके और उनको सेललबिटी के हाथों से इनाम 

भी ठदलािी हूूं मैं साथी साथ में योगा टे्रनर भी हूूं मैं योगा ठटप्स 

देिी हूूं िब अपनी बॉर्ी को योग के महत्व के बारे में बिािी हूूं 
योग से कैसे ककया जा सकिा है और मेडर्टेशन करना भी 
लसखािी हूूं र्ाइट के बारे में बिािी हूूं मैं अपने सलून में एर्वाूंस 

कोसों को भी बढा रही हूूं िाकक लडककयों को समय-समय पर 
समय-समय पर अपर्टे ककया जा सके नए कोसों के बारे में 
जानकारी लमल सके अधिक से अधिक सीखने को लमल सकें  मैं 
लडककयों को ब्यूटी के कायस के साथ-साथ योग के महत्व के 

बारे में बिािी हूूं कक योग से हम बहुि सी बीमाररयों को िीक 

कर सकिे हैं योग से हम ककस प्रकार अपने शरीर को कफट रख 

सकिे हैं 

6 

 

     7404606214 

 

     KAMLESHGNR@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TRAINER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sheela                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    KEMLESH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

कमलेश योगा टीचर सोनीपि डर्स्स्ट्रटट से सूंबूंि रखिी हूूं मैं 
समय-समय पर जाकर स्कूलों में लगी रहिी है मैं बच्चों को 
योग के महत्व के बारे में बिाएूं योग से कैसे अपने शरीर को 
कफट रखा जा सकिा है हेल्दी र्ाइट के बारे में समझािे हैं कक 

ककस उम्र में ककस िारीख को लेना चाठहए हर उम्र के बच्चे के 

अकॉडर्िंग ककस का र्ाइट चाटस बना कर देिी हैं कफट रहने के 

ठटप्स देिी हूूं मेरा अपना एक सैलून इसमें बच्चों को मैं टे्रतन ूंग 

भी देिी हूूं मेरे सलून में बहुि से बच्चे देने के ललए आपको मैं 
उनको समय-समय पर मेरी बेटी करिी हूूं मैं उनको हर 
कठिनाई से जुडने के ललए िैयार करिी हूूं उन्हें नए-नए एर्वाूंस 

कोसस के बारे में बिािी हूूं मैं अपर्टे करिी हूूं और नए-नए को 
लसखाने की कोलशश करिी हूूं नए-नए डर्जाइन लसखाने 

कोलशश करिी हूूं फ्री साफ सफाई के बारे में लाइट के बारे में 
पससनल जो के तनयमों के बारे में बिािे हैं योग के तनयमों के 

बारे में बिािे हैं दिू के फायदे भी बिािे हैं ककस प्रकार से अपने 

शरीर को कफट रख सकिे हैं मैं टयों बिािी हूूं योगा योग से 

कैसे हम अपने शरीर और मन को कफट रख सकिे हैं जो खत्म 

होने के नािे में योग के महत्व के बारे में बिािे हैं कैसे पकडा 
जा सकिा है उसके ठटप्स बिािी हूूं और समय-समय पर बच्चों 
को बॉर्ी वेट करिी हूूं स्कूलों में जाकर लेटचर भी देिी हैं 
सेलमनार भी अटेंर् करिी हूूं update rahti hun बच्चों को भी 
समय-समय पर अपर्टे करिी हो रखी देने के ललए बोलिे हैं 
active Coaching Centre बच्चा एस्टटव होिा है 

6 

 

     7404606214 

 

     KEMLESHGNR@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TRAINER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sheela                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RASHMI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a very talented person....................... 

She has been faced a lot of struggle during their 

studies................. 

Now she is a very professional lady.................. 

she is very intelligent and keep well.............. 

that how to draw attention of students towards the 

topics........... 

she is a good conductor of knowledge having lots of 

patience and confidence who take responsibitily of 

the future of students......................... 

she knows the ability of each and every student and 

tries for them according......... 

She is also very active on social media............ 

She also has a youtube channel.................... 

She also provides their services online............... 

She also organise seminars in schools............... 

she is a role model of many 

cosmetologist................... 

she aquires a lot of qualities like............ 

very hard working................ 

straight forward.................. 

she knows how to tackle in different 

situations....................... 

provides quality services to their 

customers.................. 

she is very creative.................... 

she knows the current trend of facial makeup latest 

hair technologies and color 

development...................... 

 

6 

 

     9812727591 

 

     RASHMILATA27594@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF EMPLOYED 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 10 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.A. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: MEENA KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    SONIA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good knowledge about beauty.she is so 

intelligent and very aggressive towards the result 

of student she had the information about 

beauty.she clear the BA.She had the diploma in hair 

& skin care.she had the experience of 3 years.she 

can give suggestions to anyone that how to cure or 

damage skin.And how to care it.we can also consult 

her about our hair fall problem.she can give good 

suggestions about that.she is so familiar person. 

We recommend that you book in for a consultant or 

trial with your stylist 1-2weeks prior to the wedding 

allowing you to communicate and plan your desired 

look before the big day. 

At that time please bring any hair accessories or 

extension you plan on using for the wedding.It's also 

a good idea to bring pictures of your dress and a 

few potential hairstyles 

    Any hair cutting or colouring should be done 1-2 

weeks prior to the wedding.before the day take 

deep breaths be excited 

Shampoo and conditioner dry your hair will hold or 

curl minimal product no flat ironing as this can 

affect I how your hair will hold or curl the following 

day 

6 

 

     8307096429 

 

     

RAMKUMARKUMARRAM@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   INSTRUCTOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A BEAUTY DIPLOMA ITI 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Anju Chhillar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080101304 GGSSS BHATGAON  
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DETAILS 
 

    MAMTA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs mamta is a nice, hard working &knowledgeable 

teacher. She is Read college from maharishi 

dayanand university Rohtak haryana. She have very 

good knowledge about her subject. Some other key 

points about Mrs mamta following. She was a good 

player. Short team gool is to placedin the reputed 

company like yours. Long term goals is to at higher 

position in HR. His strength is that she is self 

motivated and hard working person &like to help 

others. His weakness is that he did not say no when 

other ask him to help .hobbies are to do 

competitive coding playing in door games like chess 

watching TV. In short we say about him is that she 

is so much gentle person. She teaches about her 

skill very effectively. She has a good personality. 

She tells the students step by step. She is punctual 

in her work. Our students got good experience 

when they visited her saloon because it is well 

equipped with modern machnisom. She tells to the 

girls in a very simple way sothat they can learn 

easily. She has good confidence. She is active and 

smart lady according to profession. She helps the 

needy girls. 

6 

 

     9817642204 

 

     MAMTASHARMA@YAHOO.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         BEAUTY & WELLNESS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF PARLOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B. A DIPLOMA SKIN AND 

COSMOLOGY 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Seema Devi                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    MONIKA RANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good communication skills. She explains 

every concept very clearly and the students seem 

very comfortable in her ambience. Communication 

skills involve listening, speaking, observing and 

empathising. It is also helpful to understand the 

differences in how to communicate through face-

to-face interactions, phone conversations and 

digital communications like email and social media. 

She fulfils all above communication skills.  

She has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. Her personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 She has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     9034488273 

 

     MONIKARANI001@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   VICE PRINCIPAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.SC. NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: POOJA SHARMA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SHASHI KAUSHIK 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good communication skills. She explains 

every concept very clearly and the students seem 

very comfortable in her ambience. Communication 

skills involve listening, speaking, observing and 

empathising. It is also helpful to understand the 

differences in how to communicate through face-

to-face interactions, phone conversations and 

digital communications like email and social media. 

She fulfils all above communication skills.  

She has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. Her personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 She has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     7289851034 

 

     SHASHIKAUSHIK35@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GNM 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: POOJA SHARMA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SONU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is well quqlified .Because it's the teacher's job 

to help students learn, they must be easy to 

approach. Students will have questions that can't 

be answered if the teacher isn't friendly and easy 

to talk to. The crabby, unapproachable, terse, 

mean, arrogant, rude, all-business teacher can't 

last long. If the students think of their teacher as 

their enemy, they certainly won't learn much. The 

best teachers are the most open, welcoming, and 

easy to approach. 

Because it's the teacher's job to help students 

learn, they must be easy to approach. Students will 

have questions that can't be answered if the 

teacher isn't friendly and easy to talk to. The 

crabby, unapproachable, terse, mean, arrogant, 

rude, all-business teacher can't last long. If the 

students think of their teacher as their enemy, they 

certainly won't learn much. The best teachers are 

the most open, welcoming, and easy to approach. 

It's not enough just to know what you're talking 

about, though, and a great teacher doesn't only 

teach from the head. In the best classrooms, hearts 

are involved, as well. In order to create successful 

learning environments, great teachers need to be 

able to build caring relationships with their 

students. It is the caring student-teacher 

relationship that facilitates the exchange of 

information. 

The best teachers are often the ones that care the 

most deeply, not only about their jobs, but about 

every student they serve. It's not enough just to 

love the subject matter: Great teachers also share 

a love of students. Caring about the students is 

what inspires teachers to reach out, do better, 

communicate more, ask, learn, refine, and 

improve. This is something that can't be taught, not 

even in the best school. 

6 

 

     8053434332 

 

     RK908417@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   HEALTH SCETOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 4 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: savita devi                                                                                                                              

School: 6080106902 GSSS SHAHJANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    DR.SHEETAL SAINI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Several students aspire to take to the medical 

profession and become a doctor. The first step 

towards this is to appear for the National Eligibility 

cum Entrance Test (NEET) that is conducted each 

to select students for MBBS and BDS courses in 

government and private medical institutes across 

the country. It is essential to have physics, 

chemistry and biology as core subjects during your 

11th and 12th standard if you want to appear in this 

entrance test. A minimum percentage criterion is 

also set. Those selected in this test are supposed to 

qualify in the counselling and interview round to 

grab a seat. 

6 

 

     9354060777 

 

     

DR.PARVEENSAINIINSAN12@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   MEDICAL OFFICER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BAMS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: DHARMVIR                                                                                                                              

School: 6080104902 GSSS MAHRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SONIA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good communication skills. She explains 

every concept very clearly and the students seem 

very comfortable in her ambience. Communication 

skills involve listening, speaking, observing and 

empathising. It is also helpful to understand the 

differences in how to communicate through face-

to-face interactions, phone conversations and 

digital communications like email and social media. 

She fulfils all above communication skills.  

She has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. Her personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 She has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     8930634095 

 

     SONIAKUMARI98@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GNM 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: POOJA SHARMA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    DR.NIDHI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a medical officer inGirdhar hospital Sonipat. 

Her experience is of 4 years and having a sound 

knowledge of Health care. 

She says that practicing a lot whenever you 

becomes perfect. 

A doctor is a medical practitioner who conducts 

health check-ups and diagnoses any issues related 

to a person’s mental or physical health. Doctors are 

an integral part of the society. Doctors specialize 

in different fields to treat and cure different kinds 

of health problems. The field of medical science is 

vast and it takes years of education and rigorous 

training to get into this profession. On joining the 

profession a doctor takes an Oath to their integrity 

and to not involve in any kind of misbehaviour, 

illegal activities with their patients or with the 

society as a whole. A doctor is a saviour and s/he is 

the only hope for his/her patients. The society 

must respect the doctors for their services; on the 

other hand, doctors also must not unnecessary try 

to exploit their patients for monetary gains. 

6 

 

     7027229089 

 

     NIDHIJANGRA1@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   MEDICAL OFFICER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 4 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BAMS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sanjeev kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100802 GSSS BARWASNI  
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DETAILS 
 

    JYOTI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good communication skills. She explains 

every concept very clearly and the students seem 

very comfortable in her ambience. Communication 

skills involve listening, speaking, observing and 

empathising. It is also helpful to understand the 

differences in how to communicate through face-

to-face interactions, phone conversations and 

digital communications like email and social media. 

She fulfils all above communication skills.  

She has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. Her personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 She has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     9813646353 

 

     JYOTI1223@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GNM 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: POOJA SHARMA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SEEMA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

she is very polite. 

she is well qualified . 

A good teacher notices when even one student 

among many does not understand, and makes an 

effort to communicate individually when 

necessary. 

Communication also involves explaining exactly 

what the assignments and expectations are. When 

students fully understand what is expected of 

them, it's much easier for them to deliver. 

Interestingly, not only are communication skills 

incredibly important in the classroom, but they are 

among the most important skills in any setting. 

According to a recent survey by the Pew Research 

Center, most Americans view communication as the 

most important skill for long term success “to get 

ahead in the world today. 

Studies show that a teacher's expectations have a 

huge impact on student achievement. The best 

teachers have high expectations for all of their 

students. They expect a lot from each student, but 

those expectations are both challenging and 

realistic. This doesn't mean they hold all students 

to the same high standard, but instead that they 

know what each student is capable of individually 

and strive to help each one attain their personal 

best. 

The best teachers have excellent lesson plans, 

lectures, and assignments that they continually 

improve. They have studied extensively and read 

widely about how to teach and methods to 

facilitate learning. They structure their days, 

lessons, and units in a way that fosters maximal 

understanding and interest. 

6 

 

     8901431285 

 

     LATHWALGAURAV16@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   LAC. 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BSC NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: savita devi                                                                                                                              

School: 6080106902 GSSS SHAHJANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    DR. SHUSHIL GHAHLOT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Several students aspire to take to the medical 

profession and become a doctor. The first step 

towards this is to appear for the National Eligibility 

cum Entrance Test (NEET) that is conducted each 

year to select students for MBBS and BDS courses in 

government and private medical institutes across 

the country. It is essential to have physics, 

chemistry and biology as core subjects during your 

11th and 12th standard if you want to appear in this 

entrance test. A minimum percentage criterion is 

also set. Those selected in this test are supposed to 

qualify in the counselling and interview round to 

grab a seat 

6 

 

     9812080117 

 

     

DR.SHUSHILGAHLOT84@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   DOCTOR AT JUAN HOSPITAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: DHARMVIR                                                                                                                              

School: 6080104902 GSSS MAHRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAHUL MALIK 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a nursing offcer in max hospital Delhi . His 

experience is of 3years . He is a hard worker. He 

has a thorough knowledge of Health care and vision 

technician....... 

He says that everyone have to be goes through a 

lots of efforts. 

A doctor is a medical practitioner who conducts 

health check-ups and diagnoses any issues related 

to a person’s mental or physical health. Doctors are 

an integral part of the society. Doctors specialize 

in different fields to treat and cure different kinds 

of health problems. The field of medical science is 

vast and it takes years of education and rigorous 

training to get into this profession. On joining the 

profession a doctor takes an Oath to their integrity 

and to not involve in any kind of misbehaviour, 

illegal activities with their patients or with the 

society as a whole. A doctor is a saviour and s/he is 

the only hope for his/her patients. The society 

must respect the doctors for their services; on the 

other hand, doctors also must not unnecessary try 

to exploit their patients for monetary gains. 

6 

 

     8813878286 

 

     768MALIK@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSING OFFICER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sanjeev kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100802 GSSS BARWASNI  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUNITA RANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has good communication skills. She explains 

every concept very clearly and the students seem 

very comfortable in her ambience. Communication 

skills involve listening, speaking, observing and 

empathising. It is also helpful to understand the 

differences in how to communicate through face-

to-face interactions, phone conversations and 

digital communications like email and social media. 

She fulfils all above communication skills.  

She has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. Her personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 She has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     9467698396 

 

     SUNITARANI567@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GNM 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: POOJA SHARMA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SONU KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Several students aspire to take to the medical 

profession and become a doctor. The first step 

towards this is to appear for the National Eligibility 

cum Entrance Test (NEET) that is conducted each 

year to select students for MBBS and BDS courses in 

government and private medical institutes across 

the country. It is essential to have physics, 

chemistry and biology as core subjects during your 

11th and 12th standard if you want to appear in this 

entrance test. A minimum percentage criterion is 

also set. Those selected in this test are supposed to 

qualify in the counselling and interview round to 

grab a seat. 

 

6 

 

     893083838 

 

     KUMARSONU94@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSING 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: DHARMVIR                                                                                                                              

School: 6080104902 GSSS MAHRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    MEERA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a nursing officer in Fims hospital Sonipat.Her 

experience is 3 years .  

A doctor is a medical practitioner who conducts 

health check-ups and diagnoses any issues related 

to a person’s mental or physical health. Doctors are 

an integral part of the society. Doctors specialize 

in different fields to treat and cure different kinds 

of health problems. The field of medical science is 

vast and it takes years of education and rigorous 

training to get into this profession. On joining the 

profession a doctor takes an Oath to their integrity 

and to not involve in any kind of misbehaviour, 

illegal activities with their patients or with the 

society as a whole. A doctor is a saviour and s/he is 

the only hope for his/her patients. The society 

must respect the doctors for their services; on the 

other hand, doctors also must not unnecessary try 

to exploit their patients for monetary gains.Doctors 

specialize in different fields to treat and cure 

different kinds of health problems. The field of 

medical science is vast and it takes years of 

education and rigorous training to get into this 

profession. 

6 

 

     7419153813 

 

     MEERA26031990@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         HEALTH CARE (VISION 

TECHNICIAN) 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSING OFFICER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.SC. NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sanjeev kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100802 GSSS BARWASNI  
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DETAILS 
 

    SURENDER KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a Hard Working person. 

He is punctual and punctuality is his veins. 

He has good knowledgeable of his subject.  

He inspires the students to be awar of jobs in IT 

sector.  

He motivates students to be willing to gain 

knowledge.  

He inspires to be positive and dedicated to 

whatever you do. 

Honesty is the key to success. 

Show Interest in learning as it is a life long process 

is always fruitful.  

He values time.  

As time is precious to learn and earn with the help 

of projects like IT /ITes. 

He motivates as he got the job with his true efforts 

and his knowledge.  

He motivates the students to become independent 

by your own efforts and skill. He says success comes 

with constant learning and consists hardwork. 

Learning should be regular. He always looks 

forward. He believes that Positivity should be in 

mind irrespective of the surroundings as it is 

intrinsic motivation that comes from you and 

yourself whereas extrinsic motivation is external 

that is motivated by others, no doubt both are 

needed. 

Never give up try and try till you achieve your goal. 

 
6 

 

     9991359104 

 

     SURENDER.2332@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

(COMPUTER) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.SC (COMPUTER SCIENCE) 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Meena Kumari Dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080104902 GSSS MAHRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIPIN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Presently working as SAP Consultant at Tata 

Consultancy Services Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi, prior 

joining Tata Consultancy Services Pvt. Ltd. at New 

Delhi went to Europe and finished project on hybrid 

sales cloud. Working on latest technologies in 

Information Technology( based on hybrise service 

cloud,Java, ABAP, SAP NetWeaver, SAP hybris and 

HTML etc) . Worked and implemented two full life 

cycle of project blueprinting, 

realization,testing(Unit testing,Integration testing 

and user acceptance testing), final 

preparation,training,documentation, pre and post 

go live activities. Experienced and worked with 

language Java, ABAP, HTML etc. Worked on spirit 

based on Agile methodology. Mastering in data 

maintenance, Worked on research project 

MANREGA, TATACLIQ, GSK, ORIGIN, ESSAR Steel. 

Implemented Service Area - Service order, Service 

ticket, SLA's and Reports.Implemented IC Agent 

and some part of service process as per business 

requirement. worked with Web-ui configured 

Navigation bar, work- center, Logical link, Business 

role and product catalog management 

6 

 

     9967566819 

 

     V.BARAR@TCS.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   CONSULTANT AT TATA 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES NEW DELHI 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manju                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    AMARJEET 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

* He  is very hard working  person.... 

* he his been completed higher studies from NIIT 

TECHNOLOGIEISS GREATER  

 NOIDA... 

* He is very ambitious for his career..... 

* He is very dedicated towards his career... 

* he can work in any situation ... 

* His thinking is very logical and also have good 

reasoning abilities....... 

* he is very active on social media....  

* he is a good organiser  and also can handle more  

than one projects at time.... 

* he also have good team qualites.... 

*he has good teachnical knowledge,he can solve 

any task  in a very short time.. 

* he  also have good learning skills,except from 

their programming skills he also  

 have a good knowledge of ethical 

hacking............ 

* he is very creative person ....... 

*he has good innovative thinking qualites..... 

*he is a very practical and resourceful person ,and 

knows how to tackle a  

 problem...... 

* his vision is very clear.... 

* he has a very coperative nature can easily work 

within a group.... 

*he is a verydisciplined  and calm nature ........... 

*Ability to adapt to many environments wear  many 

hats and interact with a diverse group of 

individuals;;;; 

6 

 

     9467148482 

 

     ASHI.BALYAN@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   DESIGNATION ENGINEER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B-TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: alka                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    KRISHAN MALIK 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Krishan malik is a Great personality, 

hardworking teacher and very knowledgeable 

teacher he  belongs from rohtak city he did his basic 

education from RKP school madina rohtak, haryana 

and he did his graduation and post graduation  from 

all india jat heroes memorial college, rohtak,  

haryana  after post graduation he did bechelor in 

education from st paul College of education, 

rohtak, haryana  mr. Krishan malik is a great 

personalty and a nice person he have a good 

experience in relevant field he face many 

challenges in his life he is a hard working teacher 

he faces many problems in his life but he sort out 

all problems his experience in basic computer, 

networking, language. Etc...  His confidence and 

behavior, knowledge and  body language all thinks 

are impress all studentsMr. Krishan malik is a Great 

personality, hardworking teacher and very 

knowledgeable teacher he  belongs from rohtak 

city he did his basic education from RKP school 

madina rohtak, haryana and he did his graduation 

and post graduation  from all india jat heroes 

memorial college, rohtak,  haryana  after post 

graduation he did bechelor in education from st 

paul College of education, rohtak, haryana  mr. 

Krishan malik is a great personalty and a nice 

person he have a good experience in relevant field 

he face many challenges in his life he is a hard 

working teacher he faces many problems in his life 

but he sort out all problems his experience in basic 

computer, networking, language. Etc...  His 

confidence and behavior, knowledge and  body 

language all thinks are impress all students 

6 

 

     9802616000 

 

     KRISHANMALIK1990@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.SC COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: VIKAS MALIK                                                                                                                              

School: 6080700802 GSSS CHHICHHRANA  
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DETAILS 
 

    JAIDEEP 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He comes from backward area. 

 His life is very struggling throughout the year. 

 He across all hurdle and achieve his job.  

He is very patience and hard working .  

Student can learn from him about the coding which 

can create analytical skills in students.  

He can share his experience . 

 He doing lots of work to achieve his goal.  

He is also doing freelance work .  

He help poor student to achieve their goal. 

He is very humble. 

He is good in coding. 

He is the first person in his family to get the job.  

Student can also learn how to develope picture and 

images in site. 

My greatest professional achievement was turning 

around the success of my last employer’s Marketing 

department. When I joined, the entire team was 

struggling and we were failing to hit our quarterly 

goals. I was hired to create a new marketing plan, 

which I designed and implemented without any 

guidance. My student life has given me many 

academic achievements that I must be proud of. 

Some of my academic achievements I have listed 

below. 

My first academic achievement is that I have 

successfully completed my education till now with 

A+ throughout. It is my greatest achievement of life 

My second greatest academic achievement is that I 

have successfully got admission in my desire 

career. 

6 

 

     8826260361 

 

     JAIDEEP.SINGH1190@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   WORKING 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 4 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIJAY 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very hard working. he is very intellegent. he 

come from backward  area.his life is cery struggling 

throughout the year.he is very patience and hard 

working. he can share his experience.he doing lots 

of work to achieve his goal. he is very humble.he is 

good in coading. he is the first person in his family 

to get the job. 

student can also learn how to develope  pictute and 

image in site. His achievement is associated with 

the targeted goals or aims his life. When we define 

our action in relation to something like a goal a task 

is created. A task when fulfilled is called an 

achievement earned. The struggle in life is the sum 

total of our achievements, success, failures, 

mistakes. 

Therefore, his achievement, his success or  his 

accomplishment is the name given to his fulfilled 

goals. The failure, in turns, is the names given to 

his mistakes,  his setbacks, and my loss.He has  

been a diligent and dedicated student of my school. 

In fact, he is the favorite student in his school. It is 

his greatest achievement that he has been getting 

A+ in all of my exams and assessments.  This 

achievement is in fact due to the hard work done 

under the guidance of my teachers and prayers of  

his parents. 

 

6 

 

     9991073416 

 

     VJSMALIK3@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GOVT COLLEGE (GUEST LECT.) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 11 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA  & NET QUALIFIED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NIDHI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUPRIYA BAJAJ 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has been working in KHANPUR UNIVERSITY for 

5 years. She has good communication skills. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

Communication skills involve listening, speaking, 

observing and empathising. It is also helpful to 

understand the differences in how to communicate 

through face-to-face interactions, phone 

conversations and digital communications like 

email and social media. She fulfils all above 

communication skills.  

She has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. Her personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 She has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     9416093031 

 

     SUPRIYABAJAJ79@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER LECTURER AT 

KHANPUR UNIVERSITY 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: KANIKA PASRIJA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIPIN BARAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

• Around 8 months of experience as a C4 HANA 

Functional Consultant from Tata Consultancy 

Services and around 3.8 years of experience as SAP 

CRM Functional Consultant from Tata Consultancy 

Services and Essar Steel. 

• Certified SAP Hybris sales and service cloud. 

• Successfully carried out five end to end 

implementations and two support projects. 

• Implementation experience in SAP CRM 

functional, in base customization in Service, IC 

agent, Web-ui and sales. 

• Proficiency in AGILE methodologies and tools 

like Atlassian, Jira and Remedy. 

• Involved in preparing Design documents and 

Knowledge transfer sessions. 

• Excellent communication and interpersonal 

skills with ability to coordinate with different 

people. 

Responsibilities & Achievement 

• Interact with client for requirement 

gathering, system study and analysis. 

• Provide roles and Authorization to ease 

business process. Create business documents and 

depending profiles like status, PDP to facilitate 

business process. Create custom field, make it 

visible and mandatory, code list mapping, create 

custom report and assignment, Creation of 

organization data, Define work-flow, work 

distribution rule and social media escalation rules. 

• Implementation of hybris service cloud. 

• Creation of tickets whenever system receive 

email in the system, Sub-ticket and adaption 

settings 

• Resolve day to day tickets based on priorities. 

• Worked on sprint based on agile methodology. 

6 

 

     9967566819 

 

     BARAR.VIPIN90@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   C4 HANA FUNCTIONAL 

CONSULTANT FROM TATA CONSULTANCY 

SERVICES 
 

 
     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA, BTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: vikas kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302614 GMSSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    DR. MUKESH GUPTA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Dr. Mukesh Gupta is working as an assistant 

professor in Hindu College since last 9 + years. 

Before that they were in Hindu college of 

engineering. After that they worked as an assistant 

professor in Hindu Institute of Technology. Now 

they are working as an Head of department of 

Computer Science in Hindu College. They are a 

Knowledgeable person. They complete their Ph.D. 

in Distributed operating System. They always 

motivate the students towards their studies. They 

guide the students to make their career in 

Information Technology field. They give motivation 

lectures also. They are also participate in extra 

curricular activities of college like Quiz 

Competition,Event organization etc. They have 

deep knowledge and passion for their subject 

matter.They have the ability to build caring 

relationships with students.They have community-

building skills. They have superior listening 

skills.They have expert communication skills.Other 

than these, they have excellent preparation and 

organization skills. 

6 

 

     9416305785 

 

     MUKESH.GUPTA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             PHD 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sonika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203602 GSSS KUNDLI  
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DETAILS 
 

    AMIT KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Amit is hardworking  and sincere person. He is very 

curious in IT field. He is punctual . He has 10 Years 

experience in IT field. Now he is working in DR. 

Prem Hospital, panipat on IT MANAGER  post. He 

had faced many problems to do all these. He is 

knowledgeable in that subject during the lecture 

time . He provides proper  and satisfactory 

knowledge to the students . He has good 

communication skills. Students easily understand 

topic during guest lecture time. He inspire these 

types of activities available in govt. school at time 

and also praise the students to choose vocational 

subjects and how this subject helpful for 

maintaining future.  He  also given motivational 

speech . He is skillful. He has good personality and 

time bounding. He has participated in many 

progamme related to this field. He is very well in 

their work. He provides proper  and satisfactory 

knowledge to the students .He has good 

communication skills.He  also given motivational 

speech . He is skillful. He has good personality and 

time bounding. 

6 

 

     9812227333 

 

     AMITKUMARRAMAN@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   IT MANAGER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 10 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.SC. IT 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SUDESH KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    DIVYA JOSHI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

1)she was very talented lecturer. 

2)she contribute her time to the 

development,planning and implementation of a 

high quality curriculum. 

3)She was participate in the administration of the 

departments programme of study & other 

activities. 

4)Expert communication skills. 

5)Deep knowledge & passion for their subject 

matter. 

6)strong work ethic. 

7)The ability to build caring relationship with 

students. 

8)self motivated working effectively with little 

direction. 

9)Excellent preparation & organization skills. 

10)Identifying effective ideas. 

11)Development and growth in information 

communications technology(ICT) 

12)Collaboration with peers. 

13)There are more children needing support with 

fewer resource. 

14)Time is scarce resource. 

15)positive attitude. 

16)community building skills. 

17)Friendliness & approachability. 

18)superior listening skills. 

19)Ability to self manage. 

20)curiosity & love of learning. 

21)A passion for development. 

22)The ability to be a good team member. 

23)Flexible to learn things rapidly. 

24)she should know the relation between the code 

& hardware,networking,ethical hacking . 

6 

 

     8901120739 

 

     DIVYA.JOSHI82@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   LECTURER IN COLLEGE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: YOGITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MRS AKANSHA SAINI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has your professional background which 

encompasses human resources and organisational 

development, events management and fundraising. 

She have worked within the commercial world, the 

public sector and voluntary organisations. This 

breadth of experience has given her a broad 

understanding of a range of roles and industries. 

She also work on a consultancy basis with 

businesses and organisations, which ensures that 

knowledge of employers’ needs and the job market 

is always up to date. 

She says focus is to help you to achieve your own 

definition of success and build a career that 

reflects your values and aspirations. With your 

career background, training and qualifications, 

everyone bring a strong blend of professional and 

personal experience and understanding to help my 

clients lead fulfilled working lives. She have been 

supporting people with their career issues since 

2008. 

She specialise in teaching Economics, Business and 

Theory of Knowledge and enjoy teaching the 

International Baccalaureate curriculum. 

 She believe it is important to model the types of 

behaviours and attitudes that students will depend 

on for their own success in the future –traits such 

as continuous, iterative adaptation, reflection on 

learning, risk taking and solicitation of feedback.  

And she also ask students to give feedback on the 

approaches we’ve taken as a class –what aspects 

have helped them more than others. 

Expertise:- Computer basics, Database & internet 

application, Word Processing Software etc.... 

6 

 

     9896952631 

 

     AKSUSAINI1992@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   INFORMATION ASSISTANT 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manish Kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100802 GSSS BARWASNI  
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DETAILS 
 

    DEEPAK MALIK 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Deepak Malik is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. He did his school from K.D. 

high School from Ladhot Road, Rohtak and Haryana. 

He did his graduation & post graduation from 

Maharishi dayanand University, Rohtak, Haryana. 

He has very good Knowledge about his Subject. 

Some other key Points about him is following:- 

1. He was a good player of chess; he was player 

of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. His short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. His long – term goal is to go at a higher position 

in a MNC. 

4. His strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. His weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  His Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that he is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family: 

we are two brothers and one sister, my mother is a 

house wife and my father was expired in a 

accident. 

 

6 

 

     9992591205 

 

     ROHIT91205@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NEERAJ                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    RUCHIKA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very intelligent girl. Se is very focused girl. 

she has positive attitute. she is cheerful girl. she 

has done m.tech with computer science and b.tech 

with information technology. she has done her 

m.tech from gateway institute of engg and 

technology and b.tech from south point institute of 

engg and tcehnology. she is expert in her skills. she 

is expert in her subjects. she has knowledge of 

information technology very well. she has deep 

knowledge of her subjects. she has the experience 

of teaching. she is fabulous teacher. her teaching 

style is very interesting. she is a confident girl. she 

has good communication skills. her teaching style 

is very good. she makes the students comfortable 

with her. she gives answers of students' questions 

in a very good way that students understands very 

easily. she has taken guest lectures in other schools 

also. students loves to study from her. she is a 

confident girl. she love to teach the students. she 

is a fantastic teacher. she always wants to give 

maximum knowledge about the topic to students. 

6 

 

     9466031361 

 

     RUCHIDAHIYA20@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Monika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIPIN BARAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

His effort made possible to take work as passion. 

His achievements are as support on hybris sales 

cloud. Interact with client for requirement 

gathering system study and analysis. Provide roles 

and authorization to ease business process. Create 

business documents and depending profiles like 

status, PDP TO facilitate business process. Create 

custom field and make it visible and mandatory 

code list mapping,  create custom report and 

assignments.  Define work flow,  work distribution 

rule and social media escalation rules. 

Implementation of hybris service cloud. Creations 

of tickets whenever system receive email in the 

system and sub - ticket and adaption settings. 

Migrate date from on - premise to cloud. Resolve 

day to day tickets based on priority worked on 

sprint based on agile methodology. Base 

customization - business partners relationship, BP 

rules, PDP,  TEXT management ,date profile status 

profile and action.  He is efficient to managing all 

activities. No doubt he is hard working. 

6 

 

     9967566819 

 

     VIPIN90@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   FUNCTIONAL CONSULTANT TCS 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA B.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Meena Kumari Dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080104902 GSSS MAHRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIPIN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Around 8 months of experience as a C4 HANA 

Functional Consultant from Tata Consultancy 

Services and around 3.8 years of experience as SAP 

CRM Functional Consultant from Tata Consultancy 

Services and Essar Steel. 

• Certified SAP Hybris sales and service cloud. 

• Successfully carried out five end to end 

implementations and two support projects. 

• Implementation experience in SAP CRM 

functional, in base customization in Service, IC 

agent, Web-ui and sales. 

• Proficiency in AGILE methodologies and tools 

like Atlassian, Jira and Remedy. 

• Involved in preparing Design documents and 

Knowledge transfer sessions. 

• Excellent communication and interpersonal 

skills with ability to coordinate with different 

people 

Professional Skills, Key Tools & Technology worked 

upon 

 Methodologies:   SAP 

NetWeaver, SAP Methodology. 

 Environments:   SAP Hybris, SAP CRM 

7.0 EHP2. 

 Programming Languages: Java, ABAP and 

HTML. 

 Total Experience:   6 years. 

Responsibilities & Achievement  

• Support on Hybris sales cloud. 

• Interact with client for requirement 

gathering, system study and analysis. 

• Provide roles and Authorization to ease 

business process. Create business documents and 

depending profiles like status, PDP to facilitate 

business process. Create custom field, make it 

visible and mandatory, code list mapping, create 

custom report and assignment, Creation of 

organization data, Define work-flow, work 

distribution rule and social media escalation rules. 

• Implementation of hybris service cloud. 

• Creation of tickets whenever system receive 

email in the system, Sub-ticket and adaption 

6 

 

     9967566819 

 

     V.BARAR@TCS.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SAP CONSULTANT AT TATA 

CONSULTANCY SEVICES PVT. LTD DELHI 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manju                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    PRADEEP 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

*He  is very hard working  person.... 

* A strong desire for oganisation and efficiency 

* creative problem solving.* .. 

* He is very ambitious for his career..... 

* He is very dedicated towards his career... 

* he can work in any situation ... 

* His thinking is very logical and also have good 

reasoning abilities....... 

* he is very active on social media....  

* he is a good organiser  and also can handle more  

than one projects at a time.... 

* he also have good team qualites.... 

*he has good teachnical knowledge,he can solve 

any task  in a very short time.. 

* he  also have good learning skills,except from 

their programming skills he also  

 have a good knowledge of ethical 

hacking............ 

* he is very creative person ....... 

*he has good innovative thinking qualites..... 

*he is a very practical and resourceful person ,and 

knows how to tackle a  

 problem...... 

* his vision is very clear.... 

* he has a very coperative nature can easily work 

within a group.... 

*he is a verydisciplined  and calm nature ........... 

*Ability to adapt to many environments wear  many 

hats and interact with a diverse group of 

individuals;;;; 

 

6 

 

     9911678349 

 

     

NPRADEEPGAHLAWAT@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PROJECT  ENGINEER GURGAON 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 8 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: alka                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    SHWETA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She comes from joint family. She has different 

perspective in her life. She divided the life 

following ways. 

Time Goals – Goals that are oriented to a specific 

schedule or deliverable. 

      Focus Goals – Goals that help keep you on track 

toward a larger, ultimate goal. 

      Topic-based Goals – Goals rooted in a specific 

arena of your life (personal, professional, artistic, 

etc). 

What are the 5 SMART goals? 

SMART is an acronym for a business goal that is: 

      Specific 

      Measurable 

      Achievable 

      Relevant 

      Time-based 

you’re not sure what life goals you should set and 

feel overwhelmed by your prospects, fret no 

longer! 

We’re going to offer up a number of ways you can 

learn to set positive goals for your future. 

The key is to take action to change your 

circumstances. Begin designing powerful goals to 

set your aspirations in motion. 

All successful people meet their goals by figuring 

out what they want, creating their vision, and 

committing to their goals. They break their goals 

down into smaller sub-goals, and make a step-by-

step plan for each one. Then, they let nothing stand 

between them and the life they envision. 

Your goals can help you take things to the next 

level in any area of life. In fact, goals are proven 

to make you happier. 

 

6 

 

     9541291734 

 

     SHWDTAJAHAN123@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA AND B.ED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    NARESH KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very hard working. he is very intellegent. he 

come from backward  area.his life is cery struggling 

throughout the.he is very patience and hard 

working. he can share his experience.he doing lots 

of work to achieve his goal. he is very humble.he is 

good in coading. he is the first person in his family 

to get the job. 

student can also learn how to develope  pictute and 

image in site. His achievement is associated with 

the targeted goals or aims his life. When we define 

our action in relation to something like a goal a task 

is created. A task when fulfilled is called an 

achievement earned. The struggle in life is the sum 

total of our achievements, success, failures, 

mistakes. 

Therefore, his achievement, his success or  his 

accomplishment is the name given to his fulfilled 

goals. The failure, in turns, is the names given to 

his mistakes,  his setbacks, and my loss.He has  

been a diligent and dedicated student of my school. 

In fact, he is the favorite student in his school. It is 

his greatest achievement that he has been getting 

A+ in all of my exams and assessments.  This 

achievement is in fact due to the hard work done 

under the guidance of my teachers and prayers of  

his parents. 

 

6 

 

     9729471299 

 

     MR.NKJANGRA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GOVT.COLLEGE (GUEST LECT.) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 8 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA & NET QUALIFIED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NIDHI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    AYUSH MOR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

he has been working in AYUKA DEVELPOERS SINCE 3 

YEARS. He has good communication skills. He 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in his ambience. 

Communication skills involve listening, speaking, 

observing and empathising. It is also helpful to 

understand the differences in how to communicate 

through face-to-face interactions, phone 

conversations and digital communications like 

email and social media. he fulfils all above 

communication skills.  

She has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like him as a guest 

lecturer. His personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 He has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. He 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in his ambience. 

6 

 

     9050404553 

 

     AYUSHMOR001@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   DIRECTOR AT AYUKA DEVELOPERS 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: KANIKA PASRIJA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    VAIBHAV BATRA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Having more than 04  years of experience into 

career counselling for helping students in building 

their bright careers. 

-Assist students to prepare a promising job or a 

vocational course that would suit their interests, 

moreover Update knowledge of the current career 

opportunities. 

-Extensive knowledge in the field of Educational 

science.  

-Ability to set contacts with eminent businessmen 

and renowned industrialists which helps student 

exploits promising career opportunities. 

-Proficiency in database contact management 

applications and contact management strategies. 

-Proficiency in verbal and written communication 

and interpersonal skills. 

-Extensive knowledge of human psychology which 

helps in dealing with students and deciding the 

correct career option that would suit their interests 

and talent. 

-High level proficiency in computer operations with 

extensive knowledge of Microsoft Word, Microsoft 

Excel, Microsoft Power Point and Microsoft 

Outlook.      

                                                   

 

6 

 

     8930083883 

 

     VAIBHAV.BATRA90@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   IT TRAINER FROM CAREER 

LAUNCHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 4 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: vikas kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302614 GMSSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MR. SURENDER KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Surender Kumar is from Sonepat, currently 

working as an assistant professor in Hindu College, 

Sonepat. They are working their from last 8. He is 

a very dedicated person for his work. He always 

motivate and guide the students in the field of 

information technology. He has great 

communication skills . He always participate in 

extra curricular activities. He has the ability to 

develop relationships with their students . He has 

Patient, caring, and kind personality. He  always 

engaging students in learning.A good teacher can 

make a world of difference in a student's life, 

impacting everything from their classroom learning 

to their long term success. Good Teachers Are 

Strong Communicators. Good Teachers Listen Well.  

Good Teachers Focus on Collaboration. Good 

Teachers Are Adaptable. He always value the real 

world learning.he always share his experience with 

the students and always motivate them to do 

struggle to achieve success. He is a life long learner 

as the quality of good teacher. 

6 

 

     9991359104 

 

     KUMAR.SURENDER@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MSC COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sonika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203602 GSSS KUNDLI  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUNIL KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Sunil is hardworking  and sincere person. He is very 

curious in IT field. He is punctual . He has 3 

experience in IT field. Now he is working in BPS 

khanpur  at Computer Operator post. He had faced 

many problems to do all these. He is knowledgeable 

in that subject during the lecture time . He 

provides proper  and satisfactory knowledge to the 

students . He has good communication skills. 

Students easily understand topic during guest 

lecture time. He inspire these types of activities 

available in govt. school at time and also praise the 

students to choose vocational subjects and how this 

subject helpful for maintaining future.  He  also 

given motivational speech . He is skillful. He has 

good personality and time bounding. He has 

participated in many progamme related to this 

field. He is very well in their work. He provides 

proper  and satisfactory knowledge to the students 

.He has good communication skills.He  also given 

motivational speech . He is skillful. He has good 

personality and time bounding. 

6 

 

     8221026602 

 

     SHIVSUNILKUMAR76@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER OPERATOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SUDESH KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAHUL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

1)He was a software developer. 

2)Good technical skill. 

3)Ability to self manage. 

4)curiosity & love of learning 

5)positive attitude. 

6)strong communication skills. 

7)The ability to be a good team member. 

8)He has ability to design,develop,maintain,testing 

& evaluation of computer software. 

9)Accurate judgment of problems. 

10)Being knowledgeable about engineering 

processes & good practices. 

11)Development and growth in information 

communications technology(ICT) 

12)Collaboration with peers. 

13)There are more children needing support with 

fewer resource. 

14)Time is scarce resource. 

15)strong work ethic. 

16)community building skills. 

17)Friendliness & approachability. 

18)superior listening skills. 

19)Ability to self manage. 

20)curiosity & love of learning. 

21)A passion for development. 

22)The ability to be a good team member. 

23)Flexible to learn things rapidly. 

24)He should know the relation between the code 

& hardware,networking,ethical hacking . 

25)Hardworking ,honest employees with ambition 

can keep your companys morale high. 

 

6 

 

     8053705956 

 

     RAHULSHARMA18@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PROCESS ENGINEER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: YOGITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SEEMA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has your professional background which 

encompasses human resources and organisational 

development, events management and fundraising. 

She have worked within the commercial world, the 

public sector and voluntary organisations. This 

breadth of experience has given her a broad 

understanding of a range of roles and industries. 

She also work on a consultancy basis with 

businesses and organisations, which ensures that 

knowledge of employers’ needs and the job market 

is always up to date. 

She says focus is to help you to achieve your own 

definition of success and build a career that 

reflects your values and aspirations. With your 

career background, training and qualifications, 

everyone bring a strong blend of professional and 

personal experience and understanding to help my 

clients lead fulfilled working lives. She have been 

supporting people with their career issues since 

2008. 

She specialise in teaching Economics, Business and 

Theory of Knowledge and enjoy teaching the 

International Baccalaureate curriculum. 

 She believe it is important to model the types of 

behaviours and attitudes that students will depend 

on for their own success in the future –traits such 

as continuous, iterative adaptation, reflection on 

learning, risk taking and solicitation of feedback.  

And she also ask students to give feedback on the 

approaches we’ve taken as a class –what aspects 

have helped them more than others. 

Expertise:- Computer basics, Database & internet 

application, Word Processing Software etc.... 

6 

 

     9466824541 

 

     SEEMAGSSS3490@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ASSISTANT MANAGER (MIS) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 8 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M TECH. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manish Kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100802 GSSS BARWASNI  
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DETAILS 
 

    VINAY 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is working as a network engineer in pvt Ltd firm. 

He has a great personality and also a good person. 

He has a good knowledge of its own field. He is very 

hardworking.He has faced all problems of his life in 

easy way. 

Poor network performance. There’s no question 

that poor network performance is a top challenge 

for network engineers. There isn’t simply more 

total traffic; there’s more traffic in all directions. 

Without the right equipment at endpoints and 

midpoints along the way, it’s impossible to provide 

the high-speed communication needed by today’s 

applications. Plus, performance isn’t just about 

speed; it’s about reliability, too. Network designs 

need to handle spikes in load and provide alternate 

routes to enable communication to continue even 

when a link fails. 24×7 online business requires 

24×7 network availability. 

Security. Security is another top challenge. 

Because the perimeter of today’s network is 

unclear, blocking unauthorized outside traffic from 

the internal network isn’t adequate for protecting 

data. Many threats make it into the network when 

employees respond to a phishing email. Denial of 

service attacks only need to attempt connections 

to succeed. Encryption helps protect traffic, but 

encryption can also make it harder to monitor 

network activity. There are many tools that can be 

used to improve network security, but ensuring 

they work together and provide a comprehensive 

solution is difficult. In addition, multiple tools 

require increased monitoring and management. 

Configuration management. As networks increase 

in size, overseeing the network configuration 

increases in difficulty. Devices can conflict with 

each other. It becomes challenging to keep the 

rules in firewalls up to date, and manually applying 

policies leads to errors and inconsistencies. 

Cost. Available budget almost never meets the 

need for network services, especially when the 

network now needs to support not just traditional 

IT applications but also conventional business 

services like telephony (in the form of VoIP) and 

videoconferencing that require new levels of 

network quality. 

Growth. All the other challenges would be easier to 

address if the network would stay the same, but it 

6 

 

     7015006242 

 

     TANEJAVINAY87@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NETWORK ENGINEER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Deepak                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602103 GSSS MAHMOODPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    KRISHAN MALIK 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Krishan Malik is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. He did his school from RKP 

School, madina Rohtak and Haryana. He did his 

graduation & post graduation from Maharishi 

dayanand University, Rohtak, Haryana.  He did his 

Bachelor in education from St. Paul College of 

education, rohatk, Haryana He has very good 

Knowledge about his Subject. Some other key 

Points about him is following:- 

1. He was a good player of hockey; he was player 

of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. His short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. His long – term goal is to go at a higher position 

in a MNC. 

4. His strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. His weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  His Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that he is so much 

gentle person. 

About family: 

We are two brothers and one sister. My mother is a 

housewife and my father is a business man. 

  

 6 

 

     9802616000 

 

     KRISHANMALIK1990@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NEERAJ                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    PRIYANKA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very intelligent girl. Se is very focused girl. 

she has positive attitute. she is cheerful girl. she 

has done bsc with computer science and msc with 

computer science. she has done her bsc in 

computer science from khanpur university and msc 

from tika ram girls college in computer science. she 

is expert in her skills. she is expert in her subjects. 

she has knowledge of information technology very 

well. she has deep knowledge of her subjects. she 

has the experience of teaching. she is fabulous 

teacher. her teaching style is very interesting. she 

is a confident girl. she has good communication 

skills. her teaching style is very good. she makes 

the students comfortable with her. she gives 

answers of students' questions in a very good way 

that students understands very easily. she has 

taken guest lectures in other schools also. students 

loves to study from her. she is a confident girl. she 

love to teach the students. she is a fantastic 

teacher. she always wants to give maximum 

knowledge about the topic to students. 

6 

 

     8571020083 

 

     NASHIERPRIYA17@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MSC WITH COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Monika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    PUNIT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is from sonipat, haryana and Completed his 

education in haryana working to help people with 

dignity and curiosity. He has done   engineering 

cracked his exam and got selected in bank. But still 

his inspiration to learn does not stop. He did MA. 

He manages not only job of clerk but also dealing 

with customers of bank in friendly and humble way. 

He is not only honest but also hard-working. It was 

not easy to understand language of other state 

people but his understanding made it possible to 

interact with them very friendly. His efforts made 

it possible to adjust in other state. He gives priority 

to solving problems of customers related to 

queries. He deals with financial transactions 

accurately.He is truly motivating as he works for 

long hrs  to finish all the pending job as soon, as 

possible. He Coordinates and is very cooperative. 

He has vast knowledge in the field of IT, money 

transfer online , online , money transactions, bill 

payment etc, He is fully dedicated to his work.......      

..  

. 

6 

 

     8708897298 

 

     PUNITDHULL.AB@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PO IN BANK 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MA B.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Meena Kumari Dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080104902 GSSS MAHRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    RITU RAJ BASANT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

 Currently working :  Central Institute of 

Plastic Engineering & Technology, Murthal, 

Sonepat, Haryana. 

 Profile :  Admin. Asst. 

 Duration :  July 2018 – Till Date. 

 Tasks and Responsibilities: 

• Troubleshoot and resolve end-user hardware, 

operating system, and software related Problems.  

• Attending the customer calls and queries, 

solving problems on primary level through 

telephone. 

• Forward technical support issues that can not 

be addressed by the Help Desk to the appropriate 

technician. 

• As a Lab Technician my responsibilities are 

dealing with software, Hardware, 

Troubleshooting/Installation. 

• Maintain Local Area Network. 

• Maintain Local Area Network Printer. 

  COMPANIES Experiences As :- 

• A.V Computer, Nehru Place. Dec, 2005 to Dec, 

2006. 

• Subros Computer Jan, 2007 to Feb 2008. 

  EXPERIENCE AS A Computer Lab Technician  : 

• Ashoka International School (Faridabad) 

March.2008 to Sept, 2008. 

• Tek Chand Mann College of Engineering, 

Gannaur, Sonepat Sep, 2008 to Sep, 2011. 

• South Point Institute Of Engineering & 

Technology, Sonepat, August 2013 to July 2017. 

 MY WORK PROFILE AS A Lab : 

• Personal Computer Lab, Computer Network 

Lab, Operating System Lab, c & c++. 

6 

 

     9466908013 

 

     RITURAJBASANT82@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF PLASTIC 

ENGINEERING &AMP; TECHNOLOGY, 

MURTHAL, SONEPAT, HARYANA. 
 

 
     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 15 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             COMPLETE 3 YEAR DIPLOMA, 

C.S.E BRANCH. S.B.I.T.E, HARYANA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manju                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SWETA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

*She  is very hard working  person.... 

* A strong desire for organisation and efficiency 

* creative problem solving.* .. 

*S he is very ambitious for his career..... 

* she is very dedicated towards his career... 

* She can work in any situation ... 

* HER thinking is very logical and also have good 

reasoning abilities....... 

* She is very active on social media....  

*S he is a good organiser  and also can handle more  

than one projects at a time.... 

* She also have good team qualities.... 

*She has good technical knowledge,he can solve 

any task  in a very short time.. 

* She  also have good learning skills,except from 

their programming skills he also  

 have a good knowledge of ethical 

hacking............ 

*S he is very creative person ....... 

*She has good innovative thinking qualities..... 

*She is a very practical and resourceful person ,and 

knows how to tackle a  

 problem...... 

*HER vision is very clear.... 

* She has a very cooperative nature can easily work 

within a group.... 

*She is a very disciplined  and calm nature ........... 

*Ability to adapt to many environments wear  many 

hats and interact with a diverse group of individuals 

 

6 

 

     9541291734 

 

     SWETAJAHAN123@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA, B.ED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: alka                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    ASHUTOSH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is doing different jobs to survive and give better 

life to their family. He is hardware knowledge 

person.. who know what should be doing when 

system get failed .  

He is very laborious and knowledgeable person as 

far as i know. 

student can leart so much how ro attach cables on 

computer. 

 Which part of computer need repairment . 

cost about the installation anything which is 

related to computer student can know about woth 

the help of ashutosh.  

With the help of this information student can also 

know how to fill form through online. 

 They can get job in any cafe woth this knowledge. 

student can learn following activities or qualities. 

Being able to pursue interesting, high-quality work 

that has a positive impact. ... 

Securing awards, promotions and other 

acknowledgements of achievement. ... 

Maintaining a happy and healthy family life as well 

as a career. ... 

Handling challenge, complexity and change. ... 

Exercising leadership, authority and influence. 

hardware is the collection of physical parts of a 

computer system. This includes the computer case, 

monitor, keyboard, and mouse. It also includes all 

the parts inside the computer case, such as the 

hard disk drive, motherboard, video card, and 

many others. 
6 

 

     9996640555 

 

     ASHUTOSHKHATANA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER OPERATOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.ETCH COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    MANMOHAN SINGH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very hard working. he is very intellegent. he 

come from backward  area.his life is cery struggling 

throughout the year.he is very patience and hard 

working. he can share his experience.he doing lots 

of work to achieve his goal. he is very humble.he is 

good in coading. he is the first person in his family 

to get the job. 

student can also learn how to develope  pictute and 

image in site. His achievement is associated with 

the targeted goals or aims his life. When we define 

our action in relation to something like a goal a task 

is created. A task when fulfilled is called an 

achievement earned. The struggle in life is the sum 

total of our achievements, success, failures, 

mistakes. 

Therefore, his achievement, his success or  his 

accomplishment is the name given to his fulfilled 

goals. The failure, in turns, is the names given to 

his mistakes,  his setbacks, and my loss.He has  

been a diligent and dedicated student of my school. 

In fact, he is the favorite student in his school. It is 

his greatest achievement that he has been getting 

A+ in all of my exams and assessments.  This 

achievement is in fact due to the hard work done 

under the guidance of my teachers and prayers of  

his parents. 

 

6 

 

     9813202700 

 

     CHACHAL.MANMOHAN@YAHOO.IN 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GOVT COLLEGE (GUEST LECT) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NIDHI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    NARESH JANGRA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He has been working in  for 8 years. She has good 

communication skills. he explains every concept 

very clearly and the students seem very 

comfortable in his ambience. Communication skills 

involve listening, speaking, observing and 

empathising. It is also helpful to understand the 

differences in how to communicate through face-

to-face interactions, phone conversations and 

digital communications like email and social media. 

He fulfils all above communication skills.  

He has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. His personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 He has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. He 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     9729471299 

 

     NARESHJANGRA34@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 8 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: KANIKA PASRIJA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    JOGENDER SINGH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Developed practice exercises for experiential 

learners. 

• Gave feedback to class participants and 

provided individual coaching as needed 

• Excellent presentation skills with great public 

speaking ability 

• Strong time management skills and is highly 

organized 

• Good verbal and written communication skills 

• Has excellent interpersonal skills 

• Expert technical abilities and strong IT skills 

• Sound knowledge of Information Technology 

• Good ability to teach technical information  

• Good training program development and 

design 

• Flexibility allows extensive travel to various 

school locations 

                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                           

 

6 

 

     9053000305 

 

     SRKINDIA.IN@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   IT TRAINER FROM SRK COMPUTER 

CENTRE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: vikas kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302614 GMSSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MR. RAJ KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Raj Kumar is working as an accounts executive 

in Jindal Corporation. He did his education from 

Delhi University. He has the experience of work in 

many industries. He is a good listener and learner 

also. He achieved a lot of success in their life. He 

is a good person as well as good accountant. He has 

great people skills. He has Leadership and 

Teamwork qualities.He has Leadership and 

Teamwork He has Enthusiasm towards his work and 

a great attitude .One of the most important 

characteristics of a business leader is self-

awareness, and the ability to understand your own 

strengths and weaknesses. Every effective leader 

has to learn how to make sound decisions, quickly. 

What so many leaders forget is that no decision is 

still a decision in itself.Effective leaders often 

learn this lesson the hard way. And once they do, 

they know the value in moving swiftly and 

confidently,. Treating others equally, no matter 

the circumstance, is a must-have characteristic of 

any effective leader, period. 

6 

 

     7082355712 

 

     RAJ.KUMAR.12@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ACCOUNTS EXECUTIVE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA IT 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sonika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203602 GSSS KUNDLI  
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DETAILS 
 

    NEHA DAHIYA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

1)QUICK LEARNING ABILITY. 

2)Deep & broad technical experience. 

3)high end user focus. 

4)A good team player. 

5)positive attitude. 

6)task management. 

7)supreme communication skills. 

8)passionate about her work. 

9)problem solving skills. 

10)Hardworking,honest employees with ambition 

can keep your company's morale high. 

11)strong work ethic. 

12)self motivated working effectively with little 

direction. 

13)she should know the relation b/w the code & 

hardware,networking,ethical hacking and all 

current affair related to computer engineering. 

14)flexible to learn things rapidly. 

15)she has ability to 

design,dfevelop,maintain,testing & evaluation of 

computer software. 

16)Accurate judgment of problems. 

17)Being knowledgeable about engineering 

processes & good practices. 

18)There are more children needing support with 

fewer resource. 

19)friendliness & approachability. 

20)superior listening skills. 

21)curiosity & love of learning. 

22)community building skills. 

23)contribute her time to the 

development,planning and implementation of a 

high quality curriculum. 

 

6 

 

     8571862972 

 

     NEHA.DAHIYA90@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   IT SECTOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: YOGITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    VINAY 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is an approachable, pragmatic and business-

focused Career Counsellor/Coach. 

Alongside private clients, he also work with 

organisations keen to help their staff through 

transitions, outplacement support following 

redundancy; or working with individuals to plan 

their career development within the company. 

Particular areas of interest: professional 

development,  information management and 

development,  business oriented coaching, 

programming languages like C,C++, Java,.net 

etc,flexible/alternative working models, social 

enterprise and entrepreneurship, education... 

The career challenges you face will change 

throughout your working life. Sometimes it can be 

hugely beneficial to get a fresh perspective on your 

situation, which is where career counselling can 

help. 

He works with clients facing a range of challenges: 

* Looking for guidance to get started in first jobs 

* Facing redundancy or seeking a complete change 

of direction 

* Preparing for qualifications looking for support in 

managing handovers and return to work 

* Helping clients to identify new career directions 

* Supporting those looking to return to work after 

an extended career break 

* Support with targeted job searches including CV 

and LinkedIn reviews, application forms, interview 

preparation 

 
6 

 

     7015006242 

 

     TANEJAVINAY87@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATOR/NETWORK ENGINEER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 4 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manish Kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100802 GSSS BARWASNI  
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DETAILS 
 

    DHARMENDER SAINI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is working in govt aided school as a computer 

teacher. He has a great personality. He is very hard 

working and honest person. He has also a 

risponsible person. 

he most frequent response is that a great teacher 

develops relationships with students. The research 

literature agrees with them: Teachers need to be 

able to build trusting relationships with students in 

order to create a safe, positive, and productive 

learning environment. For example, a student in 

Boston told us that great teachers are “Willing to 

listen to students when there is a problem.” 

This is a broad category that incorporates 

knowledge of the cognitive, social and emotional 

development of learners. It includes an 

understanding of how students learn at a given 

developmental level; how learning in a specific 

subject area typically progresses like learning 

progressions or trajectories; awareness that 

learners have individual needs and abilities; and an 

understanding that instruction should be tailored to 

meet each learner’s needs. One student eloquently 

described it as: “The teacher understands the pace 

and capacity of the student.” 

Expertise summery :- knowledge of Ms office, Html, 

C, C++, Java ,Networking 

6 

 

     9812198020 

 

     DSAINIHI@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Deepak                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602103 GSSS MAHMOODPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUMIT KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Sumit  Kumar is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. He did his school from 

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Taja Majra, Rohtak, and 

Haryana. He did his graduation & post graduation 

from Maharishi dayanand University, Rohtak, 

Haryana. He has very good Knowledge about his 

Subject. Some other key Points about him is 

following:- 

1. He was a good player of football; he was 

player of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. His short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. His long – term goal is to go at a higher position 

in a MNC. 

4. His strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. His weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  His Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that he is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family: 

We are two brothers and one sister. My mother is a 

House Wife and my father is a farmer. 

  

 

6 

 

     9467560009 

 

     SUMITRAHTEE986@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MSC. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NEERAJ                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    SHWETA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very intelligent girl. Se is very focused girl. 

she has positive attitute. she is cheerful girl. she 

has done bsc with computer science and mca with 

computer applications. she is expert in her skills. 

she is expert in her subjects. she has knowledge of 

information technology very well. she has deep 

knowledge of her subjects. she has the experience 

of teaching. she is fabulous teacher. her teaching 

style is very interesting. she is a confident girl. she 

has good communication skills. her teaching style 

is very good. she makes the students comfortable 

with her. she gives answers of students' questions 

in a very good way that students understands very 

easily. she has taken guest lectures in other schools 

also. students loves to study from her. she is a 

confident girl. she love to teach the students. she 

is a fantastic teacher. she always wants to give 

maximum knowledge about the topic to students. 

she is a experienced teacher. she always desire to 

learn more and give more to students. 

6 

 

     9541291734 

 

     SHWETAJAHAN123@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Monika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIPIN BARAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

His Achievements are as follows support on hybris 

sales cloud। Interact with client for requirement 

gathering system study and analysis. Provide roles 

and authorization to ease business process. Create 

business documents and depending profiles like 

status, PDP TO facilitate business process. Create 

custom field and make it visible and mandatory 

code list mapping, create custom report and 

assignments. Define work flow work distribution 

rule and social media escalation rules. 

Implementation of hybris service cloud. Creations 

of tickets whenever system. receive email in the 

system, sub tickets and adaption settings. Migrate 

date from on premise to cloud. Resolve day to day 

tickets based on priority worked on sprint based on 

agile methodology. Base customization  business 

partners relationship, BP rules PDP, TEXT 

management,  date profile status  profile and 

action. . He is very hard working.and curious to 

learn and work. Enthusiastic to work. 

6 

 

     9967566819 

 

     VIPIN90@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   C4 FUNCTIONAL CONSULTANT 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA B TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Meena Kumari Dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080104902 GSSS MAHRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    NEHA SHARMA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Computer Skills: 

 Languages  : C,C++. .NET, HTML 

 Database  : SQL, ORACLE 

 Sound knowledge of Microsoft Office. 

 Knowledge of ASP.Net  

Thesis project: 

Service Discovery At Network Layer With Minimum 

Effort In Manets Using AODV Protocol 

Additional Qualification: 

6 month .NET Course: .NET course from ITSPARK 

PVT. Ltd. Noida. 

Extra Activity: 

Presently running own private institute and give 

coaching to engineering students. 

Paper Publish and Presented: 

 Paper presented and published in 

international conference on innovative technology 

ICIT -09 June 18,19 2009 on Enhancement of quality 

of degraded images using global threshholding in 

PDM college of Engineering Bahadurgarh Haryana. 

 Paper presented and publised in ACCT 2010 

June 25-26 2010 in Vaish college of Engineering 

Rohtak on An Approach of Service Discovery For 

AODV In Manets. 

 Paper presented in RSIS-EM2010 August 

10,2010 in Jamia Millia Islamia New Delhi on Design 

A simulation Tool For AODV Protocol For Service 

Discovery In Manets. 

 Paper published in National CIT Journal Of  

Research Vol-1, No -3, Sep-Nov 2010 on Service 

Discovery At Network Layer With Minimum Effort In 

Manets Using AODV Protocol pp 173-178. 

 Attending and Deliver a short talk in the 

National workshop(CSW 2K 10) held at Department 

of Physics & Astrophysics in Delhi University from 

1st -7th july.   

 Paper presented and published in national 

conference on Knowledege Discovery and Network 

Security(KDNS-2011) Feb 26-27,2011 on Security 

with IDS in Om Institutes of Technology and 

Management, Hisar pp 306-308. 

 Paper presented and published in National 

6 

 

     9729339323 

 

     SHARMANEHA2003@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   DOON VALLEY INSTITUTE OF 

ENGG & TECH., KARNAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manju                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUNITA RANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

*She  is very hard working  person.... 

* A strong desire for organisation and efficiency 

* creative problem solving.* .. 

*S he is very ambitious for his career..... 

* she is very dedicated towards his career... 

* She can work in any situation ... 

* HER thinking is very logical and also have good 

reasoning abilities....... 

* She is very active on social media....  

*S he is a good organiser  and also can handle more  

than one projects at a time.... 

* She also have good team qualities.... 

*She has good technical knowledge,he can solve 

any task  in a very short time.. 

* She  also have good learning skills,except from 

their programming skills he also  

 have a good knowledge of ethical 

hacking............ 

*S he is very creative person ....... 

*She has good innovative thinking qualities..... 

*She is a very practical and resourceful person ,and 

knows how to tackle a  

 problem...... 

*HER vision is very clear....  

* She has a very cooperative nature can easily work 

within a group.... 

*She is a very disciplined  and calm nature ........... 

*Ability to adapt to many environments wear  many 

hats and interact with a diverse group of individuals 

6 

 

     9896801661 

 

     SUNITARANI2602@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA(IT) 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: alka                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUSHILA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is the only person in her family who earn. She 

is married .she have one children who study in good 

school. 

My greatest professional achievement was 

completing my Bachelor’s degree in 4 years with a 

3.8 GPA. I had no financial support from my family 

and had to work a full-time job while pursuing my  

degree. This taught me to prioritize my time, build 

great habits and stay focused on my goals. I’m 

proud of this accomplishment and I feel that what 

I learned is going to give me a big advantage in my 

career now. 

Educational achievement is one of the most 

important factors of a students’ academic journey. 

Education as a form of secondary socialisation 

teaches students, the basic norms and values of 

society and assists in developing their individual 

identity. In many cases there are contributing 

issues that not only hinder.Teacher Professional 

Development and Student Achievement Gains The 

achievement of students results from the work of 

knowledgeable, experienced, and skilled teachers. 

Therefore, there is a need to improve the 

knowledge and skills of teachers to ensure that the 

achievement of students is possible 

6 

 

     9646580406 

 

     SUSH.DABAS22@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.TECH + PGDCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    ANIL KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very hard working. he is very intellegent. he 

come from backward  area.his life is cery struggling 

throughout the year.he is very patience and hard 

working. he can share his experience.he doing lots 

of work to achieve his goal. he is very humble.he is 

good in coading. he is the first person in his family 

to get the job. 

student can also learn how to develope  pictute and 

image in site. His achievement is associated with 

the targeted goals or aims his life. When we define 

our action in relation to something like a goal a task 

is created. A task when fulfilled is called an 

achievement earned. The struggle in life is the sum 

total of our achievements, success, failures, 

mistakes. 

Therefore, his achievement, his success or  his 

accomplishment is the name given to his fulfilled 

goals. The failure, in turns, is the names given to 

his mistakes,  his setbacks, and my loss.He has  

been a diligent and dedicated student of my school. 

In fact, he is the favorite student in his school. It is 

his greatest achievement that he has been getting 

A+ in all of my exams and assessments.  This 

achievement is in fact due to the hard work done 

under the guidance of my teachers and prayers of  

his parents. 

 

6 

 

     9991073416 

 

     ANILGVM.2008@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER (GEETA 

SCHOOL GOHANA) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NIDHI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602604 GGSSS SHAMRI  
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DETAILS 
 

    DEEPTI MOR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has been working in KHANPUR UNIVERSITY for 

5 years. She has good communication skills. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

Communication skills involve listening, speaking, 

observing and empathising. It is also helpful to 

understand the differences in how to communicate 

through face-to-face interactions, phone 

conversations and digital communications like 

email and social media. She fulfils all above 

communication skills.  

She has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. Her personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 She has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. She 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     9802233128 

 

     AYUSHMOR001@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PROGRAMMER AT INFOSYS 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.TECH. AND M.TECH 

PURSUING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: KANIKA PASRIJA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SATISH KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Expert technical abilities and strong IT skills 

• Sound knowledge of Information Technology 

• Good ability to teach technical information  

• Good training program development and 

design 

• Flexibility allows extensive travel to various 

school locations 

                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                            

 

6 

 

     7027327913 

 

     HARTONHELP@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   IT TRAINER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 10 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GRADUATION WITH IT SKILL 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: vikas kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302614 GMSSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MS. REKHA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Ms. Rekha is working in Bal Bharti School, Kundli. 

She is working as a computer teacher in the school. 

She is a very good teacher. She is having most of 

the qualities that a good teacher have. She is 

punctual, dedicated to her work. She always guide 

and motivate the students .She can handle the 

students of different kind.The profession of a 

teacher can be rather nervous, as students can be 

different. Being positive and cheerful with your 

students will make them understand you better.Be 

able to interest your students in the information 

you are telling them about.You should be a good 

reader and speaker, in order to be able to make 

your class interested in what you are talking 

about.The teacher plays an important role in 

school. She is not simply to impart knowledge but 

also mould the habits, traits and character of 

pupils. She is to achieve educational objectives 

through the curriculum of the school. The teacher 

is required to answer questions which require fair 

command of subject. He should have sufficient 

knowledge so far as the pupils are concerned. 

6 

 

     8814071156 

 

     REKHA.KUMARI06@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sonika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203602 GSSS KUNDLI  
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DETAILS 
 

    POONAM RANA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Poonam is hardworking  and sincere . She is very 

curious in her field. She is punctual . He has 5 Years 

experience in English teaching. Now she is English 

teacher. She had faced many problems to do all 

these. She is knowledgeable in that subject during 

the lecture time . She provides proper  and 

satisfactory knowledge to the students . She has 

good communication skills. Students easily 

understand topic during guest lecture time. She 

inspire these types of activities available in govt. 

school at time and also praise the students to 

choose vocational subjects and how this subject 

helpful for maintaining future.  She  also given 

motivational speech . She is skillful. She has good 

personality and time bounding. She has 

participated in many programe related to this field. 

She is very well in their work. She provides proper  

and satisfactory knowledge to the students .She has 

good communication skills. She  also given 

motivational speech . She is skillful. She has good 

personality and time bounding. 

6 

 

     8901070572 

 

     POONAMRANA34@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ENGLISH TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.A. ENGLISH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SUDESH KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    ASHISH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

)He was a software developer. 

2)Good technical skill. 

3)Ability to self manage. 

4)curiosity & love of learning 

5)positive attitude. 

6)strong communication skills. 

7)The ability to be a good team member. 

8)He has ability to design,develop,maintain,testing 

& evaluation of computer software. 

9)Accurate judgment of problems. 

10)Being knowledgeable about engineering 

processes & good practices. 

11)Development and growth in information 

communications technology(ICT) 

12)Collaboration with peers. 

13)There are more children needing support with 

fewer resource. 

14)Time is scarce resource. 

15)strong work ethic. 

16)community building skills. 

17)Friendliness & approachability. 

18)superior listening skills. 

19)Ability to self manage. 

20)curiosity & love of learning. 

21)A passion for development. 

22)The ability to be a good team member. 

23)Flexible to learn things rapidly. 

24)He should know the relation between the code 

& hardware,networking,ethical hacking . 

25)Hardworking ,honest employees with ambition 

can keep your companys morale high. 

 

6 

 

     9034428440 

 

     ASHISH.SINGHAL650@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   WORKING IN SOPRA STERIA 

COMPANY 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: YOGITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    KUNTAL SAROHA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is an IT professional having a thorough 

knowledge of computer networking, 

communication technologies, wps softwares and 

internet appliances etc..... 

Alongside private clients, he also work with 

organisations keen to help their staff through 

transitions, outplacement support following 

redundancy; or working with individuals to plan 

their career development within the company. 

The career challenges you face will change 

throughout your working life. Sometimes it can be 

hugely beneficial to get a fresh perspective on your 

situation, which is where career counselling can 

help. 

He works with clients facing a range of challenges: 

* Looking for guidance to get started in first jobs 

* Facing redundancy or seeking a complete change 

of direction 

* Preparing for qualifications looking for support in 

managing handovers and return to work 

* Helping clients to identify new career directions 

* Supporting those looking to return to work after 

an extended career break 

* Support with targeted job searches including CV 

and LinkedIn reviews, application forms, interview 

preparation 

6 

 

     7206463070 

 

     SAROHAKUNTAL@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ASSISTANT MANAGER (MIS) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M TECH. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manish Kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100802 GSSS BARWASNI  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAVINDER 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is working in govt school as a computer teacher. 

He has a great personality. He is very hard working 

and honest person. 

he most frequent response is that a great teacher 

develops relationships with students. The research 

literature agrees with them: Teachers need to be 

able to build trusting relationships with students in 

order to create a safe, positive, and productive 

learning environment. For example, a student in 

Boston told us that great teachers are “Willing to 

listen to students when there is a problem.” 

This is a broad category that incorporates 

knowledge of the cognitive, social and emotional 

development of learners. It includes an 

understanding of how students learn at a given 

developmental level; how learning in a specific 

subject area typically progresses like learning 

progressions or trajectories; awareness that 

learners have individual needs and abilities; and an 

understanding that instruction should be tailored to 

meet each learner’s needs. One student eloquently 

described it as: “The teacher understands the pace 

and capacity of the student.” 

Expertise summery :- knowledge of Ms office, Html, 

C, C++, Java ,Networking, Computer Hardware 

6 

 

     8708721895 

 

     

RAVINDERKADYAN922@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Deepak                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602103 GSSS MAHMOODPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUSHIL SANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Sushil Sani is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. He did his school from 

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Taja Majra, Rohtak, and 

Haryana. He did his graduation & post graduation 

from Maharishi dayanand University, Rohtak, 

Haryana. He has very good Knowledge about his 

Subject. Some other key Points about him is 

following:- 

1. He was a good player of cricket; he was player 

of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. His short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. His long – term goal is to go at a higher position 

in a MNC. 

4. His strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. His weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  His Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that he is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family: 

We are two brothers and one sister. My mother is a 

House wife and my father is doing service in a 

Goverment Department. 

6 

 

     9728376306 

 

     SUSHIL.SANI690@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MSC.,B.ED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NEERAJ                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    ADITYA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very intelligent man. He is very focused man. 

He has positive attitute. He is cheerful man. He has 

done B.tech.  he is expert in his skills. he is expert 

in her subjects. he has knowledge of information 

technology very well. he has deep knowledge of his 

subjects. he has the experience of working. he is 

fabulous employee of his company. his teaching 

style is very interesting. he is a confident girl. he 

has good communication skills. his teaching style is 

very good. he makes the students comfortable with 

him. he gives answers of students' questions in a 

very good way that students understands very 

easily. he has taken guest lectures in other schools 

also. students loves to study from him. he is a 

confident man. he love to teach the students. he is 

a fantastic teacher. he always wants to give 

maximum knowledge about the topic to students. 

he always desire to learn more and give maximum 

knowledge to the students while teaching. students 

will be very happy by having guest lectures from 

him. 

6 

 

     9050672550 

 

     ADITYA.VATS18@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PROCESS ENGINEER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Monika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RITU RAJ 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

 Tasks and Responsibilities: 

• Troubleshoot and resolve end-user hardware, 

operating system, and software related Problems.  

• Attending the customer calls and queries, 

solving problems on primary level through 

telephone. 

• Forward technical support issues that can not 

be addressed by the Help Desk to the appropriate 

technician. 

• As a Lab Technician my responsibilities are 

dealing with software, Hardware, 

Troubleshooting/Installation. 

• Maintain Local Area Network. 

• Maintain Local Area Network Printer. 

  COMPANIES Experiences As :- 

• A.V Computer, Nehru Place. Dec, 2005 to Dec, 

2006. 

• Subros Computer Jan, 2007 to Feb 2008. 

  EXPERIENCE AS A Computer Lab Technician  : 

• Ashoka International School (Faridabad) 

March.2008 to Sept, 2008. 

• Tek Chand Mann College of Engineering, 

Gannaur, Sonepat Sep, 2008 to Sep, 2011. 

• South Point Institute Of Engineering & 

Technology, Sonepat, August 2013 to July 2017. 

 MY WORK PROFILE AS A Lab : 

• Personal Computer Lab, Computer Network 

Lab, Operating System Lab, c & c++. 

MY SKILLS  

• Work AICTE Web Portal. 

• Good interpersonal skills. 

  

MY STRENGTHS                                                                                             

• Good Interpersonal Skills. 

• Always ready to accept new challenges. 

• Believe in taking Responsibilities. 

• I am a strong headed person with professional 

ethics 

6 

 

     9729807027 

 

     RITURAJBASANT82@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ADMIN. ASST.CENTRAL INSTITUTE 

OF PLASTIC ENGINEERING & 

TECHNOLOGY, MURTHAL, SONEPAT, 

HARYANA. 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 15 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             COMPLETE 3 YEAR DIPLOMA, 

C.S.E BRANCH. S.B.I.T.E, HARYANA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manju                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302606 GSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    NEHA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

*She  is very hard working  person.... 

* A strong desire for organisation and efficiency 

* creative problem solving.* .. 

*S he is very ambitious for his career..... 

* she is very dedicated towards his career... 

* She can work in any situation ... 

* HER thinking is very logical and also have good 

reasoning abilities....... 

* She is very active on social media....  

*S he is a good organiser  and also can handle more  

than one projects at a time.... 

* She also have good team qualities.... 

*She has good technical knowledge,he can solve 

any task  in a very short time.. 

* She  also have good learning skills,except from 

their programming skills he also  

 have a good knowledge of ethical 

hacking............ 

*S he is very creative person ....... 

*She has good innovative thinking qualities..... 

*She is a very practical and resourceful person ,and 

knows how to tackle a  

 problem...... 

*HER vision is very clear....  

* She has a very cooperative nature can easily work 

within a group.... 

*She is a very disciplined  and calm nature ........... 

*Ability to adapt to many environments wear  many 

hats and interact with a diverse group of individuals 

 

6 

 

     8571862972 

 

     NEHA.DAHIYA90@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PROJECT MANAGER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: alka                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    NARENDER MALIK 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is done b.etch . He has great knowledge of 

computer in techincal form. He has doing own 

business . He provide jobs to student . And he has 

own institute where students can learn about the 

computer course and get the job easily. He is very 

hard working . In his life lots of challenge has come 

but he across all the hurdle .Education is the most 

important actuary to mankind. It is education 

which transforms man from two legged animals into 

human being. Education is the process of 

developing the capacities and potentials of the 

individual so as to prepare that individual to be 

successful specific culture and society. Though 

Education is a lifelong process yet it is commonly 

considered in its narrow sense. Both common man 

and nation have some expectation from Education. 

They expect that education must develop children 

into matured, dynamic, resourceful human being 

with strong moral character who can serve himself 

his family and nation as well as an ideal. Moral 

values and character should be inherited into a 

child at early age in home. 

6 

 

     9915863680 

 

     NARENDER.MALIK80@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   OWN BUSINESS 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.ETCH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SAHIL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He has good communication skills. He explains 

every concept very clearly and the students seem 

very comfortable in her ambience. Communication 

skills involve listening, speaking, observing and 

empathising. It is also helpful to understand the 

differences in how to communicate through face-

to-face interactions, phone conversations and 

digital communications like email and social media. 

He fulfils all above communication skills.  

He has a diligent, inspiring and helpful nature for 

even those who have problem in understanding 

english language. I want like her as a guest 

lecturer. His personality attracts everyone in the 

classroom. 

 Hee has a charming personality that makes the 

classroom more interesting. Active listening means 

paying close attention to the person who is 

speaking to you. People who are active listeners 

are well-regarded by their co-workers because of 

the attention and respect they offer others. He 

explains every concept very clearly and the 

students seem very comfortable in her ambience. 

6 

 

     9034164867 

 

     SAHILKUMAR500@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TUTOR IN BCMT 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: KANIKA PASRIJA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080500402 GSSS BAROTA  
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DETAILS 
 

    MOHIT SAHRAWAT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Extensive knowledge in the field of Educational 

science.  

-Ability to set contacts with eminent businessmen 

and renowned industrialists which helps student 

exploits promising career opportunities. 

-Proficiency in database contact management 

applications and contact management strategies. 

-Proficiency in verbal and written communication 

and interpersonal skills. 

-Extensive knowledge of human psychology which 

helps in dealing with students and deciding the 

correct career option that would suit their interests 

and talent. 

-High level proficiency in computer operations with 

extensive knowledge of Microsoft Word, Microsoft 

Excel, Microsoft Power Point and Microsoft 

Outlook. 

                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                            

                                                                   

 

6 

 

     7503691669 

 

     MOHITSAHRAWAT194@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SENIOR EXECUTIVE (R&D)  FROM   

MINDA INDUSTRIES  LIMITED 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: vikas kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080302614 GMSSSS GANAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MS. DEEPIKA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Ms. Deepika is a good teacher. She is having the 

qualities of a good teacher. She is very polite and 

calm. She has dedicated nature about her work. 

She has very effective communication skills. She 

has command on her subject. She can handle the 

students very well. She has good decision making 

power . She motivate and guide the students 

towards their studies. She can face the challenges 

in her field.Knowledge of the subject matter is not 

sufficient to be a good teacher. A first rate scholar 

may be a poor teacher.She must have some pre-

service training, so that she is conversant with 

things and outcomes of teaching. Teacher’s 

personality traits have deep impact on the 

pupils.The teacher should have high moral 

character. He should have sound principle of life as 

his ideas and conduct will affect the children 

profoundly.The teacher must be emotionally 

stable. He must be free from complexes, worries 

and frustration. An emotionally unstable teacher 

cannot do justice to his work.The teacher must be 

able to express his thoughts clearly His oral and 

written expression must be good. 

6 

 

     9255381857 

 

     DEEPIKA.12@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sonika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203602 GSSS KUNDLI  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUMIT KUMAR DAHIYA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Sumit is hardworking  and sincere person. 

He is very curious in IT field. 

He is punctual .  

He has 10 Years experience in IT field.  

Now he is working in Amazon Company on MANAGER  

post.  

He had faced many problems to do all these.  

He is knowledgeable in that subject during the 

lecture time .  

He provides proper  and satisfactory knowledge to 

the students .  

He has good communication skills.  

Students easily understand topic during guest 

lecture time.  

He inspire these types of activities available in 

govt. school at time and  

also praise the students to choose vocational 

subjects and how this subject helpful for 

maintaining future.   

He  also given motivational speech . He is skillful.  

He has good personality and time bounding.  

He has participated in many progamme related to 

this field.  

He is very well in their work. He provides proper  

and satisfactory knowledge to the students . 

He has good communication skills.He  also given 

motivational speech . He is skillful.  

He has good personality and time bounding. 6 

 

     7838741772 

 

     SUMITKUMARDAHIYA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   MANAGER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SUDESH KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    ADITYA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

1)QUICK LEARNING ABILITY. 

2)Deep & broad technical experience. 

3)high end user focus. 

4)A good team player. 

5)positive attitude. 

6)task management. 

7)supreme communication skills. 

8)passionate about her work. 

9)problem solving skills. 

10)Hardworking,honest employees with ambition 

can keep your company's morale high. 

11)strong work ethic. 

12)self motivated working effectively with little 

direction. 

13)she should know the relation b/w the code & 

hardware,networking,ethical hacking and all 

current affair related to computer engineering. 

14)flexible to learn things rapidly. 

15)she has ability to 

design,dfevelop,maintain,testing & evaluation of 

computer software. 

16)Accurate judgment of problems. 

17)Being knowledgeable about engineering 

processes & good practices. 

18)There are more children needing support with 

fewer resource. 

19)friendliness & approachability. 

20)superior listening skills. 

21)curiosity & love of learning. 

22)community building skills. 

23)contribute her time to the 

development,planning and implementation of a 

high quality curriculum. 

 

6 

 

     9050672550 

 

     ADITYA.VATS18@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PROCESS ENGINEER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BTECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: YOGITA                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201402 GGSSS DEPALPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SANDEEP 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is the project manager in field of software 

development. 

Alongside private clients, he also work with 

organisations keen to help their staff through 

transitions, outplacement support following 

redundancy; or working with individuals to plan 

their career development within the company. 

Particular areas of interest: professional 

development,  information management and 

development,  business oriented coaching, 

programming languages like C,C++, Java,.net 

etc,flexible/alternative working models, social 

enterprise and entrepreneurship, education... 

The career challenges you face will change 

throughout your working life. Sometimes it can be 

hugely beneficial to get a fresh perspective on your 

situation, which is where career counselling can 

help. 

He works with clients facing a range of challenges: 

* Looking for guidance to get started in first jobs 

* Facing redundancy or seeking a complete change 

of direction 

* Preparing for qualifications looking for support in 

managing handovers and return to work 

* Helping clients to identify new career directions 

* Supporting those looking to return to work after 

an extended career break 

* Support with targeted job searches including CV 

and LinkedIn reviews, application forms, interview 

preparation 

 
6 

 

     9466755971 

 

     BENIWALMCA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PROJECT MANAGER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manish Kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100802 GSSS BARWASNI  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIKAS TYAGI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is working in govt aided school as a computer 

teacher. He has a great personality. He is very hard 

working and honest person. He has also a 

risponsible person. 

he most frequent response is that a great teacher 

develops relationships with students. The research 

literature agrees with them: Teachers need to be 

able to build trusting relationships with students in 

order to create a safe, positive, and productive 

learning environment. For example, a student in 

Boston told us that great teachers are “Willing to 

listen to students when there is a problem.” 

This is a broad category that incorporates 

knowledge of the cognitive, social and emotional 

development of learners. It includes an 

understanding of how students learn at a given 

developmental level; how learning in a specific 

subject area typically progresses like learning 

progressions or trajectories; awareness that 

learners have individual needs and abilities; and an 

understanding that instruction should be tailored to 

meet each learner’s needs. One student eloquently 

described it as: “The teacher understands the pace 

and capacity of the student.” 

Expertise summery :- knowledge of Ms office, Html, 

C, C++, Java ,Networking 

Asp.Net with C#, SQL Server 

6 

 

     9050321747 

 

     VIKASTYAGI022@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MCA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Deepak                                                                                                                              

School: 6080602103 GSSS MAHMOODPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    ANITA ARORA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs. Anita Arora is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. She did his school from 

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Charkhi  Dadri,Haryana. She 

passed out his B.Tech from Bhagat Phool Singh Girls 

University, Khanbpur, and Haryana in 2015.  She 

has very good Knowledge about his Subject. Some 

other key Points about him is following:- 

1. She was a good player of table tennis; he was 

player of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. Her short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. Her long – term goal is to go at a higher 

position in a MNC. 

4. Her strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. Her weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  Her Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that she is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family: 

We are one brother and two sisters. My mother is a 

HouseWife and my father is a Kirana Shop Seller. 

6 

 

     9996932657 

 

     ANITAARORA23393@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COMPUTER TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.TECH. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: NEERAJ                                                                                                                              

School: 6080503403 GSSS SARAGTHAL  
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DETAILS 
 

    AMIT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very intelligent man. He is very focused man. 

He has positive attitude. He is cheerful person. He 

has done B.tech.  He is expert in his skills. he is 

expert in his subjects. he has knowledge of 

information technology very well. he has deep 

knowledge of his subjects. he has the experience 

of working. he is fabulous employee of his 

company. his teaching style is very interesting. he 

is a confident. he has good communication skills. 

his teaching style is very good. he makes the 

students comfortable with him. he gives answers of 

students' questions in a very good way that students 

understand very easily. he has taken guest lectures 

in other schools also. students love to study from 

him. he is a confident man. he loves to teach the 

students. he is a fantastic teacher. he always wants 

to give maximum knowledge about the topic to 

students. he always desire to learn more and give 

maximum knowledge to the students while 

teaching. students will be very happy by having 

guest lectures from him. 

6 

 

     9350054244 

 

     AMITMALIK.CLUB@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         IT/ITES 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   IT CONSULTANT 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Monika                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    ASHA RANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs.Asha Rani is a great personality,hardworking 

teacher and very knowledgeable teacher he 

belongs from rhotak city he did his basic education 

from RKP school madina rhotak,haryana and he did 

his graduation and post graduation from all india 

jat heroes memorialcollege,rhotak, haryana after 

post graduationhe did bechelor in 

education,rhotak,haryana mrs asha rani is a great 

personalty and a nice person he have a good 

experience in relevant field he face many 

challendes in his life he is a hard working teacher 

he faces many proplems his experience in basis 

computer, networking, languge.Etc..His 

confidence and behaviour,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students Mrs asha 

rani is a great personaltyand a nice person he have 

a good experience in relvant field he face many 

challenges in his life but he short out all problems 

in his life but he short out all problems his 

experience in basic 

computer,networking,language. Etc... his 

confidence and behavior,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students 

6 

 

     9017538282 

 

     DEEPIKADHULL@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   HOSPITAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             G.N.M 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: manoj kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080700802 GSSS CHHICHHRANA  
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DETAILS 
 

    KANCHAN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is regular staff nurse in PGI khanpur kalan 

sonipat.she is  knowledgeable in that subject 

during the lecture time provide proper 

&satisafctory knowledge to the students &good 

communication skills .students easily understand 

topics during guest lecture time 

She is punctual &want to teach willingly . 

She propery given knowledge to the students about 

Health care &motivated the students &also provide 

knowledge about the field area&tech them how  

this field helful for job &continuing studing. 

She is also intrested in teaching field . 

She inspire these types of activities availble in govt 

schools at time&alao praise the students to choose 

vocational subjects &how this subject helpful for 

maintaining future. 

She also given motivational speech. 

She is skillful 

She is good personality &time bounding 

She is good communication skills. 

She paricipated in all the camps related to health 

care 

She participated in all the benificiary activities 

during hospital time. 

She ia very well in their work. 

 

6 

 

     9992421132 

 

     

STTRAINETGSSSGOHANA3560@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE AT PGI KHANPUR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 7 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BSC.NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Pooja                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    KANCHAN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

she is regular staff nurse in PGI khanpur kalan 

Sonipat she is knowledgeable in that is subject 

during the lecture time provide proper and 

satisfactory knowledge to the students and good 

communicable skills students understand topics 

during guest lecture time . 

she also knows about its skills like patient care 

,operation theatre ,different medical department 

,medicine ,surgery and other procedure .this guest 

lecture also come into our school from giving her 

suitable study and to motivate about guest lecture 

many times she has good and better knowledge 

which is very helpful and very reliable for the 

students by the knowledge of best lecture who 

come in the school last year students want to study 

again from same teacher because they get better 

knowledge from the teacher they make notes for 

their future study she is very good communication 

skill she is deep knowledge about PCA subject and 

patient care she is good power of friendship and 

opportunity ability she has excellent preparation 

and organisation skills she has easy and 

understandable language she is hard work guest 

lecture . 

6 

 

     9992421132 

 

     KANCHAN121288@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Shashi Bala                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    KANCHAN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is regular staff nurse in PGI Khanpur Kalan 

Sonipat. She is knowlediable in subject during the 

lecture time provide proper and satisfactory 

knowledge to the student and good communication 

skill .Student easily understand topic during guest 

lecture time . She inspire these types of activities 

available in govt. school at time and also praise the 

student to choose vocational subject and how this 

subject helpful for maintaining future. She also 

given motivational speech. She is skillful. She is 

good personality and time bounding. she has good 

communication skill. She participated in all the 

benificiary activities during hospital time. She is 

very well in their work. She participated in all the 

camps related to health care.She is also interested 

in teaching field. She has  properly given knowledge 

to the students about health care. The student  

motivated the field area and teach them how this 

field helpful for job and continueing the study. She 

inspire these types of activities available in govt. 

school. 

6 

 

     9992421132 

 

     KACHANG121288@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 9 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Asha Rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    ASHA RANI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs.Asha Rani is a great personality,hardworking 

teacher and very knowledgeable teacher he 

belongs from rhotak city he did his basic education 

from RKP school madina rhotak,haryana and he did 

his graduation and post graduation from all india 

jat heroes memorialcollege,rhotak, haryana after 

post graduationhe did bechelor in 

education,rhotak,haryana mrs asha rani is a great 

personalty and a nice person he have a good 

experience in relevant field he face many 

challendes in his life he is a hard working teacher 

he faces many proplems his experience in basis 

computer, networking, languge.Etc..His 

confidence and behaviour,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students Mrs asha 

rani is a great personaltyand a nice person he have 

a good experience in relvant field he face many 

challenges in his life but he short out all problems 

in his life but he short out all problems his 

experience in basic 

computer,networking,language. Etc... his 

confidence and behavior,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students 

6 

 

     9017538282 

 

     DEEPIKADHULL@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   HOSPITAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             G.N.M 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: jyoti                                                                                                                              

School: 6080701304 GGSSS KATHURA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUDESH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs. Anita Arora is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. She did his school from 

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Charkhi  Dadri,Haryana. She 

passed out his B.Tech from Bhagat Phool Singh Girls 

University, Khanbpur, and Haryana in 2015.  She 

has very good Knowledge about his Subject. Some 

other key Points about him is following:- 

1. She was a good player of table tennis; he was 

player of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. Her short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. Her long – term goal is to go at a higher 

position in a MNC. 

4. Her strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. Her weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  Her Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that she is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family  

We are one brother and two sister. My mother is a 

house wife and my father is a shopkeeper. 

6 

 

     8397961596 

 

     SUDESHYADAV019@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 1 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             POST B.SC NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SONAM KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080701402 GGSSS MADINA  
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DETAILS 
 

    KIRTI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very sympathetic in nature and believe in 

doing genuine duties either care of patients in 

hospital Or towards hospital Institution. She comes 

from well developed family where girls also have 

an important part of family that motivates her to 

do best by her strength. Her family suggested her 

to choose such professional course of type such 

having more chances to get job after completing 

study. After doing study in nursing she decided to 

choose to join in health institution in nearby area 

and keep in toch with study.                 

She frequently participated in awareness program 

s to aware and educate people in society. Like 

blood donation camps;general medical test; eye 

check up and all. She inspires the students by 

motivation of study ; by learning skills in particular 

area;;by sharing inspiration al stories in concise 

way and towards positive attitude.  

        Especially 

Her attitude towards life and job and relationships 

have a good impact on students mind. Students can 

relates own stories with the character of incident s 

shared by her on realistic basis 

6 

 

     8571977211 

 

     KIRTIHOODA255@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   CLINICAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             POST BSC. NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Neelam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107323 GSSS MODEL TOWN  
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DETAILS 
 

    JATIN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very intelligent man. He is very focused man. 

He has positive attitude. He is cheerful person. He 

has done GNM.  He is expert in his skills. he is 

expert in his subjects. he has knowledge of 

information technology very well. he has deep 

knowledge of his subjects. he has the experience 

of working. he is fabulous employee of his 

company. his teaching style is very interesting. he 

is a confident. he has good communication skills. 

his teaching style is very good. he makes the 

students comfortable with him. he gives answers of 

students' questions in a very good way that students 

understand very easily. he has taken guest lectures 

in other schools also. students love to study from 

him. he is a confident man. he loves to teach the 

students. he is a fantastic teacher. he always wants 

to give maximum knowledge about the topic to 

students. he always desire to learn more and give 

maximum knowledge to the students while 

teaching. students will be very happy by having 

guest lectures from him. 

6 

 

     9991191019 

 

     JATIN123@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GNM 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sachin                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SULTAN SINGH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a skillful person. 

He also worked in military &after that he achieved 

staff nurse opportunity 

He is also very  intrested to teach the students 

He is praise to vocational subjects that predents in 

schools 

He motivated the students about the patient care 

assistant subject &how to help this subject in ther 

job criteria. 

He also teach the students about field work . 

He is very punctual  

His communication skill is very attractive 

Every topics he would be teach with full of 

passionable. 

He also given parctical knowledge to the students 

He is very hard working &helpful person 

He teach all the topics satisfactory  

&also understand by the student. 

He also given relevant knowledge to that field 

He is a fully skilled knowledgeable person 

He is also skilled in theeir field also 

 He also motivated the students how this field 

helpful in their future &how to use this field &share 

their experience during hoapital work 

He paricipated all the hospital camps . 

He worked ina team 

He is very inspiring paerson 

 

6 

 

     8053186388 

 

     

STTRAINERGSSSGOHANA3560@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 30 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MPHIL+DIPLOMA IN GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Pooja                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    RUNA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is outsource staff nurse in PGI khanpur kalan 

Sonipat. She is properly given knowledge to the 

students about healthcare and motivate the 

students also provide knowledge about the field 

area and teach them how this field helpful for job 

and continuing studying. She is also interested in 

teaching field.she inspire these types of activities 

available in government schools at time and allow 

praise the students choose  vocational 

subjects.how this subject  help full form entering 

future she also giving motivational speech she is 

skillful she is good personality and time bounding 

she is good communication skills she participated 

in all camps related to healthcare she participated 

in all the beneficially activities during Hospital 

time she is very well in their work. Har explained 

children are easily understood student say that her 

exclaim explanation well understood and she could 

be called again. She is time punctual and cheerful 

lady her presentation is attractive she is knowledge 

full she is good communication skill she is great 

personality. 

6 

 

     8398865945 

 

     RUNA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Shashi Bala                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RUNA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is regular staff nurse in PGI Khanpur Kalan 

Sonipat.  

She is knowlediable in subject during the lecture 

time provide proper and satisfactory knowledge to 

the student and good communication skill . 

Student easily understand topic during guest 

lecture time .  

She inspire these types of activities available in 

govt.school at time and also praise the student to 

choose vocational subject and how this subject 

helpful for maintaining future. 

She also given motivational speech. She is skillful.  

She is good personality and time bounding. she has 

good communication skill.  

She participated in all the benificiary activities 

during hospital time. 

She is very well in their work. She participated in 

all the camps related to health care. 

She is also interested in teaching field. 

She has  properly given knowledge to the students 

about health care. 

The student  motivated the field area and teach 

them how this field helpful for job and continueing 

the study. 

She inspire these types of activities available in 

govt. school. 

6 

 

     8398865945 

 

     RUNASINDHU@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Asha Rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    JYOTI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She comes from joint family. She has different 

perspective in her life. She divided the life 

following ways. 

Time Goals – Goals that are oriented to a specific 

schedule or deliverable. 

      Focus Goals – Goals that help keep you on track 

toward a larger, ultimate goal. 

      Topic-based Goals – Goals rooted in a specific 

arena of your life (personal, professional, artistic, 

etc). 

What are the 5 SMART goals? 

SMART is an acronym for a business goal that is: 

      Specific 

      Measurable 

      Achievable 

      Relevant 

      Time-based 

you’re not sure what life goals you should set and 

feel overwhelmed by your prospects, fret no 

longer! 

We’re going to offer up a number of ways you can 

learn to set positive goals for your future. 

The key is to take action to change your 

circumstances. Begin designing powerful goals to 

set your aspirations in motion. 

All successful people meet their goals by figuring 

out what they want, creating their vision, and 

committing to their goals. They break their goals 

down into smaller sub-goals, and make a step-by-

step plan for each one. Then, they let nothing stand 

between them and the life they envision. 

Your goals can help you take things to the next 

level in any area of life. In fact, goals are proven 

to make you happier. 

 

6 

 

     8053459593 

 

     JH30091991@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             POST BSC NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: bindu dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    BALJEET SINGH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs. Anita Arora is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. She did his school from 

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Charkhi  Dadri,Haryana. She 

passed out his B.Tech from Bhagat Phool Singh Girls 

University, Khanbpur, and Haryana in 2015.  She 

has very good Knowledge about his Subject. Some 

other key Points about him is following:- 

1. She was a good player of table tennis; he was 

player of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. Her short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. Her long – term goal is to go at a higher 

position in a MNC. 

4. Her strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. Her weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  Her Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that she is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family  

We are one brother and two sister. My mother is a 

house wife and my father is a shopkeeper. 

6 

 

     9350148225 

 

     BALJEETSINGH04@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 1 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BSC. NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SONAM KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080701402 GGSSS MADINA  
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DETAILS 
 

    ANJALI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very sympathetic in nature and believe in 

doing genuine duties either care of patients in 

hospital Or towards hospital Institution. She comes 

from well developed family where girls also have 

an important part of family that motivates her to 

do best by her strength. Her family suggested her 

to choose such professional course of type such 

having more chances to get job after completing 

study. After doing study in nursing she decided to 

choose to join in health institution in nearby area 

and keep in toch with study.                 

She frequently participated in awareness program 

s to aware and educate people in society. Like 

blood donation camps;general medical test; eye 

check up and all. She inspires the students by 

motivation of study ; by learning skills in particular 

area;;by sharing inspiration al stories in concise 

way and towards positive attitude.  

        Especially 

Her attitude towards life and job and relationships 

have a good impact on students mind. Students can 

relates own stories with the character of incident s 

shared by her on realistic basis 

 

6 

 

     7082603175 

 

     ANJALIDAHIYA90@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   MANAGER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 4.5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MASTER IN HOSPITAL 

ADMINISTRATION 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Neelam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107323 GSSS MODEL TOWN  
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DETAILS 
 

    ANSHU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very intelligent man. He is very focused man. 

He has positive attitude. He is cheerful person. He 

has done GNM.  He is expert in his skills. he is 

expert in his subjects. he has knowledge of 

information technology very well. he has deep 

knowledge of his subjects. he has the experience 

of working. he is fabulous employee of his 

company. his teaching style is very interesting. he 

is a confident. he has good communication skills. 

his teaching style is very good. he makes the 

students comfortable with him. he gives answers of 

students' questions in a very good way that students 

understand very easily. he has taken guest lectures 

in other schools also. students love to study from 

him. he is a confident man. he loves to teach the 

students. he is a fantastic teacher. he always wants 

to give maximum knowledge about the topic to 

students. he always desire to learn more and give 

maximum knowledge to the students while 

teaching. students will be very happy by having 

guest lectures from him. 

6 

 

     8076746409 

 

     ANSHU456@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GNM 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sachin                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MR.HIMANSHU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is skillful inall topics given by the guest lecture. 

Good communication skills 

Understandable language during lecture time. 

Motivated the students about healthcare&teach 

them the subjects benefits for the students. 

Teàch the students in health care what they 

achieve in them 

Time punctuality &good personality. 

Cooperative nature. 

He became a pharmacist &give proper knowledge 

to the students about all the drugs 

Maximum time given to the students&understand 

by example during their lecture time&give answer 

fluently put by the students 

Some other relevant knowledge also given to thes 

students after their heigher studies. 

He is good  knowledgeable &skillful person 

He is intrested in students teaching. 

He participating in all camps related to  health 

care. 

He give proper knowledge to the students about the 

subjects 

He is a good informer 

He praises these vocational sibjects those are in 

gov school & students choose these subjec &also 

tech them about the benefits of health care subject 

&how helpful for future 

6 

 

     9992409444 

 

     

HIMANSHURAWAT.88869@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PHARMACIST 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             D-PHARMA+B.TECH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Pooja                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAVINDER KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

his is skillful in all topics given by guest lecture 

.good communication skills understandable 

language during lecture time motivate the students 

about health care and teach them the subject 

benefits for the students teach the students in 

health care what way achieve in them time 

punctuality and good personality cooperative 

nature  maximum time given to students and 

understand by examples during their lecture time 

and give answers in each question put by the 

students some relevant knowledge also given to the 

students after their higher studies his  teaching way 

is very effective and students learn easily he use 

discussion method also during the lecture time he 

put all the force during a lecture time and give a 

affordable knowledge he also provide some 

surrounding information related to field he also 

press the students to choose healthcare and teach 

them that in this field vast opportunities 

available.understands children taking care of 

patients in government school students are happy 

to technology from him 

6 

 

     9991747976 

 

     

RAVINDERKUMAR1051983@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   RALIWAY DEPARTMENT JOB 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             12TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Shashi Bala                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    KAVITA DEVI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is regular staff nurse in PGI Khanpur Kalan 

Sonipat.  

She is knowlediable in subject during the lecture 

time provide proper and satisfactory knowledge to 

the student and good communication skill . 

Student easily understand topic during guest 

lecture time .  

She inspire these types of activities available in 

govt.school at time and also praise the student to 

choose vocational subject and how this subject 

helpful for maintaining future. 

She also given motivational speech. She is skillful.  

She is good personality and time bounding. she has 

good communication skill.  

She participated in all the benificiary activities 

during hospital time. 

She is very well in their work. She participated in 

all the camps related to health care. 

She is also interested in teaching field. 

She has  properly given knowledge to the students 

about health care. 

The student  motivated the field area and teach 

them how this field helpful for job and continueing 

the study. 

She inspire these types of activities available in 

govt. school. 

6 

 

     9817480288 

 

     KAVITADEVI@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BSC. NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Asha Rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    MANJU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs.Manju sangwan is a great 

personality,hardworking teacher and very 

knowledgeable teacher he belongs from rhotak city 

he did his basic education from RKP school madina 

rhotak,haryana and he did his graduation and post 

graduation from all india jat heroes 

memorialcollege,rhotak, haryana after post 

graduationhe did bechelor in 

education,rhotak,haryana mrs.manju sangwan is a 

great personalty and a nice person he have a good 

experience in relevant field he face many 

challendes in his life he is a hard working teacher 

he faces many proplems his experience in basis 

computer, networking, languge.Etc..His 

confidence and behaviour,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students Mrs. 

manju sangwan is a great personaltyand a nice 

person he have a good experience in relvant field 

he face many challenges in his life but he short out 

all problems in his life but he short out all problems 

his experience in basic 

computer,networking,language. Etc... his 

confidence and behavior,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students 

6 

 

     9992278531 

 

     

MANJUSANGWAN2609@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   HOSPITAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             G.N.M 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: jyoti                                                                                                                              

School: 6080701304 GGSSS KATHURA  
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DETAILS 
 

    RASHMI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is the only person in her family who earn. She 

is married .she have one children who study in good 

school. 

her greatest professional achievement was 

completing  Bachelor’s degree in 4 years with a 3.8 

GPA. she had no financial support from my family 

and had to work a full-time job while pursuing my  

degree. This taught her to prioritize  time, build 

great habits and stay focused on goals. I’m proud 

of this accomplishment and I feel that what I 

learned is going to give me a big advantage in my 

career now. 

Educational achievement is one of the most 

important factors of a students’ academic journey. 

Education as a form of secondary socialisation 

teaches students, the basic norms and values of 

society and assists in developing their individual 

identity. In many cases there are contributing 

issues that not only hinder.Teacher Professional 

Development and Student Achievement Gains The 

achievement of students results from the work of 

knowledgeable, experienced, and skilled teachers. 

Therefore, there is a need to improve the 

knowledge and skills of teachers to ensure that the 

achievement of students is possible 

 

6 

 

     7988813272 

 

     RASHMIBARAK7@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 4 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MSC NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: bindu dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    ANIRUDH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs. Anita Arora is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. She did his school from 

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Charkhi  Dadri,Haryana. She 

passed out his B.Tech from Bhagat Phool Singh Girls 

University, Khanbpur, and Haryana in 2015.  She 

has very good Knowledge about his Subject. Some 

other key Points about him is following:- 

1. She was a good player of table tennis; he was 

player of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. Her short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. Her long – term goal is to go at a higher 

position in a MNC. 

4. Her strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. Her weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  Her Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that she is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family  

We are one brother and two sister. My mother is a 

house wife and my father is a shopkeeper. 

6 

 

     9813759436 

 

     ANIRUDHRR5627@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 1 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SONAM KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080701402 GGSSS MADINA  
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DETAILS 
 

    ASHA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has an influential personality of having a lot of 

experience in teaching field and how to influence 

students related to study or life also.  

Background of person is not so strong on financial 

basis but completing her study with a will power of 

doing something very soon that's why she choose a 

such professional study to get a job early so soon as 

possible. After completing her study from nursing 

college with good% of marks earn a experience of 

1.5 yr clinical experience from private hospital and 

gain good practical knowledge. She have a good 

communication skills; with updated knowledge 

with shows her personality attirbutes. She have a 

good IPR with all the colleagues and also with 

nearby by persons. She have a good tactise to deal 

with teenage students and students shows intwrst 

in her techniques of discussing topics deliver by 

her. She frequently uses reality based incudences 

and linked them to students life in such a way that 

they feel connected himself with that inspiration 

also stories. 

6 

 

     9017538282 

 

     DEEPIKA8DHULL@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   CLINICAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             G.N.M 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Neelam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107323 GSSS MODEL TOWN  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUMIT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very intelligent man. He is very focused man. 

He has positive attitude. He is cheerful person. He 

has done GNM.  He is expert in his skills. he is 

expert in his subjects. he has knowledge of 

information technology very well. he has deep 

knowledge of his subjects. he has the experience 

of working. he is fabulous employee of his 

company. his teaching style is very interesting. he 

is a confident. he has good communication skills. 

his teaching style is very good. he makes the 

students comfortable with him. he gives answers of 

students' questions in a very good way that students 

understand very easily. he has taken guest lectures 

in other schools also. students love to study from 

him. he is a confident man. he loves to teach the 

students. he is a fantastic teacher. he always wants 

to give maximum knowledge about the topic to 

students. he always desire to learn more and give 

maximum knowledge to the students while 

teaching. students will be very happy by having 

guest lectures from him. 

6 

 

     8708043730 

 

     SUMITANTIL123@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   GNM 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sachin                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAJESH KUMARI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is regular staff nurse in PGI khanpur kalan 

sonipat. She is knowledgeable in that subject. 

During the lecture time provide proper 

&satisfactory knowledge to the. student &good 

communication skills students easily understand 

topics during guest lecture time she properly given 

knowledge to the students about health care&also 

motivated the students&provide knowledge about 

the field area  

Teach them how this fieldhelpful for 

job&contuining  studing with job 

She also intrest in teaching also. 

She inspire these typeof activities available in govt 

schools at that time &alao praise the students to 

choose vocational subject &how this sub 

maintaining furure  withthe help of this subject. 

She is given motivational speech 

She is skillfull 

She is good command on that subject 

She is good personality &time bounding 

She is good communication skills 

She is inspirable &teach very well 

Some otherrelevant knowledge give to the 

students. 

She paricipated in all the hopital camps related to 

health care & 

6 

 

     8684057002 

 

     KUMARIRAJESH8886@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BA+DIPLOMA IN GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Pooja                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAJESH KUMARI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is outsourcing staff nurse in PGI khanpur.she is 

knowledgeable in that subject during the lecture 

time provide proper and satisfactory knowledge to 

the students and good communication skills. 

Students is the understand topics during guest 

lecture time.Shri properly given knowledge to the 

students about healthcare and motivated the 

students also provide knowledge about the field 

area and teach them how this field helpful for job 

and containing study. She is also interested in 

teaching field.she inspire these types of activities 

available in government school at time and also 

press the students to choose vocational subjects. 

she inspire students how the subject helpful for 

maintaining future .she also given motivational 

speech. Skillful. She is good personality and time 

bounding. She is good communication skills.she 

participated in all camps related to healthcare . 

she participated in all the beneficial activities 

during Hospital time .she is very well in their work.  

she teach student in very effectivable method. 

6 

 

     8684057002 

 

     KUMARIRAJESH8886@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.A 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Shashi Bala                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAJESH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is regular staff nurse in PGI Khanpur Kalan 

Sonipat.  

She is knowlediable in subject during the lecture 

time provide proper and satisfactory knowledge to 

the student and good communication skill . 

Student easily understand topic during guest 

lecture time .  

She inspire these types of activities available in 

govt.school at time and also praise the student to 

choose vocational subject and how this subject 

helpful for maintaining future. 

She also given motivational speech. She is skillful.  

She is good personality and time bounding. she has 

good communication skill.  

She participated in all the benificiary activities 

during hospital time. 

She is very well in their work. She participated in 

all the camps related to health care. 

She is also interested in teaching field. 

She has  properly given knowledge to the students 

about health care. 

The student  motivated the field area and teach 

them how this field helpful for job and continueing 

the study. 

She inspire these types of activities available in 

govt. school. 

6 

 

     7988236904 

 

     KUMARIRAJESH8886@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Asha Rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SARIKA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is the only person in her family who earn. She 

is married .she have one children who study in good 

school. 

My greatest professional achievement was 

completing my Bachelor’s degree in 4 years with a 

3.8 GPA. I had no financial support from my family 

and had to work a full-time job while pursuing my  

degree. This taught me to prioritize my time, build 

great habits and stay focused on my goals. I’m 

proud of this accomplishment and I feel that what 

I learned is going to give me a big advantage in my 

career now. 

Educational achievement is one of the most 

important factors of a students’ academic journey. 

Education as a form of secondary socialisation 

teaches students, the basic norms and values of 

society and assists in developing their individual 

identity. In many cases there are contributing 

issues that not only hinder.Teacher Professional 

Development and Student Achievement Gains The 

achievement of students results from the work of 

knowledgeable, experienced, and skilled teachers. 

Therefore, there is a need to improve the 

knowledge and skills of teachers to ensure that the 

achievement of students is possible 

 

6 

 

     9671380018 

 

     SARIKAMALIK.MALIK4@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BAMS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: bindu dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    KULVEER KAUR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs. Anita Arora is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. She did his school from 

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Charkhi  Dadri,Haryana. She 

passed out his B.Tech from Bhagat Phool Singh Girls 

University, Khanbpur, and Haryana in 2015.  She 

has very good Knowledge about his Subject. Some 

other key Points about him is following:- 

1. She was a good player of table tennis; he was 

player of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. Her short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. Her long – term goal is to go at a higher 

position in a MNC. 

4. Her strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. Her weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  Her Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that she is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family  

We are one brother and two sister. My mother is a 

house wife and my father is a shopkeeper. 

6 

 

     9728197114 

 

     KULVEERKAUR079@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 1 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             POST B.SC. 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SONAM KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080701402 GGSSS MADINA  
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DETAILS 
 

    SONIKA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has an influential personality of having a lot of 

experience in teaching field and how to influence 

students related to study or life also.  

Background of person is not so strong on financial 

basis but completing her study with a will power of 

doing something very soon that's why she choose a 

such professional study to get a job early so soon as 

possible. After completing her study from nursing 

college with good% of marks earn a experience of 

1.5 yr clinical experience from private hospital and 

gain good practical knowledge. She have a good 

communication skills; with updated knowledge 

with shows her personality attirbutes. She have a 

good IPR with all the colleagues and also with 

nearby by persons. She have a good tactise to deal 

with teenage students and students shows intwrst 

in her techniques of discussing topics deliver by 

her. She frequently uses reality based incudences 

and linked them to students life in such a way that 

they feel connected himself with that inspiration 

also stories. 

6 

 

     9050383262 

 

     SONIKARAGHAV42@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   CLINICAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BSC NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Neelam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107323 GSSS MODEL TOWN  
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DETAILS 
 

    ROHIT SHERAWAT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very intelligent man. He is very focused man. 

He has positive attitude. He is cheerful person. He 

has done GNM.  He is expert in his skills. he is 

expert in his subjects. he has knowledge of 

information technology very well. he has deep 

knowledge of his subjects. he has the experience 

of working. he is fabulous employee of his 

company. his teaching style is very interesting. he 

is a confident. he has good communication skills. 

his teaching style is very good. he makes the 

students comfortable with him. he gives answers of 

students' questions in a very good way that students 

understand very easily. he has taken guest lectures 

in other schools also. students love to study from 

him. he is a confident man. he loves to teach the 

students. he is a fantastic teacher. he always wants 

to give maximum knowledge about the topic to 

students. he always desire to learn more and give 

maximum knowledge to the students while 

teaching. students will be very happy by having 

guest lectures from him. 

6 

 

     7838036012 

 

     ROHITSHERAWAT45@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURISNG 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sachin                                                                                                                              

School: 6080100204 GSSS ASADPUR NANDNAUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    SONIA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is a good teaching experience and presently 

teaching in SVM college of nursing   

She is good.   communication skills and   attractive   

personality    

She  teach very effortly &use understandable 

language during the guest lecture time  

She undestand all the topics  provide by me . 

Her teaching way is very effective and students 

learns easily  

She use discussion method also during the lecture 

time  

She put all the efforts during the lecture time &give 

affordable knowledge 

She also provide  some surrounding information 

related to field   

She also praise the students to choose health care 

& teach them that in this field a vast opportunities 

available . 

She alao inspire the students in health care field  

She maintain IPR with the students 

She also take part in social activities in hospital 

work 

She participate effortly 

She is knowledgeful  

She is good communication skills 

She is a great personality &time punctuality 

She is a good command on their sunject 

She is cheerful 

Her presentation is attractive 

 

6 

 

     946678837 

 

     

SONIADEVENDERSAINI@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHING STAFF 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             D-PHARMA+BSCNURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Pooja                                                                                                                              

School: 6080501303 GSSS GOHANA CITY  
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DETAILS 
 

    KAVITA DEVI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is outsourced staff nurse in PGI khanpur kalan 

Sonipat.she is good teaching experience . She is 

good communication skills.she is knows 

knowledgeable in that subject during the lecture 

time provide proper satisfactory knowledge to the 

students. Student easily understood topics during 

the structure time. She is attractive personality. 

She teaches very effectively. Chef use 

understandable language during the lecture time. 

She understand all the topics provided by me. Her 

teaching where is very effective. Her presence is 

very good in PCA subject. She also inspired the 

students in healthcare field.She maintained with 

the students very easily .she used very easy 

language that students understood very easy and 

learn themselves easily. She is deep knowledge 

about PCS skills . She having a good power of 

friendship Ness. she has knowledge of hospitals and 

patient care and others related to hospital work. 

see properly given knowledge to the student about 

healthcare and motivated the students also provide 

knowledge about the field area and teach them 

how this field helpful for job and continuous 

studying she is also interested in teaching field 

types of activity available in government school at 

time and all of the student to choose vocational 

subject. 

6 

 

     9817548288 

 

     KAVITASAGWAN997@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Shashi Bala                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAVINDER 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is regular staff nurse in NC Medical college 

Israna.  

He is knowlediable in subject during the lecture 

time provide proper and satisfactory knowledge to 

the student and good communication skill . 

Student easily understand topic during guest 

lecture time .  

He inspire these types of activities available in 

govt.school at time and also praise the student to 

choose vocational subject and how this subject 

helpful for maintaining future. 

He also given motivational speech. He is skillful.  

He is good personality and time bounding. He has 

good communication skill.  

He participated in all the benificiary activities 

during hospital time. 

He is very well in their work. He participated in all 

the camps related to health care. 

He is also interested in teaching field. 

He has  properly given knowledge to the students 

about health care. 

The student  motivated the field area and teach 

them how this field helpful for job and continueing 

the study. 

He inspire these types of activities available in 

govt. school. 

6 

 

     9991747976 

 

     

RAVINDERKUMAR1051983@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   STAFF NURSE 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Asha Rani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080300102 GSSS AGWANPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIKAS 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very humble with patient and students as 

well. 

He is from medical background. 

He has more knowledge about medical field. 

He can share real life experience with students. 

He is good motivational speaker. 

He gives priority to his work first. 

He is very co-operative by nature. 

He is an independent men. 

He came from educated family, Most of family 

members are working. 

He is worked in reputed hospital(Saroj Hospital) 

He is currently working in Charak Palika Hospital. 

He is very humble with patient and students as 

well. 

He is from medical background. 

He has more knowledge about medical field. 

He can share real life experience with students. 

He is good motivational speaker. 

He gives priority to his work first. 

He wanted to become staff nurse and within 4 years  

he became  staff nurse. 

He is very co-operative by nature. 

He is an independent men. 

He came from educated family, Most of family 

members are working. 

He is worked in reputed hospital(Saroj Hospital) 

He is currently working in Charak Palika Hospital. 

 

6 

 

     9873871519 

 

     VICKYTUSHIR@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSING OFFICER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Manisha                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107334 GGSSS SONEPAT  
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DETAILS 
 

    PRETTI DEVI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs.preeti devi is a great personality,hardworking 

teacher and very knowledgeable teacher he 

belongs from rhotak city he did his basic education 

from ggssskathura sonipat,haryana and he did his 

graduation and post graduation from all india jat 

heroes memorialcollege,rhotak, haryana after post 

graduationhe did bechelor in 

education,rhotak,haryana mrs preeti devi is a great 

personalty and a nice person he have a good 

experience in relevant field he face many 

challendes in his life he is a hard working teacher 

he faces many proplems his experience in basis 

computer, networking, languge.Etc..His 

confidence and behaviour,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students Mrs 

preeti devi is a great personaltyand a nice person 

he have a good experience in relvant field he face 

many challenges in his life but he short out all 

problems in his life but he short out all problems 

his experience in basic 

computer,networking,language. Etc... his 

confidence and behavior,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students 

6 

 

     9992763019 

 

     PREETIDEVI@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PGI(HOSPITAL) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B.SC NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: jyoti                                                                                                                              

School: 6080701304 GGSSS KATHURA  
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DETAILS 
 

    PREETI DEVI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs.Preeti devi is a great personality,hardworking 

teacher and very knowledgeable teacher he 

belongs from rhotak city he did his basic education 

from ggssskathura (sonipat),haryana and he did his 

graduation and post graduation from all india jat 

heroes memorialcollege,rhotak, haryana after post 

graduationhe did bechelor in 

education,rhotak,haryana mrs preeti devi is a great 

personalty and a nice person he have a good 

experience in relevant field he face many 

challendes in his life he is a hard working teacher 

he faces many proplems his experience in basis 

computer, networking, languge.Etc..His 

confidence and behaviour,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students Mrs 

preeti devi is a great personaltyand a nice person 

he have a good experience in relvant field he face 

many challenges in his life but he short out all 

problems in his life but he short out all problems 

his experience in basic 

computer,networking,language. Etc... his 

confidence and behavior,knowledge and body 

languge all thinks are impress all students 

6 

 

     9992763019 

 

     PREETIDEVI@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PGI RHOTAK 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             5 YEARS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: manoj kumar                                                                                                                              

School: 6080700802 GSSS CHHICHHRANA  
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DETAILS 
 

    PINKI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She comes from joint family. She has different 

perspective in her life. She divided the life 

following ways. 

Time Goals – Goals that are oriented to a specific 

schedule or deliverable. 

      Focus Goals – Goals that help keep you on track 

toward a larger, ultimate goal. 

      Topic-based Goals – Goals rooted in a specific 

arena of your life (personal, professional, artistic, 

etc). 

What are the 5 SMART goals? 

SMART is an acronym for a business goal that is: 

      Specific 

      Measurable 

      Achievable 

      Relevant 

      Time-based 

you’re not sure what life goals you should set and 

feel overwhelmed by your prospects, fret no 

longer! 

We’re going to offer up a number of ways you can 

learn to set positive goals for your future. 

The key is to take action to change your 

circumstances. Begin designing powerful goals to 

set your aspirations in motion. 

All successful people meet their goals by figuring 

out what they want, creating their vision, and 

committing to their goals. They break their goals 

down into smaller sub-goals, and make a step-by-

step plan for each one. Then, they let nothing stand 

between them and the life they envision. 

Your goals can help you take things to the next 

level in any area of life. In fact, goals are proven 

to make you happier. 

 

6 

 

     9991362780 

 

     PINKIDAHIYA15@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BSC NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: bindu dahiya                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203304 GSSS KHEWRA  
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DETAILS 
 

    NITIN GOYAL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mrs. Anita Arora is a nice, hardworking and 

knowledgeable teacher. She did his school from 

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Charkhi  Dadri,Haryana. She 

passed out his B.Tech from Bhagat Phool Singh Girls 

University, Khanbpur, and Haryana in 2015.  She 

has very good Knowledge about his Subject. Some 

other key Points about him is following:- 

1. She was a good player of table tennis; he was 

player of the match in 2010 state level games under 

19team. 

2. Her short – term goal is too placed in the 

reputed company like yours. 

3. Her long – term goal is to go at a higher 

position in a MNC. 

4. Her strength is that he is self – motivated and 

hardworking person and likes to help others. 

5. Her weakness is that he did not say no when 

others ask him to help. 

6.  Her Hobbies are to do competitive coding, 

playing in door games like chess, Table Tennis, 

watching movie.  

In short we say about him is that she is so much 

gentle person. 

About Family  

We are one brother and two sister. My mother is a 

house wife and my father is a shopkeeper. 

6 

 

     9812422404 

 

     DR.NITIN879@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   DOCTOR 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 1 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BDS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: SONAM KUMARI                                                                                                                              

School: 6080701402 GGSSS MADINA  
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DETAILS 
 

    MANJEET 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She has an influential personality of having a lot of 

experience in teaching field and how to influence 

students related to study or life also.  

Background of person is not so strong on financial 

basis but completing her study with a will power of 

doing something very soon that's why she choose a 

such professional study to get a job early so soon as 

possible. After completing her study from nursing 

college with good% of marks earn a experience of 

1.5 yr clinical experience from private hospital and 

gain good practical knowledge. She have a good 

communication skills; with updated knowledge 

with shows her personality attirbutes. She have a 

good IPR with all the colleagues and also with 

nearby by persons. She have a good tactise to deal 

with teenage students and students shows intwrst 

in her techniques of discussing topics deliver by 

her. She frequently uses reality based incudences 

and linked them to students life in such a way that 

they feel connected himself with that inspiration 

also stories. 

6 

 

     8813078307 

 

     MANJUNONI3330@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   CLINICAL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BSC NURSING 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Neelam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107323 GSSS MODEL TOWN  
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DETAILS 
 

    SACHIN DAHIYA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very intelligent man. He is very focused man. 

He has positive attitude. He is cheerful person. He 

has done GNM.  He is expert in his skills. he is 

expert in his subjects. he has knowledge of 

information technology very well. he has deep 

knowledge of his subjects. he has the experience 

of working. he is fabulous employee of his 

company. his teaching style is very interesting. he 

is a confident. he has good communication skills. 

his teaching style is very good. he makes the 

students comfortable with him. he gives answers of 

students' questions in a very good way that students 

understand very easily. he has taken guest lectures 

in other schools also. students love to study from 

him. he is a confident man. he loves to teach the 

students. he is a fantastic teacher. he always wants 

to give maximum knowledge about the topic to 

students. he always desire to learn more and give 

maximum knowledge to the students while 

teaching. students will be very happy by having 

guest lectures from him. 

6 

 

     9015558474 

 

     DAHIYASACHIN123@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PATIENT CARE ASSISTANT 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   NURSING 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GNM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    ANKIT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Ankit is a teacher of Physical Education in 

school He has expert communication skills.He has 

superior listening skills.He has deep knowledge and 

passion for their subject matter.He has the ability 

to build caring relationships with students.He has 

friendliness nature and approachability. He has 

excellent preparation and organization skills.He 

has strong work ethic.He has community-building 

skills.The teacher plays an important role in school. 

He is not simply to impart knowledge but also 

mould the habits, traits and character of pupils. He 

is to achieve educational objectives through the 

curriculum of the school.The teacher is required to 

answer questions which require fair command of 

subject. He should have sufficient knowledge so far 

as the pupils are concerned. Knowledge of the 

subject matter is not sufficient to be a good 

teacher. A first rate scholar may be a poor teacher. 

Teacher’s personality traits have deep impact on 

the pupils.The teacher must love his pupils. He 

must understand them individually and try to help 

them in overcoming their difficulties. His attitude 

should be sympathetic and friendly. 

6 

 

     9812274359 

 

     ANKIT.SAROHA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 4 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             B .PED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Ashwani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203602 GSSS KUNDLI  
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DETAILS 
 

    VIJAY 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Background of a person:He have a keen interest in 

sports by his childhood. In his early time he used to 

like participated in various curricular activities 

including sports and games. For the better 

performance in sports he made a daily routine for 

work out and maintain a proper stamina. His family 

supports him to motivate him on this way. After 

completing his secondry education with good% He 

decided to to bachelor's degree in physical 

education and after that also continued education. 

He influences students by giving realistic situations 

and also shared solutions To cope up with different 

problem's. He is very kind to give coaching to 

students and also have a commanding role during 

students training and make better player. He have 

a influential personality that have  direct or 

indirecr impact on students personal and 

professional life.  

He have a good communication skills. Genorsity and 

kindness to low economic students is also an 

remarkable quality of his personality. He used to 

arrange different competition period ically. 

6 

 

     9050423452 

 

     

VIJAYBHARDWAJ6324@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COACHING 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 7 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BPED; NIS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sunita                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107323 GSSS MODEL TOWN  
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DETAILS 
 

    NARESH MALIK 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He has good knowledge of yoga. he has been 

teaching physical education for more than 8 years. 

despite being from a middle class family he choose 

to go for higher studies and choose to give his 

knowledge to the society. Working with students, 

parents, and other teachers requires a range of 

interpersonal skills. Being a teacher means being a 

leader and role model to your students. A physical 

education teacher is a model of values such as 

leadership, teamwork, and good sportsmanship. 

Treating the people around you with respect makes 

them more likely to respect you and your 

program.Being able to communicate effectively is 

another important skill. Clear communications to 

your students helps them learn your lessons and 

keeps them safe. Communicating with parents and 

other professionals respectfully shows how you 

treat your students in your program. Effective 

communication builds a sense of community where 

students feel confident in their abilities. With 

greater confidence and support, students are more 

likely to embrace physical activity as a source of 

fun. 

6 

 

     8529365050 

 

     NARESHMALIK4839@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 8 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.A PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    AMIT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Amit is Sports person.It takes drive. He is 

disciplined in nature. he takes competitiveness. 

You have to be competitive and want to beat your 

competitors. 

He has self-confidence.It takes aggressiveness. He 

has focus on his work. 

He has good time management quality. He has 

Team Spirit No matter how good you are if you don't 

posses team spirit in you , it will be difficult for you 

to become a good sportsperson. He has Fighting 

Spirit Never Give up,,, Fight till the game ends. 

Fighting spirit is also as essential as Team Spirit. 

Team Spirit and Fighting Spirit are two most 

essential attributes of a successful sports person. 

He is Disciplined Hard Work Hard Work and 

Discipline are definitely required in any sports. 

Practice is the key, more you practice better you 

become. A Sportsperson must play his sports as per 

the situation. If it is a team game. He must think 

where he fits best in the team. 

Sportsman is that person whose profession is to play 

sports. Sportsman needs to be Physically and 

mentally fit if he has to be successful. 

A Sportsperson must play his sports as per the 

situation. If it is a team game. He must think where 

he fits best in the team. 

 Sportsperson should be mentally tough and be 

ready to face any circumstances in the game. He 

must think positive in the crucial circumstances of 

the game. 

6 

 

     9812922529 

 

     AMIT.KUMAR@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PERSONAL ACADEMY 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BPED, NIS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Ashwani                                                                                                                              

School: 6080203602 GSSS KUNDLI  
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DETAILS 
 

    AMIT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Background of a person:He have a keen interest in 

sports by his childhood. In his early time he used to 

like participated in various curricular activities 

including sports and games. For the better 

performance in sports he made a daily routine for 

work out and maintain a proper stamina. His family 

supports him to motivate him on this way. After 

completing his secondry education with good% He 

decided to to bachelor's degree in physical 

education and after that also continued education. 

He influences students by giving realistic situations 

and also shared solutions To cope up with different 

problem's. He is very kind to give coaching to 

students and also have a commanding role during 

students training and make better player. He have 

a influential personality that have  direct or 

indirecr impact on students personal and 

professional life.  

He have a good communication skills. Genorsity and 

kindness to low economic students is also an 

remarkable quality of his personality. He used to 

arrange different competition period ically. 

6 

 

     9050664959 

 

     AMIT123AMIT@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COACHING 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 6 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MPED; NIS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    INDERPAL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

he has been a good players of kabbadi from his 

school time and now he is an excellent coach in 

kabbadi. presently working in mukhi college 

gohana. his student's performs excellent in many 

tournaments and he put lots of efforts to 

accomplish so.It seems obvious, but having a 

healthy body is important for a PE teacher. Since 

PE teachers are telling students to make healthy 

choices, these adults have to model what they say 

to do. PE teachers dont need to be star athletes, 

but having a positive attitude toward fitness and 

instruction is important to show students how living 

healthy can be enjoyable.This is another trait that 

seems apparent, but a good Physical Educator 

needs to be able to educate. Being able to distill 

complex ideas into easily followed steps helps your 

students feel better about physical activity. Being 

able to teach also includes being able to recognize 

which students need more encouragement or a 

different way of explaining, and assessing 

learning.Being able to communicate effectively is 

another important skill. Clear communications to 

your students helps them learn your lessons and 

keeps them safe. Communicating with parents and 

other professionals respectfully shows how you 

treat your students in your program. Effective 

communication builds a sense of community where 

students feel confident in their abilities. With 

greater confidence and support, students are more 

likely to embrace physical activity as a source of 

fun. 

6 

 

     9253122000 

 

     INDERPALGOHANA20@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.A PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    DR. SUNIL CHOPRA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Dr. Sunil Chopra is a good personality.                                                                                        

He is a good bio technologist.                                                                                                            

He is not interested in job .                                                                                                        

His father is a buesniss man.                                                                                                              

Dr. Sunil Chopra wants to open a food & nutrition 

industry.                                                       In a 

meeting he tell me something about  

biotechnology.                          biotechnology is a 

set of practices that use living cells (such as 

bacteria, yeast, algae) or component cells like 

enzymes, to generate industrial products and 

processes. Products include biomass-based 

materials such as fuels and chemicals, while 

processes include the treatment of waste water 

and energy efficiency measures. 

The most established application of industrial 

biotechnology is in the food and beverage sector. 

For example, microbes (yeast) or enzymes are used 

to produce beer and wine as well as dairy goods 

such as cheese. However, biotechnology is being 

increasingly applied to improve manufacturing 

processes and to solve environmental problems. 

Industrial biotechnology can be used to: 

i. Create new products, such as plant-based 

biodegradable plastics. 

ii. Replace petroleum-based feed stocks by 

processing biomass using bio-refineries to generate 

electricity, transport fuels or chemicals.                               

Dr. Sunil Chopra is a good teacher also. 

6 

 

     9996330661 

 

     TARUNBIO@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   FREELANCER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             P.HD. IN BIO TECHNOLOGY 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    RITU SHARMA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Ritu Sharma is a yoga Instructor. She is dedicated 

woman for her work. She is passinate about her 

work. She has Ability to Connect No matter the size 

of the yoga class, our certified yoga instructors 

make everyone feel comfortable and have an 

impact on each person so that the person feels like 

they belong. Every great yoga teacher will touch 

the heart of their students in some way. Presence 

Any successful teacher must command the 

attention of the students. Yoga students should 

want to watch every move the teacher makes! It’s 

an indescribable quality, like a natural confidence. 

As the yoga teacher works the room, a subtle 

touch, a shout-out, or even a glance can be enough 

to uplift the students.This can vary greatly 

between yoga teachers. Some warm your heart 

with the way they teach, while others bring a light 

heartedness and sense of humor. Ideally you want 

your energy to be focused, calm, centered, and 

enthusiastic.Having a plan for the yoga class is 

always a great idea. Know what you are going to do 

in class that day, arrive early, talk to students, and 

create a peaceful environment before the class 

even begins. 

6 

 

     9306193697 

 

     KUMARI.RITU@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BPED, PG DIPLOMA IN YOGA 

SCIENCE 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    YOGESH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Background of a person:He have a keen interest in 

sports by his childhood. In his early time he used to 

like participated in various curricular activities 

including sports and games. For the better 

performance in sports he made a daily routine for 

work out and maintain a proper stamina. His family 

supports him to motivate him on this way. After 

completing his secondry education with good% He 

decided to to bachelor's degree in physical 

education and after that also continued education. 

He influences students by giving realistic situations 

and also shared solutions To cope up with different 

problem's. He is very kind to give coaching to 

students and also have a commanding role during 

students training and make better player. He have 

a influential personality that have  direct or 

indirecr impact on students personal and 

professional life.  

He have a good communication skills. Genorsity and 

kindness to low economic students is also an 

remarkable quality of his personality. He used to 

arrange different competition period ically. 

6 

 

     946625038 

 

     YOGESHRPS@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COACHING 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MPED; NIS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    AMIT KUMAR 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He has been working as a coach for a long time and 

knows every thing about strength and quickly find 

out the weakness of a player. he is fluent in 

correcting the weakness and help the players to 

gain skills and build self confidence in them. he 

understand that a team requires many different 

skills and qualities. While some players will excel 

in technical areas, others will excel when it comes 

to commitment, fitness, strength and leadership. 

Coaching a team means giving some individuals 

more time and guidance than others in certain 

areas of the game. This requires patience, and an 

understanding that players learn and develop at 

different paces and he knows it very well. 

There is always a positive to take from football – 

even in the face of defeat. The best coaches remain 

positive when dealing with adversity, and are 

always looking for opportunities rather than 

challenges.When it comes to communication, he 

very much a ‘less is more’ kind of coach. He said 

that it’s essential that a coach gets his point across 

concisely. He added that when coaches talk 

throughout a training session their words are often 

‘lost in the wind’. 

6 

 

     9050664959 

 

     AMITK123AMIT@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COACH FOOTBALL 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             NIS 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    PARMOD 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Pramod Kumar is a teacher. He is very 

hardworking and dedicated to their work. He is also 

a sports person as well as a teacher.The meaning 

here changes depending on who you ask. Some say 

it means a yoga teacher should have a certain 

teaching style, a signature look or phrase, or simply 

the ability to cater to both beginners and advanced 

students at the same time.Flexibility is important 

not just for your body. Great certified yoga 

instructors adjust their teaching based on their 

audience. They have a plan, but that plan can be 

changed to cater to their audience. There is a 

certain intuition required, to listen and care for 

your students even if they are not directly giving 

you feedback.The best way to lead is by example. 

While you don’t have to be the most gifted 

physically, you do need tohave an understanding of 

movement, alignment and physiology, and a 

consistent practice of your own.Sometimes simple 

adjustments are needed, and sometimes bad habits 

need to be kicked to the side and re-learned 

entirely. A great yoga teacher will watch their 

students, making sure no one is going to get injured 

and that everything is executed properly. A 

certified yoga instructor who focuses more on their 

students will have happier students 

6 

 

     9728680319 

 

     PARMODSAVARI@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BPED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    SUMIT 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Background of a person:He have a keen interest in 

sports by his childhood. In his early time he used to 

like participated in various curricular activities 

including sports and games. For the better 

performance in sports he made a daily routine for 

work out and maintain a proper stamina. His family 

supports him to motivate him on this way. After 

completing his secondry education with good% He 

decided to to bachelor's degree in physical 

education and after that also continued education. 

He influences students by giving realistic situations 

and also shared solutions To cope up with different 

problem's. He is very kind to give coaching to 

students and also have a commanding role during 

students training and make better player. He have 

a influential personality that have  direct or 

indirecr impact on students personal and 

professional life.  

He have a good communication skills. Genorsity and 

kindness to low economic students is also an 

remarkable quality of his personality. He used to 

arrange different competition period ically. 

6 

 

     8199009093 

 

     SUMITDHANKHAR05@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COACHING 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             NIS;BPED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    PARMOD SARWARI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is well known for taking care of his student on 

the track and also off the track. he is strict from 

outside and soft from inside. he take inspiration 

from his own coach who help him during his low 

time and support him in every situation. so he also 

help others because he also get help from 

others.Having good communications skills is 

important in any professional occupation, however 

it’s especially important for athletic trainers. As an 

AT you work with a variety of different athletes in 

different types of settings. Having the ability to 

interact with almost any type of person is essential 

for being great at what you do. However, it’s more 

than just being nice; it’s about building a rapport 

with athletes. ATs who have good relationships 

with their athletes can be successful in treating 

them and getting them through their 

rehabilitation. 

It’s also important to have the ability to 

communicate medical details clearly. Once an 

athlete sustains an injury, they might not fully 

understand everything that’s happening to their 

body. A good AT can explain injury and rehab 

details effectively so their athletes’ understand 

diagnosis and treatment procedures properly.This 

isn’t only important for ethical and legal issues, it’s 

also essential in building trusting relationships with 

their athletes. An athlete who trusts their AT may 

feel more comfortable following protocols and 

programs designed for their injuries, another 

reason head athletic trainers in the national study 

found honesty and trustworthiness desirable traits. 

This can also make the AT more approachable for 

athletes when they need someone to talk to about 

a problem they may be having regarding an injury, 

trouble with school, or other personal issues. 

6 

 

     9728680319 

 

     PARMOD101291@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COACH (ATHLETICS) 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.A PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    ANKIT THAKRAN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Mr. Ankit Thakran is a good personality person.                                                                                      

He is a good manager.                                                                                                                             

His behavior & communication skills are very good.                                                                   

His father is a good businessmen.                                                                                                                           

In a short meeting he told me about biotechnology 

& its importance.In simple terms, biotechnology 

refers to the use of living organisms or their 

products to modify human health and human 

environment. It is an amalgamation of molecular 

and cellular biology and plant, animal and human 

genetics. 

All living things are made up of cells, which are 

programmed by the same basic genetic material 

called DNA (Deoxy Ribonucleic Acid). Each unit of 

DNA is made up of four nucleotides. These are 

Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Thymine (T), and 

Cytosine (C) The other two ingredients being sugar 

and a phosphate. These nucleotides pair up in 

strands that twist together in a spiral structure, 

called a double helix. Thus, all DNA – whether from 

a microorganism, a plant, an animal or a human – 

is composed of the same material. 

We pray to god for success in his life. 

 

6 

 

     9034710490 

 

     ANKIT.THAKRAN57@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   SELF BUSINESS 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 2 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.TECH. BIOTECHNOLOGY 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    SONIA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Ms. Sonia is physical education teacher as well as a 

sports person.The person must want to teach, want 

to improve, and want to inspire! While none of us 

want to hear a lecture, it’s great when a yoga 

teacher really knows their stuff. A simple 

explanation of the medical benefits of postures or 

variations for people with injuries or physical 

limitations can go a long way in demonstrating 

knowledge and gaining credibility. No matter the 

size of the yoga class, our certified yoga instructors 

make everyone feel comfortable and have an 

impact on each person so that the person feels like 

they belong. Every great yoga teacher will touch 

the heart of their students in some way.Any 

successful teacher must command the attention of 

the students. Yoga students should want to watch 

every move the teacher makes! It’s an 

indescribable quality, like a natural confidence. As 

the yoga teacher works the room, a subtle touch, a 

shout-out, or even a glance can be enough to uplift 

the students.This can vary greatly between yoga 

teachers. Some warm your heart with the way they 

teach, while others bring a light heartedness and 

sense of humor. Ideally you want your energy to be 

focused, calm, centered, and enthusiastic 

6 

 

     9999864421 

 

     KUMARI.SONIA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             BPED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 
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DETAILS 
 

    SACHIN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

Background of a person:He have a keen interest in 

sports by his childhood. In his early time he used to 

like participated in various curricular activities 

including sports and games. For the better 

performance in sports he made a daily routine for 

work out and maintain a proper stamina. His family 

supports him to motivate him on this way. After 

completing his secondry education with good% He 

decided to to bachelor's degree in physical 

education and after that also continued education. 

He influences students by giving realistic situations 

and also shared solutions To cope up with different 

problem's. He is very kind to give coaching to 

students and also have a commanding role during 

students training and make better player. He have 

a influential personality that have  direct or 

indirecr impact on students personal and 

professional life.  

He have a good communication skills. Genorsity and 

kindness to low economic students is also an 

remarkable quality of his personality. He used to 

arrange different competition period ically. 

6 

 

     9315382445 

 

     SACHIN078@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COACHING 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MPED; BPED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Sunita                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107323 GSSS MODEL TOWN  
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DETAILS 
 

    MANOJ JANGRA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

he is a good coach and also a good person it is 

because of his family background. his parents 

always teach him good values and help him to to 

follow these values. he is excellent on the mat. he 

has each and every quality of a good sportsman. he 

has been sharp during his matches and has very cool 

nature in normal life. The patient fighter doesn’t 

just charge his opponent, attacking at random and 

exposing himself to a counter. Rather, he waits 

until his opponent makes a mistake and engages 

when victory can be ensured.When your punches 

and kicks are fast, you’re more likely to score, 

Jhoon Rhee says. Speed also endows your 

techniques with more power, making it tough for 

your opponent to evade or block them. Mentally, 

speed refers to quick thinking for fast problem 

solving, which comes from reading books. 

“You don’t solve most problems with one idea; you 

need three to four pieces of related information,” 

Rhee says. 

Speed also facilitates the quick understanding of 

market changes, which martial arts professionals 

must always stay in tune with, he adds. 

6 

 

     9354882845 

 

     

MANOJJANGRASONIPAT@GMAIL.COM 
 

     SKILL :  

                         PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   COACH (TAEKWONDO 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             M.A PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: upender singh                                                                                                                              

School: 6080201502 GSSS GARH MIRAKPUR  
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DETAILS 
 

    TARUN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

he is very talented person,hard working,and faced 

many ups and down in his life.he is a very 

successfull person in his 

life............................... 

He can face many challenges like how to attract 

customers and how to make them happy............. 

he has Technical Skills as well as good 

communication skills. ... 

he is very Honest. ... 

he is Hard working. ... 

Courteous. ... 

Steadfast. ... 

Endurance Power......... 

he also act as a guider and his patient level is very 

high so  he knew very well how to deal in different 

situations.he always believed in actions speak 

louder than words.He acquires a good status in the 

society.He is very creative. 

He provides goods and services to consumers,and 

at the same time produce the profit for 

themselves. 

He improves the economy and increase jobs for 

people 

He satisfy the needs and wants of people . 

He is very efficient 

He provides good quality food. 

He faced many challenges like paying the various 

bills,solve customer complaints,hiring 

employess,time management. 6 

 

     9992268759 

 

     TARUNDHINGRA5951@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         RETAIL 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BUSINESSMAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 7 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             10TH 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: sonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    NEHA 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very talented person,hard working,and faced 

many ups and down in his life.She is a very 

successfull person in hER 

life............................... 

She can face many challenges like how to attract 

customers and how to make them happy............. 

She has Technical Skills as well as good 

communication skills. ... 

She is very Honest. ... 

She is Hard working. ... 

Courteous. ... 

Steadfast. ...  

Endurance Power......... 

She also act as a guider and her patience level is 

very high so  she knew very well how to deal in 

different situations.She always believed in actions 

speak louder than words.SHe acquires a good status 

in the society.SHe is very creative. 

SHe provides goods and services to consumers,and 

at the same time produce the profit for 

themselves. 

SHe improves the economy and increase jobs for 

people 

SHe satisfy the needs and wants of people . 

SHe is very efficient..................... 

He faced many challenges like paying the various 

bills,solve customer complaints,hiring 

employess,time management 

 6 

 

     8816070090 

 

     NEEEHAKAPOOR@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         RETAIL 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   HR MANAGER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 5 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: sonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    PREETI 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is very talented person,hard working,and faced 

many ups and down in his life.She is a very 

successfull person in hER 

life.......................................... 

She has Technical Skills as well as good 

communication skills. ............ 

She is very Honest. 

........................................ 

She is Hard working. 

............................................... 

Courteous. .......................................... 

Steadfast. 

................................................... 

Endurance 

Power............................................. 

She also act as a guider and her patience level is 

very high so  she knew very well how to deal in 

different situations.She always believed in actions 

speak louder than words.SHe acquires a good status 

in the society 

.SHe is very 

creative...................................... 

SHe is very efficient..................... 

SHe faced many 

challenges..............................................  

She possesses a very good moral character 

She deals professionaly in her working 

area...................... 

Planning and management skills are very fine of her 

stream. 

 

6 

 

     9813489115 

 

     PREETIDHINGRASGI@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         RETAIL 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TEACHER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA ,M.PHIL. MCOM, BED ,PHD 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: sonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    NEERAJ 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

he is very talented person,hard working,and faced 

many ups and down in his life.he is a very 

successfull person in his 

life............................... 

He can face many challenges like how to attract 

customers and how to make them happy............. 

he has Technical Skills as well as good 

communication skills. ... 

he is very Honest. ... 

he is Hard working. ... 

Courteous. ... 

Steadfast. ...  

Endurance Power......... 

he also act as a guider and his patient level is very 

high so  he knew very well how to deal in different 

situations.he always believed in actions speak 

louder than words.He acquires a good status in the 

society.He is very creative. 

He provides goods and services to consumers,and 

at the same time produce the profit for 

themselves. 

He improves the economy and increase jobs for 

people 

He satisfy the needs and wants of people . 

He is very efficient 

He provides good quality food. 

He faced many challenges like paying the various 

bills,solve customer complaints,hiring 

employess,time management 

 

6 

 

     9813904600 

 

     NEER.CHITKARA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         RETAIL 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BUSINESSMAN 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA B.ED 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: sonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    SUNIL 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

he is very talented person,hard working,and faced 

many ups and down in his life.he is a very 

successfull person in his 

life............................... 

He can face many challenges like how to attract 

customers and how to make them happy............. 

he has Technical Skills as well as good 

communication skills. ... 

he is very Honest. ... 

he is Hard working. ... 

Courteous. ... 

Steadfast. ...  

Endurance Power......... 

he also act as a guider and his patient level is very 

high so  he knew very well how to deal in different 

situations.he always believed in actions speak 

louder than words.He acquires a good status in the 

society.He is very creative. 

He provides goods and services to consumers,and 

at the same time produce the profit for 

themselves. 

He improves the economy and increase jobs for 

people 

He satisfy the needs and wants of people . 

He is very efficient 

He provides good quality COSMETICS. 

He faced many challenges like paying the various 

bills,solve customer complaints,hiring 

employess,time management 

 

6 

 

     9996495795 

 

     SUNILDHINGRA5094@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         RETAIL 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   BUSSINESS 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MBA 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: sonam                                                                                                                              

School: 6080107702 GSSS TIHAR BAGRU  
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DETAILS 
 

    RAJ SINGH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is a good person and he have so much knowledge 

about travel industry. He knowledgeable in that 

subject during the Lecture time provide proper and 

satisfactory knowledge to the students & good 

communication skill.  students easily understand 

topics during guest lecture time.    

He inspire these types of activities available in govt 

schools at time & alao praise the students to choose 

Vocational subject & how this subject helpful for 

maintaining future. 

He is also given motivational speech .he is skillfull  

He have a good personality & time bounding  

He have. A good communication skills  

He properly given knowledge to the students about 

travel & tourism  & motivated the students & also 

provide knowledge about the field area  & teach 

them how this field helpful for job & continuing 

studing. 

He is also interested in teaching field. 

He is participated in all the camps related to travel 

industry 

He is participated in all the beneficiary activities 

during managing his own work  

He is very well in the work. 

6 

 

     9531861248 

 

     ANTIL.RAJ@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         TRAVEL & TOURISM 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TOUR MANAGER IN MAKE MY TRIP 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 8 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MASTER OF TOURISM 

ADMINISTRATION 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    NAVEEN 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very genuine person .and he is very hard 

working. He is  knowledgeable in that subject 

during the lecture time provide proper and 

satisfactory knowledge to the students & good 

communication skills.students easily understand 

topics during guest lecture time. 

He is properly given knowledge to the students 

about travel industry. &  Teach them how this field 

helpful for job & continuing studing.  

He is also interested in teaching field. 

He is inspire these types of activities available in 

govt schools at time & alao praise the students to 

choose Vocational subject & how make their future 

bright. 

He is also given motivational speech. 

He is skillfull. 

He have a good personality & time bounding. 

He have. A good communication skills. 

He is participated in all the activities related to 

travel industry in their company. 

He is participated in all the beneficiary activities 

during his college time  

He is very well in their work.                

He is very talented and his spoken style is attract 

students. 

6 

 

     8529411467 

 

     NAVINDHALWALL@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         TRAVEL & TOURISM 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TOUR CONSULTANT IN ASHOKA 

TRAVELS 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 3 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MTTM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    RENU 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

She is regular in Arya college Panipat .she is very 

hard working. She is knowledgeable in that subject 

during the Lecture time proper & satisfactory 

knowledge to the students & good communication 

skills. Students easily understand topics during 

guest lecture time. 

She is properly given knowledge to the students 

about travel & tourism & motivated the students . 

& Also provide knowledge about the field 

Area & teach them how this field helpful for job & 

continuing studing. 

She is also interested in teaching field. 

She inspire these types of activities available in 

govt schools at time & alao praise the students to 

choose Vocational subjects & how this subject 

helpful for maintaining future. 

She also given motivational speech. 

She have a very good personality & time bounding 

She is skillfull. 

She have a very good communication skills. 

She is participated in all the camps related to 

travel industry. 

She participated in all the beneficiary activities 

during her time . 

She is very well in her work. 

6 

 

     8708882173 

 

     RENURAHEJA2410@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         TRAVEL & TOURISM 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN ARYA 

COLLEGE PANIPAT 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MTTM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    YOGENDER KHARE 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is very genuine person in his own life . And he is 

very hard working. He is knowledgeable in that 

subject during the Lecture time provide proper & 

satisfactory knowledge to the students & good 

communication skills. Students easily understand 

topics during guest lecture time. 

He is properly given knowledge to the students 

about travel industry. 

& Motivated the students and also provide 

knowledge about this field area  & teach them how 

this field helpful for job & continuing studing. 

He is also interested in teaching field. 

He is inspire these types of activities available in 

govt schools at time and  also praise the students 

to choose Vocational subjects & how  this subject 

helpful for maintaining future. 

He is also given motivational speech. 

He is skillfull. 

He have a good personality and time bounding. 

He have a good communication skills. 

He is participated in all camps related to travel 

industry. 

He is participated in all the beneficiary activities 

during his own time. 

He is very well in the work. 

6 

 

     8171414470 

 

     YOGIKHERA@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         TRAVEL & TOURISM 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TOUR MANAGER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             GRADUATION AND DIPLOMA IN 

HOTEL MANAGEMENT AND TOURISM 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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DETAILS 
 

    ARUN SINGH 

KJSDKJAKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
 

He is  a very good person. And he is genuine and 

hard working. 

He is knowledgeable in that subject during the 

Lecture time provide proper and satisfactory 

knowledge to the students and good 

communication skills. Students easily understand 

topics during guest lecture time. 

He is properly given knowledge to the students 

about travel industry. 

And motivated the students and also provide 

knowledge about this field area and teach them 

how this field helpful for job and continuing 

studing. 

He is also interested in teaching field. 

He is inspire these types of activities available in 

govt schools at time and also praise the students to 

choose Vocational subjects and how this subject 

helpful for maintaining future. 

He is also given motivational speech. 

He is skillfull. 

He have a good personality & time bounding. 

He hev a good communication skills. 

He is participated in all the camps related to travel 

industry. 

He is participated in all the beneficiary activities 

during his own time. 

He is very well in their work. 

 

6 

 

     8447773455 

 

     ARUNIHTM08@GMAIL.COM 

 

     SKILL :  

                         TRAVEL & TOURISM 

    DISTRICT : SONIPAT 

 

    CURRENT OCCUPATION: 

                   TOUR MANAGER 
 

 

     EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS) : 0 

 

     HIGHEST QUALIFICATION:  

             MASTERS IN HOSPITALITY AND 

TOURISM MANAGEMENT 

 

                                       RESOURCE PERSON 

 
 

GUEST LECTURE – RESOURCE PERSONS (2019-20) 

Recommended & Submitted By: 

VT Name: Jyoti                                                                                                                              

School: 6080303902 GSSS KHERI GUJJAR  
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